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SUMMARY 

The c-axes 6f grains in a sheet of sea ice not only lie in the plane 

perpendicular to the direction of heat flow but also may align about a 

particular axis in that plane. It has been suggested that the existence of 

horizontal temperature gradients or the current at the ice-water 

interface are likely driving forces for this ordering. In addition to 

making relevant field observations , we have carried out experiments to 

discover which factor exerts the greatest influence on the resulting 

distribution of c-axes. 

Apparatus to grow NaCl ice in the presence of a water current has been 

constructed in the cold room at the Scott Polar Research Institute. Two 

lengthy experiments have been performed in saline water (34%,), one with a 

current of 3cms-1 beneath the growing ice and a corresponding "null" 

experiment in which there was no forced flow. Two similar experiments were 

carried out with brackish water (20%~ . The growth rate of the ice and the 

shape of the ice-water interface at the completion of the experiment were 

found in all four cases. Vertical and horizontal temperature gradients 

were measured during the saline experiments and the vertical gradients 

correlate well with those pr edicted by a theory fo r growth r ate. 

Horizontal gradients for all ex periments may then be deduced from a 

knowledge of the slope of the interface and the vertical tempe r ature 

gr ad ient. No corr e l at ion was found between the observed mean c-axis 

di r ect ion and the predicted or measured hori zontal temper a t ur e gr adients . 

In the presenc e of a current t he mean of t he c-axes was fo und to l i e i n the 

dir ection of the fo r ced fl ow. In addition , i n the sa line experiment the 

columna r gr a ins wer e tilted upstr eam in t o the curr e nt , a featur e which ha s 

been de s c rib ed for met al s solidifying in a flowing melt. Whe r e the re wa s 

no fluid motion the c-axis distribution was significantly less aligned . 

As the growth velocity of the ice decreased during the forced flow 

experiment with a brackish solution, a cel lul ar to planar transition took 

place at the ice-water interface. The conditions under which this occurred 



are in reasonable agreement with a theory for interfacial stability in 

fluid flow. 

The experimental and field observations follow a simple, empirical 

equation relating the fraction of c-axes aligned in the direction of the 

cur rent to the time at which the ice solidified . This yields an alignment 

relaxation time which has been related to the fluid velocity outside the 

boundary layer. Thus it is possible to predict the direction and strength 

of the c-axis alignment from knowledge of the mean current. Alternatively, 

the effective current can be found from the fabrics of the sea ice. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND REVIE.W 

1. 1 Introduction 

The addition of salts 

properties which cause 

to water has 

the resulting 

two effects on 

sea ice to 

the freezing 

differ, quite 
considerably, from pure ice . Firstly, the freezing point is depressed and 
becomes a function of salinity. Secondly, sea water freezes over a r ange of 
temperatures ahd the liquid phase may exist within the solid. In addition, 
salt is rejected at the ice-water interface during freezing and diffuses 
into the bulk of the liquid at a slower rate than the diffusion of heat to 
the interface . This causes the brine innnediately ahead of the interface to 
be belo w its liquidus temperature and the liquid is said to be 
constitutionally supercooled. In these circumstances, the planar interface 
is unstable and develops into an array of 2-dimensional cells (also called 
platelets), the crystal c-axis lying perpendicular to the long axis of the 
cell ( see figure 1. 1). Liquid brine is trapped between the platelets and 
the iesulting sea ice laminate consists of alternating layers of pu r e ice 
and brine. In sea ice, this fr agile region at the interface is frequently 
called the skeletal layer. 

In this thesis we consider the most important factors influencing the 
orientation of the crystal c-axes of sea ice with an aim to understanding 
the mechanism by which the c-axes of large areas of sea ice in the Arctic 
and Antarctic become aligned in a particular direction in the horizontal 
plane. This alignment is of interest since the mechanical and 
electromagnetic properties of sea ice are highly sensitive to the 
inclusion of brine which is controlled by the orientation of the 
platelets, and thus by the direction of the c-ax is . At the time this 
project commenced, the related field data were extremely inconclusive. 
This has been rectified, to a large extent, due mainly to the efforts of 
Weeks and Gow who consider the current at the ice-water interface to be 

1 



Schematic diagram of 
relationship of c - axis 

cellular 

to the 

interface 

cells. 

FIGURE l . l(a) Separation between cell tips 
approximately 0.05cm. C- axis 
shown by arrow. 

and 

FIGURE l.l(b) Photograph of the skeletal interface 
of laboratory NaCl ice, shortly a fter it was removed 
from the brine. Spacing between platelets is approx. 
0.05cm. 

2 
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the primary influence. The results of our experiments are in agreement 
with their conclusions. 

In the present chapter we r ev i e w the development of a sea ice cover and 
the processes at a cellular interface . Field observations of pr efer red 
orientation of c-axes, including our own data , are discussed in chapter 2. 
Patterns of natural convection and forced flow at the ice-water interface 
are also examined in this chapter. The kernel of the thesis is contained in 
chapter 3, where we describe our laboratory experiments on the alignment 
of c- axes in sea ice. In chapter 4 the results of these experiments are 
discussed in relation to studies on other materials and in terms of a 
simple model of the alignment process. 

1.2 The formation of an ice cover 

The coastline of much of the Arctic and sub-Arctic is ice-free for the 
short summer months. In the autumn ai r temperatures drop below freezing 
and the sea surface begins to cool. However sea ice cannot form until· the 
temperature of the water column above the pycnocline has been reduced to 
the freezing point since, at salinities greater than 24.7%.. the temperature 
of maximum den s ity lies below the freezing point. The cooler surface water 
is thus denser and will sink while warmer, deeper water rises to replace 
it. In regions, such as the Russian coast, where large rivers have drained 
into the sea during the summer making the coastal waters brackish ( less 
than 24.7%.), no mixing takes place and freezing can proceed more rapidly 
(Cherepanov, 1972). 

Although there is no doubt that supercoolings of up to 20°c can be 
achieved in small volumes of calm, dust-free sea water in the laboratory 
(Farrar and Hamilton, 1965) , the existence of supercooling in the ocean is 
still a matter of some controversy and the presence of thermal convection 
decreases this possibil ty. Reports of thermal supercooling at depth ( for 
example Coachman, 1966) are now viewed with scepticism since small errors 
in the salinity measurement, neglect of the dependence of freezing point 
on pressure, and inaccuracies in the ex press ions for the freezing point as 
a function of salinity can all lead to apparent supercooling when there is 
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.... - • 
none. [1] In regions where the water surface is open to the atmosphere, for 
example in the pol ynyas of the Antarctic ( Chikov skii , 1978), supe r cooling 
is mor e likely and has been directly measured at the surface of an Arctic 
lead (Katsaros, 1973). Experiments indicate, however, that even in these 

locations thermal supercooling will be transitory (Bennington, 1963b; 
Le wis and Lake, 1971; Farhadieh and Tankin, 1972} and once a complete cover 
has formed the potential for the production of supercooled water is 

greatly reduced. Nevertheless in laboratory ice grown at low velocities, 
Wakatsuchi ( 1974) and Bennington ( 1963b) have noted a layer of 
supercooled water which has been formed by the rejection of brine. 

The first sign of the formation of ice is the damping of capillary 

waves by a flexible, almost transparent skim of ice on the water surface. 
On closer examination we would find that this frazil ice [2] consists of 
thousands of crystals which have spread out rapidly across the surface, 
quenching any thermal supercooling. The crystallites will be similar to 
those which nucleate on the surface of pure water where they take the form 
of needles or discs, developing into shapes with hexagonal symmetry ( for 

·-
example Arakawa, 1955; Hobbs, 1974). In the ocean this nucleation will 
occur heterogeneously due to the presence of undissolved matter. A 
theoretical account of the nucleation of ice is given in reviews by 
Fletcher (1970) and Hobbs (1974). 

The orientations of the crystals in the initial skim depends on their 
shapes, on the turbulence in the water , and on the possible presence of a 
thin layer of supe r cooled water. The initial seeds will expand parallel to 
thei r fastest growing direction which , for ice , is perpendicular to t he 
c-axis (Hillig , 1958) . I n calm conditions , the disc- shaped crys t als 
aver age 2. 5 cm in di ameter and 0.01 - 0. l an in thickness ( Weeks , 1958) and 
float wi t h t he ir c-axes pe r pend i cular to the water surface (Dor onin and 
Khe ysi n, 1975 ). Whe n r a pid fr eezi ng t akes place on an undisturbed su r face 

[ 1 ] 

[2] 

Two de terminations of freezing point as a function of salinity differ 
by approximately 5 x 10-3°c for typical Arctic salinities (Doherty 
and Kester, 1974; Fujino et al, 1974) 
All terminology used in this the sis follows the descriptions given in 
the World Meteorological Organisation publication on Sea-Ice 
Nomenclature (1970). 
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needle crystals are formed ( Bennington, 1968) and, according to Doronin 
and Kheysin (1975), the c-axes lie in the plane of the water surface . 

Under the influence of wind ;ind waves the skim of frazil ice develops 
in thickness and density to form a suspension up to 30an thick, called 
grease ice. The original crystals are rounded by abrasion against each 
other into tiny plates of ice, 0.1:...0.4an in diameter and 1-100µm thick. They 
rapidly sinter together in groups, called floes, which are 0.3-1.0an across 
(Martin, 1981). The subsequent conglomerate is equigranular and the c-axes 
are randomly oriented. If the effects of wind and waves are not 
substantially dampened by this cover of grease ice , then pancake ice will 
form (Weeks and Lee, 1958 ; Martin et al, 1976) or, in more extreme 
conditions, the crystals will be herded downwind and under the edges of 
floes in a manne r described by Martin ( 1981). It is common . to find 
consolidated frazil or grease ice in the top few centimeters of any ice 
sheet but in areas of considerable wind mixing and free i ce drift it 
occupies a much larger proportion of the cover. For example frazil ice 
comprises a large fraction of the lower portion of the sea ice cover in 
the marginal ice zone [3] such as the coastal waters o f Newfoundland and 
Labrador (Winsor and LeDrew, 1978), the Greenland Sea (Weeks, 1982), the 
Bering Sea (Martin and Kauffman, 1981) and in the Weddell Sea (Gow 
et al, 1982.). 

Underwater ice is al so a common feature of the Antarctic sea ice. This 
forms when al l the sensible heat has been removed from the water column 
and consists of lar ge lamella r plates , typically 2-15an wide and 0.1-0.2an 
thick. These protrude downwards from the ice-water interface forming a 
mesh which traps brine. The c-axis of these crystals is perpendic ular to 
the plane of the plates . The structure and formation of this ice a r e 
described by Lewis and Weeks (1970 ) and Lewis and Milne ( 1977) . 

St alactite s ha ve al so been observ ed unde r sea ice by a numbe r of 
au thors ( e .g . Lewis and Milne . 1977) and their formation has been simulated 
in the labor a t o ry and expla ined theoretically by Mart in (1 974 ). 

[3] The marginal ice zone is defined by Wadhams (1980) as the ice cover 
which is close enough to open water to be influenced by its presence. 
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Having acknowledged the existence of consolidated grease and frazil 

ice and of underwater ice, a more detailed description of congelation 
ice [ 4] will now be given. This type of ice is extremely common in the 

Arctic where the "crystallinity factor", defined as the ratio of the 

thickness of congelation ice to the thickness of the entire cover 
(Buynitskiy, -1967), is 0. 90 to 1.0. In the Antarctic this coefficient can 

have values between 0.15 and 0.87. 

Once the initial skim has formed, the growing crystals are no longer 
able to expand laterally and grains begin to compete for survival during 

the subsequent downward growth. In the 5-30cm immediately below the 

initial layer, grains with their c-axis in the plane of the ice-water 

interface become rapidly predominant. Any preference for the a-axis to lie 
in the horizontal plane is not nearly so striking (Kawamura and Ono , 1980). 

The growth velocity decreases because the thickening ice sheet acts as an 

insulating layer to the cold air temperatures. The grain size increases 

with the decreasing growth rate and through this thin, so-called 
transition layer, the grains increase from sizes of the order of 

millimeters, if there is an initial frazil layer, to sizes of the order of 

a centimeter. Figure 1.2(a) is a horizontal thin section , photographed 

under crossed polaroid s, showing sea ice close to the base of the 
transition layer. [5] 

Beneath the transition layer,in the columnar zone, the grains become 

elongated in the direction of the heat flow, as shown in the vertical thin 
section in figure 1.3, and may extend many tens of centimeters to the 
bottom of the ice sheet. The c-axes now lie perpendicular to this long axis 

and are generally onl y a few degrees off the horizonta l plane. The gr ain 
size viewed in the horizontal plane also increases, though more slowly 

than i n the transition layer. Paige ( 1966) and Weeks and Assur ( 1967) 

r eport a r oughly linear increase in mean grain length [6] with depth. In 

[4] By congelation ice we mean ice which has increased in thickness only 
by fr eezing at the ice-water interface . 

[ 5] All thin section photographs in this chapter were prepared by the 
author from sea ice from the coastal waters of the Beaufort Sea. 

[6] Grain length is generally measured perpendicular to the c-axis and 
width is measured parallel to it. 
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FIGURE 1 .2 (b) Horizontal thin s e c t i on f rom 100cm 
below the ice surface near Tuktoyaktuk , Beaufort 
Sea. Fine b l ack l i nes s eparating plat e l ets a re brine 
inclusions. Gri d is 1cm s quar e. 

FIGURE 1.2 (a) Horizontal thin section from 10cm 
below the upper ice surface near Tuktoyaktuk, 
Beaufort Sea. Sample is near the base of t he 
transition layer. 1cm grid covering s ection . 



Typical crys tal size= 0.3 X 0.3 C-axes lie within 30° of the direction of growth. 

Noted that all cores broke approximately 15 cm from the surface. At this point, 
there is a distinct change in the numbers and sizes of air bubbles. Above, the 
bubbles are roughly spherical, uniformly distributed and occupy a high percentage 
of the total ice volume. Below the break to the bottom of the core the inclusions 
are of a variety of irregular shapes, highly localised and much less prevalent. 
This distinct change is not accompanied by any change in crystal size or c-axis 
direct ion , although axes are slightly more randomly distributed. 

Typical crystal size= 0.7 X 0.3 C-axes lie both in vertical and horizontal di
rections . Crystals are now beginning to lengthen in growth direction. 

Typical crystal size= 1.6 X 0.3 Maximum crystal size= 3.0 X 0.3 C-axes lie 
closer to horizonta l than vertical but still no distinct preference. 

Typical crystal size 3.0 X 0.3 Maximum crystal size= 4.0 - 8.0 X 1.5 The c-axis 
of the larger crystals now beginning to lie close to the horizontal. Ice now 
evidently forming columnar crystals elongated along the direction of growth. A 
number of small crystals interrupt .this morphology. 

Typical crystal size= 2.0 X 0.3 

Typical crystal size= 6.0 X 0.4 C-axes generally close to the horizontal and 
constant down the length of the section. 

Brine inclusi ons separating pl atelets of pure ice can be seen running parallel to 
the long axis of the sample. The number of small randomly orientated crystals has 
decreased. 

Typical crystal size= 10 X 0.5 - 0.7 C-axes almost all very close to the hori
zontal. Numbers of small, randomly orientated crystals now very small. 

''1111 10cm 

30cm 

40cm 

50cm 

56cm 



or tne total ice vo1ume. tlelow tne DreaK to tne oottom ot tne core tne 1nc1us1ons 
are of a variety of irregular shapes, highly localised and much less prevalent. 
This distinct change is not accompanied by any change in crystal size or c-axis 
direction, although axes are slightly more randomly distributed. 

Typical crystal size= 0.7 X 0.3 C-axes lie both in vertica l and horizontal di
rections. Crystals are now beginning to lengthen in growth direction. 

Typical crystal size= 1 .6 X 0.3 Maximum crystal size= 3.0 X 0.3 C-axes lie 
closer to horizontal than vertical but still no distinct preference. 

Typical crystal size 3. 0 X 0.3 Maximum crystal size= 4.0 - 8.0 X 1.5 The c-axis 
of the larger crystals now beginning to lie close to the horizontal. Ice now 
evidently forming columnar crystals elongated along the direction of growth. A 
number of small crystals interrupt this morphology. 

Typical crystal size= 2.0 X 0.3 

Typical crystal size= 6.0 X 0.4 C-axes generally close to the horizontal and 
constant down the length of the section. 

Brine inclusions separating platelets of pure ice can be seen running parallel to 
the long axis of the sample. The number of small randomly orientated crystals has 
decreased. 

Typical crystal size = 10 X 0.5 - 0.7 C-axes almost all very close to the hori
zontal. Numbers of small, randomly orientated crystals now very small. 

At 75 cm there is the sudden appearance of a large number of small, randomly 
oriented crystals. This caus0s many of the subsequent crystals to grow down
wards with long axis about 10 to the vertical for a distance of about 5 cm. 
The effect of the disturbance is still apparent about 17 cm below its occurrence. 

Typical crystal size= 20 X 0.5 C-axes not only lie in the horizontal plane but 
typically lie in one particular direction in this plane. There is one exception 
which lies in the horizontal plane but at 90° to the other c-axes. 

Typical crystal size= 20 X 1.0 C-axes horizontal and 15° - 30° from the plane of 
the section. 

FIGURE 1.3 Vertical thin section through entire ice 
thicknes s at Tuktoyaktuk. Crystal dimensions (Reproduced X 0.4) 
in centimetres. 
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addi t ion , Weeks and Hamilton (1962) found in 30cm thick Arctic sea ice , 
that the maximum grain length was approximately twice the maximum width. 
Similar results were obtained in Antarctica (Paige, 1966) at levels above 
120cm , but deeper in the ice the length to width ratio increased to 5: 1, 
indicating that the length increases more r apidly with depth than the 
width. Indeed it is common, at depths of greater- than 100cm, for the grain 
length in the horizontal plane to be greater than 5cm ( figure 1.2(b)). 
However , as illustrated in figure 1.2(b), determination of the exact size 
or shape of a sea ice grain is a difficult task since the grains are 
fragmented and interlocking. 

Ice grain structure has been classified according to its size and mode 
of formation (Michel and Ramseier, 1971; Cherepanov, 1972) but these 
schemes are not widely used. 

A highly idealised picture has been described. In nature there are 
frequentl y bands superimposed on the basic structure which may consist of 
alternating layers of c-axis vertical and c-axis horizontal grains , zones 
of high porosity or so-called "corrosion bands" formed by brine pocket 
expa nsion ( Benn i ngton, 1963b). 

1.3 The theory of geomet r ic selection 

Two of t he mos t st ri king featu r es of sea ice are the r apid incr ease i n 
gra in size and t he tendency for the c-axes to lie predomin ant ly in t he 
horizontal. The development of these features is gene r a l ly attr ibuted t o 

6'+-the process of geometric selection (Shum skii, 195-5'; Per e y and 
Pounder 1958). The basic postulate is that grai ns with a gr owth advantage 
pro j ec t sl i ghtly further into the mel t and ar e the r e f ore able t o grow at 
the expense of those in unfavourable orientations . In principle, this idea 
is simple and convincing but it has not been conclusively verified from 
experimental studies on pure or saline ice and the major factors which 
cause a grain to be favoured are not well understood. 

Given the consistency with which c-axis horizontal fabrics develop in 
sea ice, it is not surprising that several mechanisms have been identified 
which select this orientation. The four most important are as follows; 
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(i)Kinetics of growth Crystallisation on the prism faces takes place 

considerably faster than on the basal plane. This is common to both sea and 
pure ice and the differences in the resulting fabrics suggest that this is 

not the only significant factor. 

(ii)Anisotropy of the thermal conductivity The anisotropy of the thermal 

conductivity in sea ice ( Anderson, 1958, 1960) will favour the gr owth of 
those grains with their dire6tion of highest conductivity lying in the 

direction of heat flow (Weeks, 1958 ); that is, the growth of grains with 

the c-axis normal to the vertical heat extraction through the sheet of sea 

ice. 

( iii )Transport of solute from the interface Bennington ( 1963b) pointed 

out that the interchange of salt-rich brine at the interface is not 

inhibited by the cells which are oriented vertically. Cells at a large 
angle to the plane of the interface will form a trap for impurities. This 

means that the concentration, and hence the temperature, at the surface of 

a grain are dependent on its orientation. 

(iv )Supercooling In the presence of constitutional supercooling, grains 

with directions of "easiest" growth extending into the melt are at an 

advantage. However if the supercooling decreases ahead of the interface, 
blf then vertically or ient ed grains become predominant (Shumskii, 195-5). 

Knight ( 1962a) was able to confirm this hypothesis in pond ice , where 

impurity build-up causE;?d a planar to cellular transition to take place 

which was accompanied by a transition from vertically to horizontally 

oriented c-axes. 

Laboratory studies on i ce growth in dilute solutions (Kvajic and 
Brajovic, 1971; Kvajic et al, 1973) suggest that the relative geometry of 
the basal planes is the most important in determining the su rvival of 

certain grains . Although this suggests the growth kinetics may be 

dominating the resulting orientations, the dependence of the rate of 

elimination of unfavoured grains on the growth velocity and solution 

concentration indicates that the supercooling ahead of the interface is 

also of consequence. The importance of the relative orientations of the 

cells is illustrated by figure 1.4 which is a photograph of the ice-water 

interface in the early stages of the growth of NaCl ice in the laboratory. 
The almost planar face of the c-axis vertical grain grows more slowly than 
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FIGURE 1 . 4 Photograph showing c-axis horizontal 
grains with almost vertically oriented cells , 
encroaching on the planar ice- water interface of 
the c- axis vertical grain (shown by an arrow). 
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FIGURE 1.5 Diagram showing the temperature profiles -
in the liquid underneath growing sea ice, which inhibit 
(TSTABLE) and produce (TUNSTABLE) constitutional supercooling 
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the tilted or c-axis horizontal grains which protrude into the 
constitutionally supercooled region ahead of the interface. The rate of 
encroachment on the former grain depends on the orientation of its 
neighbours. Kolmogorov (1949) has formulated 

"(f mathematically and has obtained (Shumskii, 19,5-5), 
1 

( n 0 ) 2 n = A - • z 

geometric selection 

[ 1. 1 ] 

In equation [1.1), n
0 

and n are the number of grains at the origin and at a 
depth z from the origin. The constant A depends on the magnitude of the 
anisotropy in crystal growth. This has never been tested f or the growth of 
grains in sea ice. 

However, the observations of a number of authors suggest that the 
principle of geometric selection is not the complete explanation ( for 
example, the review by Doronin and Kheysin ( 1975) gives a number of 
counterexamples). Bennington (1963b) rarely found evidence of selective 
growth taking place either in the upper .10cm of sea ice or at the 
boundaries of bands of grains of differing orientations. He concludes ,that 
the orientation of a grain depends on the fast growth direction and on the 
availability of growth material. Cherepanov ( 1973) also feels that the 
rules. of geometric selection are not obeyed at salinities above 24. 7'.f,., but 
that they predict the growth of grains in a stable water column. This 
latter statement is, however, difficult to reconcile with observations on 
lake ice. 

The preferred orientation of the c-axes in pure ice is complicated 
because the mechanisms governing which grains grow most rapidly do not 
favour grain·s of the same orientation as they did in the case of sea ice. 
That is, the growth kinetics prefer c-axis horizontal grains, while the 
lack of solute rejection, and hence constitutional supercooling, favours 
vertically oriented grains. The latter orientation is also predicted from 
heat flow considerations since the thermal conductivity is slightly 
greater parallel to the c-axis, if there is any anisotropy at all 
(Landauer and Plumb, 1956). Thus on frozen lakes, horizontally or 
vertically oriented c-axes may predominate (Cherepanov, 1968; 
Knight, 1962a). Knight (1962a) reports that, although his findings on lake 
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ice are generally in agreement with the theory of geometric selection, he 
was unable to find an y direct evidence of the process occurring. On the 
contrary, he discovered one instance where a crystal with a tilted c-axis 
at the ice-water interface was taking over from a c-axis horizontal 
crystal, despite the fact that the rippled interface of the latter 
protruded further into the melt. 

The earliest experiments to determine the processes involved in the 
geometric selection of pure ice (Pounder , 1963) yielded inconclusive 
results. Knight (1966) was also unable to find firm evidence for the 
wedging-out process and suggested that, in his 3cm thick laboratory ice, 
fabric development is controlled by grain boundary migration, driven by a 
reduction in interfacial free energy or by stress of unknown origin. In 
further experiments, Ketcham and Hobbs (1967) measured slight differences 
i n the interface position of crystals growing in an aggregate. Although 
they observed that the grain which protruded further into the melt 
generally encroached upon its neighbour, they were unable to find a 
systematic relationship between this distance of projection and. the 
relati ve orientation of the grains. A r equirement of the theory of 
geometric selection is that such a r elations hip exists. As an alternative, 
Ketcham and Hobbs (1967) postulate an anisotr opy in surface tension and 
suggest that asymmetrical grain boundary grooves are formed wh en one grain 
exposes its low energy basal plane at the growing interface, while its 
neighbour with a different orientation, exposes a higher energy surface. 
Accretion then takes place at this boundary in such a way that the grain 
boundary moves, causing one grain to grow · at the expense of another. 
Ramseier (1968) has proposed a general rule to describe this process . More 
recently, Jones (1978) has shown that it is not necessary to postulate an 
anisotropy ·in solid-liquid interfacial free energy to expla i n the motion 
of grain boundaries. If the boundary is inclined to the interface then the 
grain boundary groove will be asymmetrical and the unequal curvatures will 
cause freezing on one side of the groove and melting on the other. 
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1.4 Constitutional supercooling and interface stability 

The relative importance of factors influencing the solidification of 
sea water is rather confusing and to clarify this it is necessary to take 

a more detailed look at the processes at the interface. As we have seen, 
the - interface of growing sea _ice is cellular (see figure 1.1 ). The 

conditions under which such an interface develops were origiJnally 
described by Rutter and Chalmers ( 1953) and Weeks ( 1966), among others, 

has applied the experience of the metallurgists to the case of sea ice. 

Solute rejected at the interface diffuses into the liquid , forcing the 
freezing point of the fluid to follow the salinity profile. However , 
because the ratio of thermal to solute diffusivity is typically of the 

order of 370 for Arctic sea water at its freezing point, the actual 
temperature profile in the liquid can be considered linear over the region 

that the liquidus temperature is changing rapidly. As shown in figure 1.5, 
two situations are possible. In the case of the steep temperature pr ofile, 

T stable ' the liquid is above its freezing point everywhere and a planar 
interface is stable. However, if the actual temperature profile is 

Tunstable• then the brine ahead of the interface is below its liquidus 
temperature and is said to be constitutionall y supercooled . The 

mathematical expression of these ideas follows simply and , where there is 

no mixing in the liquid, s tat es that constitutional supercooling will be 
present if 

mGci - Gli > 0 ' [ 1.2] 

that is [ 1.3] 

WRCf'C tReFe is no IRixing in tRe li~YiEi. G11 and Gci are the vertical 
temperature gradient and concentration gradient in the liquid at the 
interface respectively. c1i and Csi are the concentrations in the liquid 
and the solid at the interface, D is the diffusivity of solute in the 

liquid, V is the growth velocity of the ice and m is the slope of the 
liquidus. Therefore if a projection forms on the interface it encounters a 
region of constitutionally supercooled water. These projections grow to a 
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length determined by lateral solute diffusion from the cell tip and heat 

flow at the cell base (Rutter and Chalmers, 1953). However Mullins and 

Sekerka (1964) and Sekerka (1965) have shown that the existence of 

constitutional supercooling is necessary, but not sufficient for the 

formation of a cellular interface. They have developed a more rigorous 

theory of interface stability· by conside~ing the growth rate of 

infinitesimal perturbations on the plane surface. Again solute transport 

equations contain only terms in diffusion. The result of the analysis is 

that instability is predicted when 

{ LV + G } G li z: - li ' 2K1 [ 1.4] 

where Z: is a stability function which has been shown graphically in 

Sekerka (1965). K1 and Ks are the thermal conductivities in the liquid and 

the solid and Lis the latent heat of fusion per unit volume. 

The linear morphological stability theory of Mullins and 

Sekerka (1964) has been confirmed indirectly [7] in a series of elegant 

experiments (Hardy and Coriell, 1968; 1973) on the growth rate of 

perturbations on ice cylinders. For the case of perturbations of larger 

amplitude and with coupling between modes, they found it necessary to 

develop a non-linear morphological stability theory and again they 

obtained quantitative agreement with experiment. However Weeks (1966) and 

Lofgren and Weeks (1969) have not been so successful in their attempts to 

fit their data to theory, since they found instability was predicted in 

low salinity lakes where a smooth, planar interface was observed. They 

attribute tnis discrepancy to the effects of free and forced convection 

which may delay the onset of morphological instability (Weber, 1977) . The 

influence of the intensity of convection on the solute accumulation ahead 

of the interface, and hence on the interface stability, has been directly 

observed in the laboratory (Kvajic et al, 1968). In further experiments , 

Kvajic and others (1971) were also unable to confirm morphological 

stability theories but, in this case, they observed the initial features of 

[7] These experiments predicted values of ice-solution surface tension 
which agree with those from other sources 
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instability where a planar interface was expected. To explain this they 
suggest that stability may not be independent of the crystallography. 

We may conclude that the theories for constitutional supercooling and 
morphological stability are successful, but that their application to sea 
ice- - is complicated by the presence of natural convection and by grains 
growing parallel to the c-axis. However, under almost all conditions , the 
ice-water interface in sea ice is unstable and a cellular structure 
develops. 

1.5 The segregation coefficient at a planar interface 

The development of a cellular interface hinges on the fact that there 
is a salt enriched region just ahead of the freezing interface. This salt 
is rejected at the freezing interface which we assume to be planar in the 
present section. In the next section we consider the inclusion of brine in 
pockets when a cellular interface develops. 

The rejection of salt at the interface is governed by the equilibrium 
segregation coefficient [8] which is defined as 

[ 1.5 J 

. This assumes that equilibrium exists between the phases. The segregation 
coefficient is a measure of the distortion which the solute imposes on the 
molecular arrangement of the solid, values close to 1 indicating little 
distortion _ (Hobbs ,1 974) . It depends critically on impurity (Burton 
et al, 1953) and we might expect different values for each of the ions in 
sea water. For example , the chloride ion enters the lattice 

°'""' substitutionally (Gross et al, 1977)"' a segr egation coefficient, which is 
slightly higher than that of the sodium ion is anticipated . This 
dissimilarity can cause large electrical potential gradients to build up 
at the ice-brine interface in dilute NaCl solutions 

[8) The segregation coefficient can also be called the partition or 
distribution coefficient 
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( 10-6 - 10-4 molar) [9] and is termed the Workman-Reynolds effect ( see 
Hobbs (1974) and Gross et al (1977) for further discussion of this 
effect). 

In general, ke is a function of concentration (Gross et al, 1975) 
unless the liquidus and solidus . lines on the phase diagram are straight 
and emanate from the freezing point of the pure liquid. The phase diagram 
of NaCl does not satisfy this condition, but the experiments of Gross and 
co-workers (Gross et al, 1977) have shown that, for 10-6 to 10-2 molar 
solutions, this concentration dependence may be ignored. In these 
experiments the segregation coefficients were found in the presence of 
forced flow and the results are thus free from the apparent concentration 
dependence which natural convection can introduce (Seidensticker, 1972). 
The molarity was sufficently low for the ice to grow with a planar 
interface, giving 

This is remarkably similar to the value deduced by Weeks and 
Lofgren ( 1967), 

k : 2.5 X 10-3 e 

from extrapolation of their results on the velocity dependence of the 
effective redistribution of brine during cellular growth, to the limit of 
infinitesimally small growth rates. 

Generally it is not possible to measure the concentration at the 
interface and it is therefore useful to define an effective distribution 
coefficient, 

[ 1.6 J 

where Ceo is the concentration in the bulk of the liquid. The value of keff 
is not a constant but depends on the mode of transpoft of solute from the 
interface to the bulk of the liquid. Burton and others (1953) have found 

[9] Sea water in Arctic regions is equivalent to 0.5 molar solutions. 
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the expression 

ke 
ke + (1- ke) exp(-Voc) 

D 

[ 1. 7 J 

relating keff to ke. This assumes that stirring in the liquid is such that 
the concentration is constant outside a solute boundary layer, o c' while 
solute transport is purely diffusive within this zone. 

1.6 Solute redistibution in cellular growth 

1.6. 1 Brine pocket formation 

In all but the purest lakes, the major portion of the salt content of 
the ice is enclosed in pockets and channels containing brine. Brine 
pockets can be seen, in figure 1.2(b), in rows parallel to the (0001) 
planes of the almost pure ice platelets. This dependence of brine 
inclusion on the crystallography is explained with reference to figure 1.6 
which illustrates the skeletal layer of a growing ice sheet. Since the 
equilibrium segregation coefficient is very small, most of the salt from 
the solidifying solution is rej ected at the platelet boundar~ Although~ 
can be quite readily transported away from the tip, higher up in the 
intercellular groove the brine becomes -trapped-. If. we assume that the ice 
and brine at the interface are at the equilibrium freezing point and that 
the freezing point is a linear function of salinity, then the 
concentration must increase towards the root of the groove. This increase 
can only be· achieved by freezing on the cell walls and, as a result, the 
grooves shrink. According to Anderson and Weeks (1958) and Assur (1958), a 
critical groove width is reached at which surface tension forces cause 
"necking" to occur and the brine layer forms a cylindrical tube and 
finally a pocket, as demonstrated in figure 1.6 • As the ice thickens, the 
brine within the pockets becomes colder and freezing occurs on the inner 
walls, making the solution more saline. As the eutectic temperatures of 
each of the species is reached, solid salts will crystallise out of 
solution. Anderson and Weeks (1958), Lake and Lewis (1970) and others have 
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Diagram of the four stages in the formation of a brine pocket. 
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FIGURE 1 . 6 ·The skeletal layer is pictured in the top half 

of the figure with the horizontal cuts, (1) to (4), shown . 

by dotted lines . The pr oportion of brine present in (1) to 

(4) is shown in the lower portion of the figure. Regions of 

brine are shaded. 
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made a number of measurements on the geometry of these grooves, tubes and 
pockets and some of these are given in the figure 1.6. This is a highly 
idealised picture and in reality the majority of the brine inclusions are 

=,. 

irregular in shape and are present at boundaries parallel to the c-axis as 
well as perpendicular to it (Sinha , 1977). Sinha (1977) gives good 
examples of these features at high magnificat i on and, by examining 
replicas of thin section surfaces with a scanning electron microscope, has 
succeeded in producing impressive photographs of the crystallisation of 
salts in a brine pocket. 

Considering only solute diffusion, the prediction for the depth of the 
cell boundary groove in sea ice is excessively large unless the existence 
of the eutectic at the root of the cell is postulated. This is rather an 
unrealistic assumption which may be unnecessary if convection within the 
skeletal layer is considered. Lake and Lewis (1970) have observed 
temperature fluctuations within the bottom few centimeters of a growing 
ice sheet which they attribute to such convection. They suggest that this 
overturning is responsible for the formation of brine pockets, 
hypothesising that each tube has a stagnant end cap which will be sealed 
off when the cold , dense , descending brine is replaced by water of higher 
freezing point. However this fails to explain brine pocket formation in 
the upward growth of saline ice (Kvaj ic et al, 1973) and, al though 
overturning may be important in certain circumstances, we do not believe 
it is primarily r esponsible for brine enclosure. While studying convection 
in the r egion of the ice-water interface, Niedrauer and Martin (1 979) have 
directly observed the formation of brine pockets from brine tubes but they 
do not discuss the method of formation. 

1.6.2 The segregation coefficient during cellular growth 

The problem of quantifying impurity inclusion during cellular 
solidification is much more complex than its counterpart for a planar 
interface. The equilibrium partition coefficient is . no longer a useful 
parameter since c1i will vary around the cell boundary and we are forced 
to use the effective distribution coefficient. Even if macrosegregation 
(such as the formation of brine pockets), convection in the fluid and t he 
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interaction between cells are ignored, it is found that keff is a function 
of interface curvature and growth velocity (Harrison and Tiller, 1963a). 
If the latter restriction is lifted, the concentration in the solid will 
increase from the cell centre out to the boundary which is a reflection of 
the fact that the fluid in the inter cellular grooves becomes more 
concentrated as the grooves shrink. When a brine pocket forms, the 
inhomogeneit i es in solute concentration in the solid increase further, as 

shown schematically in figure 1. 7. 

It is not surprising that experiments, designed to find a relationship 
between the effective segregation coefficient and the growth parameters , 
have firstly, averaged over a number of intercellular grooves and 

secondly, made no attempt to describe the mechanism of salt entrapment. 
Weeks and Lofgren (1967) have fitted ice salinity and growth velocity data 

to the expression of Burton et al (1953) (equation [1.7]). The agreement 
between theory and experiment is surprisingly good considering that the 
theory describes the segregation at a planar interface and the data were 

collected in a cellular regime. 

A weakness of the experiments of Weeks and Lofgren is that the measured 
salinities were not the values at the time of formation because of brine 

drainage from the ice. This difficulty was overcome by Cox and 

Weeks (1975) who, by tagging the solution with r adioactive Na, have 
recorded salinity profiles at specified times and positions without 
destroying the sample. Ag a in the data wer e in good agr eement with 

equation [ 1. 7], yielding a value of " oc/D" which is higher than that found 
by Weeks and Lofgren eY-tAoP"-&. These are 

0.26 + 
0.26 

L1-o.26)exp(-Voc) 
D 

· 10-5 > V > 5x1o-3cms-1 

Weeks and Lofgren (1967) 

oc / 0 = 7243scm-1, 3x1o-4 > V > 2x10-5cms-1 

Cox and Weeks (1975) 

[ 1.8] 

These expressions are useful in the calculation of initial salinity 
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FIGURE 1.7 Schematic representation of the 
concentration of solute in a horizontal cut 
through the solid , just above the roots of the 
intercellular grooves. There is a sharp increase 
in concentration from the centre of the cell, 
out towards the edge. 
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profiles but the parameters derived from fi ttirig data and theory are of 
little physical significance. 

However the situation is not so simple as the preceding expressions 
might imply. Using radioactive Cs as a dopant, Kvajic and others ( 1968) and 
Kvajic · and Brajovic (-1970) studied the effects of- freezing ice both 
upwards and downwards and found that, in some complicated manner, the 
effective segregation coefficient was dependent on the growth velocity, 
the initial concentration in the liquid and the intensity of convection. 
The picture is made still more baffling by reports of a relationship 
between effective segregation coefficients and the temperature gradient 
in the liquid (Fertuck et el, 1972) and by the observation that salinity 
differences of 1-2~ can occur because of the dependence of brine 
entrapment ;n crystallography (Bennington, 1968). 

Therefore we conclude that the expressions in [ 1.8] are extremely 
useful as an approximate description of solute entrapment, provided we 
recognise that they are a simplification of an extremely complex process 
and provided we do not require an accuracy greater than a few parts per 
thousand. 

1. 7 Growth kinetics and surface tension 

In the concentrated on some of the 
peculiarities that the presence and motion of impurities introduce during 
t he f r eezing of sea water. I n contras t t wo propert ies of the ice-water 
interface wh ich ar e no t se ver el y inf l ue nced by t he presence of impurities 
wi ll now be di s cus s ed. 

1. 7. 1 The kinetic s of growth 

The manner in which atoms attach themselves to a solidifying surface is 
determined by the roughness of the interface on the atomic scale, the 
imperfections in the crystal and the rate of growth. In ice, the 
diffuseness of the interface depends on the crystallographic plane 
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presented at the interface and the kinetics of solidification on the c and 
a-axes may therefore differ. In principle, the mechanism of attachment can 
be deduced from the functional relationship between the growth velocity 
and the supercooling in the liquid, the rate being given by the kinetic 
coefficient. The results of numerous experiments on pure ice (see 
Fletcher (1970) and Hobbs (1974) for reviews) suggest that growth 
perpendicular to the c-axis proceeds by the propagation of layers across 
the crystal surface, atoms attaching themselves at the step where a screw 
dislocation emerges at the interface. Direct observation by Ketcham and 
Hobbs ( 1968) of :Spiral steps on the ice-water interface further support 
this conclusion, although some features of their experiment are difficult 
to explain. Hillig (1958) and Michaels and others (196&) have examined 
growth parallel to the c-axis and have found growth velocities of the 
order of 100 times smaller than those in the perpendicular direction. This 
led them to hypothesise that two-dimensional nucleation, requiring the 
formation of an embryo of critical size, may be limiting growth in this 
direction. However if the crystal is imperfect, a screw dislocation 
mechanism is again operative. 

The addition of solute unexpectedly gives rise to an enhancement in the 
growth rate of a single crystal in a quiescent melt. It has been speculated 
that .solute adsorbtion on the crystal faces could increase the kinetics of 
solidification (Hobbs, 1974). However the experiments of Huang (1975) show 
that this anomalous effect disappears when free zing takes place in the 
presence of a forced flow of sufficiently high velocity. -This suggests 
that natural convection is the dominant factor, swamping all other 
possible effects . 

Attempts - have been made to measure the interface kinetic coefficient 
for solutions, including NaCl, by experiments on the migration of liquid 
droplets through ice {Jones and Chadwick, 1971, Jones, 1973a) and on the 
stability of ice cylinders (Hardy and Coriell, 1973). However these 
workers have assumed different kinetic laws and no conclusions can be 
drawn from these studies. 
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It is now generally accepted that there is a large anisotropy in growth 
kinetics of ice, despite the fact that attempts to measure the resultant 
difference in interfacial temperature of grains oriented at right angles 
have failed (Ketcham and Hobbs, 1969a). It follows that the kinetics of 
growth will play a major role in the formation of the horizontal girdle 
distributions of c-axes which are characteristic of lake and sea ice. 
Nevertheless this will not be true when the rate limiting process is the 
transport of heat or solute. 

1.7.2 The ice-water interfacial energy 

Early values of the solid-liquid interfacial energies for pure water 
were deduced from nucleation data. However recent theoretical developments 
have allowed investigators to arrive at it by more direct means, such as 
the measurement of grain boundary grooves (Ketcham and Hobbs, 1969b; 
Jones,1973b;Hardy, 1977) and by employing morphological stability theory 
(Hardy and Coriell, 1968; 1973). In addition to the experimental results, 
two indirect methods of estimating the ice-water surface energy exist _( see 
for example Pruppacher and Klett, 1978), both of which yield values within 
the spread of experimental observations and both of which predict that the 
surface energy is less on the basal plane. This has been tentatively 
confirmed in measurements of the asymmetry of grain boundary grooves 
(Ketcham and Hobbs, 1967). 

The ice-water-NaCl system has been studied by Hardy and Coriell (1973) 
and Jones ( 1973b) and Jones reports a linear increase in ice-solution 
surface energy with concentration of 2x108Jcm-2~ 1. 

The ice-solution surface energy is particularly important at the cell 
tip and root wher e the curvature is large and is required in stability 
calculations . From consideration of the above sources, we shall 
subsequentl y take an ice- NaCl solution surface ener gy of 3x10-6Jcm-2 in 
this thesis . 
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1.8 Cell shape and spacing 

Having provided some of the ~physical concepts behind the formation of 
the skeletal layer, these ideas shall now be applied towards an 
understanding of_the shape and separation of the cells. 

Although it has been shown that the platelet length and width increase 
simultaneously, the scatter in the data makes it difficult to determine a 
functional relationship between these two quantities (Weeks and 
Hamilton, 1962). However the length is 2 to 3 times greater than the width 
(see figure 1.2(b)) and this elongation is easily explained in terms of 
the growth kinetics since any perturbation on the surface will rapidly 
expand in the plane perpendicular to the c-axis. Dendritic side-branching 
on these cells has been noted in the laboratory but not in samples from 
the ocean and is thus characteristic of unnaturally large, experimental 
t emperature gradients (Harrison and Tiller, 1963b) or concentration 
gradients (Rohatgi and Adams, 1965). Likewise cells on c-axis vertical 

-grains have never been observed in nature , although they have also 
developed on laboratory ice in r ather extreme conditions (Harrison and 
Tiller, 1963b ). 

As discussed in section 1.7.1, the depth of the intercellular grooves 
seems to be determined either by the overturning of brine or by 
sphero~disation due to surface tension . The latter occurs some distance ,. 
from the cell tip where the groove has reached a critical minimum width. 
This distance, in turn, should be determined by the temperature gradient. 
However, Weeks and Anderson ( 1958 ) were unable to find an y relationship 
between skeletal layer thickness and vertical temperature gradient. The 
thickness of this layer as a fun ction the growth parameters has never been 
systematically studied. 

The shape of the cells has been calculated by ·Bolling and 
Tiller ( 1960), neglecting fluid motion, but again there are no 
experimental results with which to compare the theory. 
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In comparison with the other dimensions of the cell , platelet 
spacing [ 10] has received a great deal of attention . This is partly 
because a single core preserves a record of these values throughout the 
growth season and because it is a measure of the spacing between brine 
l ayers and is therefore of fundamental importance in the structura l models 
of the mechanical properties of sea ice- (Weeks and Assur, 1963) . It has 

, been frequently measured as a~ adjunct to other studies. However we shall 
discuss only the investigations which have attempted to relate this 
spacing to the growth parameters. There is general agreement that the 
platelet spacing increases as the growth velocity decreases but the exact 
form of this dependence has not been resolved. 

One of the earliest studies (Weeks and Hamil ton, 1962) which br ings 
together data from NaCl ice and sea ice, gives a linear dependence of 
platelet spacing,\ , on growth velocity, that is 

\ = A' + AV [ 1. 9] 

where A and A' are constants which wil l take different values in the 
expressions presented here . However from the work of the metallurgists the 
expected relationship is of the form (Assur and Weeks., 1964) 

[1.10] 

The NaCl-ice data of Assur and Weeks (1964) fitted this latter expression 
reasonably Well but , least squares regression yielded 

[ 1.11] 

Assu r and Weeks (1964) derived a very simple expression giving\ as a 
1 f unction of the depth be l ow the ice surface , z, to the power of O or 2 , 

ras~9atiwely fo r the thi n or thick ice limi t s r especti vely. From 
measurement, Weeks and Assur (1963) determined 

[10] The platelet spacing is measured parallel to the direction of the c
axis from the centre to centre of adj acent pure ice plates. 
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[1.12] 

It is of little significance that the empirical power of z lies between 
= the calculated bounds. In thick Antarctic sea ice, Paige (1966) found that 

the platelet spacing increased in a roughly linear manner with depth from 
the top of the ice sheet where .X = 0.04cm to ;\ apQroximately equal to O. 1 cm 
at 300cm depth. 

The most detailed studies to date are those of Rohatgi and co-workers 
(Rohatgi and Adams, 1965; Rohatgi and Adams, 1967a,b,c; Rohatgi et al 1968) 
and Lofgren and Weeks (1969). 

Rohatgi and Adams (1965) observed that the platelet spacing responds 
to the conditions at the time of formation either by divergent growth, 
which coarsens the structure , or by branching, which results in a finer 
platelet spacing. They therefore suggest (Rohatgi and Adams, 1965, 1967a,c) 
that the spacing evolves in such a way that the constitutional 
supercooling, b. T, in the intercellular grooves does not exceed a certain 
value, given by 

t>.T = mt>.C dS 
dt [1.13] 

C
0 

is the initial concentration in the fluid and ~~ is the rate of change 
of the fraction solid at a given level. From heat conduction analysis , 
Rohatgi and Adams (1967b) find that each depth in the ice is subjected to 
a spectrum of freezing rates and that 

a; 

In NaCl ice, they have also shown experimentally that 
.X a: z , 

and 

' C I\ a; 0 

[1.14] 

[ 1. 15] 

Combining equations [1.13] to [1.15] leads to the conclusion that the 
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intercellular supercooling is independent of freezing rate [11] but 
increases rapidly as the concentration increases. 

Lofgren and Weeks (1969) found it physically unrealistic to allow the 

spacing to be controlled by the supercooling deep in the groove and 
instead favoured the theory of Bolling and Tiller ( 1960), which focuses 
attention on the motion of the cell tip under diffusion. In simplified 

form the predictions are 

:\ V = A for small velocities 

1 

:\ V2= A for large velocities 

In fact, for all but high velocities, the predictions of Bolling and Tiller 
are close to those of Rohatgi and co-workers. However, the experimental 
data of Lofgren and Weeks confirm the theory only in cases where 
convection is thought to be minimal. Instead, the best fit to their data is 
given by the expression 

log(:\ V) = logA + A'(log1.)2 
V 

[1.16] 

The conclusion of Lofgren and Weeks reflects the theme that recurs in 
this chapter; viz that convection under-ice cannot be ignored. Indeed, the 
mathematical formulation of cell spacing, even in cases of pure diffusion, 
has not been undisputedly resolved. 

dS 
[ 11] The fr ee zing r at e , dt • i s a functi on of t he gr owth veloc i ty, V and the 

temperature gradient in the liquid, Gu, through 
dS V Gii -=---
dt C0 m 
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1.9 The bulk properties of sea ice 

Most of our discussion has-z> focused on processes at the ice-water 
interface. However, for the remainder of this chapter we shall provide a 
background in some of the bulk properties of sea ice. The phase diagram is 
fundamental to the understanding of these properties. 

1.9.1 The phase relations in sea ice 

At a given temperature, sea ice in equilibrium will contain c~rtain 
proportions of ice, brine and solid salts. Assuming that the ratios of the 
impurities in sea ice are the same as in standard sea water, Assur (1958) 
and Anderson (1958) have independently constructed a phase diagram for 
sea ice. The assumption of species-independent brine entrapment has 
subsequently been confirmed by Bennington ( 1963a ) and Addison ( 1977). 
Assur has used this diagram to deduce a table of the volume of brine in sea 
ice, at a given temperature and salinity from which Frankenstei n and 
Garner ( 1967) have formulated equations for brine volume. Since the -work 
of Assur, the liquid brine content within saline ice has been measured 
directly by means of a nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer ,~ ~ (Richardson and Keller , 19N; Richardson, 197)(; Mel'nichenko et al, 1979) 
and brine volumes have been revised for temperatures below -23° 
(Nazintsev, 1974). The br ine volume i s the most i mportant var iab l e in 
determining the mechanical (Weeks and Assur, 1967) and electromagnetic 
(Vant, 1976-) -pr o pe rti es of sea ice . To calc ulate it the salini t y and 
t empe r a ture within t he sea ice sheet must be found . Much effort has 
th e r efore been di r ect ed t oward s measuring and unde r s t anding t he f orm o f 
the salinity profile . 

1.9.2 Salinity and desalination 

In cold conditions [ 12] the salinity, which decreases r apidly during 
the first week after ice formation at any level, reaches a value at which 

[12] By this we mean air temperatures below about -10°. 
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it subsequently remains (Nakawo and Sinha, 1981 ). (13] Young sea ice is 

typically between 5 and 10%ii increasing towards the top and bottom of the 
ice sheet to form the characteristic C-shaped profile (Malmgren, 1927; 

""' Weeks and Lee, 1958; 196 2). However the exact form of this profile not only 
depends on age but also varies with location and ice type. For example, the 
salini~y distribution is dependent on ice topography (Cox ~and Weeks, 1974) 
and, even if measurements are taken at closely-spaced locations there is 

considerable scatter in the results (Weeks and Lee, 1962). 

A limited number of the features can be explained by equation [ 1.8], 
describing the initial entrapment of brine. For instance, the high 
salinity close to the upper ice surface is predicted by (1.8] because of 

the large growth velocity at the time this ice solidified. However 
desalination is the major influence on the distribution of brine. The 

mechanisms by which this occurs are described in detail in 

Untersteiner (1967) and Cox and Weeks (1975) and three are briefly dealt 
with below. The fourth, gravity drainage, is investigated more thoroughly 
since it contributes to under-ice water motion. 

(1) Brine pocket migration; historically this was the first method of 
desalination to b.e recognised. Brine pockets move up the temperature 

gradient at a rate determined by the diffusion of solute in the brine , 
melting occurring on the warmer side of the enclosure and freezing on the 

colder. Subsequent studies have shown that the droplet 's velocity is 
rather complicated (Harrison, 1965) and that this migration is a very 

minor contributor to the reduction in the salinity of sea ice (Kingery and 
Goodnow, 1963). 

(2)Brine expulsion; this mecanism was first suggested by 

Bennington (1963b), who realised that, because of expansion due to 

freezing within the brine pockets, tiny cracks appear in the ice. Brine can 
then escape both upwards and downwards, frequently causing a high salinity 

surface layer on young sea ice (Cox and Weeks, 1974; Martin, 1979). 

------------------- -tcdr.e j:,lo.ce 
[ 13] Fluctuations of the order of + 1 ~II.around the mean stable salinity, 

which is observed to decrease at approximately 0.5~ per month. 
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gradient at a rate determined by the diffusion of solute in the brine, 
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( 2 ) Brine expulsion; this mecanism was first suggested by 
Bennington (1963b) , who realised that, because of expansion due to 
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(3)Flushing; this only occurs during the summer months. Thawing at the 
surface produces a hydrostatic head which forces the meltwater to 
percolate downwards, driving brine from the ice. It is believed that this 
is important in determining the salinity profiles of multiyear ice 
(Untersteiner, 1967). 

(4)Gravity drainage; the importance of gravity drainage in the 
elimination of salt from young ice was originally recognised by Kingery 
and Goodnow (1963) and their conclusions have subsequently been confirmed 
by Bennington (1967) and Cox and Weeks (1975). The size and distribution 
of brine drainage channels, through which the solute finds a route to the 
underlying sea water, [14] depends critically on the sea ice temperature 
(Martin, 1979) and growth rate but is independent of grain size (Saito and 
Ono, 1980). Brine drainage channels leave a mass of tiny crystals in their 
wake (Lake and Lewis, 1970) which have either been sheared from the 
fragile skeletal layer by the flow or have been nucleat~d around 
descending brine streamers (Bennington, 1963b). Bennington (1967) 
classified brine drainage channels found in growing ice into two types. 
The first type which is not related to the crystallography, appears to be a 
relic of the dense brine streamers associated with under-ice convection. 

. ~ The second of these forms at crystal boundaries,4.is surrounded by feeder · 
channels which converge on these main channels in a conical pattern 
(Bennington, 1963b, 1967; Lake and Lewis , 1970). sraiR she (Saito ane 
Ofto, 1980). In a series of ingenious laboratory experiments, Eide and 
Martin (1975) and Neidrauer and Martin (1979) observed- that drainage 
channels are not stationary features but move in response to the thermal 
gradients, sloping in the direction of the isotherms. Niedrauer and 
Martin ( 1979-) believe that the lateral mlgration of the channels can be 
explained by convective exchange of the fluid within the channel with the 
underlying sea water. This overturning is important since it is 
responsible for the percolation of oil within an ice sheet (Martin, 1979). 
Eide and Martin (1975) and Neidrauer and Martin (1979) have examined the 
physics of this convective process. 

[ 14] They typically occur with a frequency of one large channel every 
200cm2 and may be almost 1cm in diameter (Lake and Lewis, 1970). 
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Some of the features of the observed salinity profiles can now be 
explained in terms of the brine drainage mechanisms. For example, consider 
the rate of desalination of grease ice where the crystals are small and 
chaotically oriented. The intergranular brine thus has poorer vertical 
connection with the underlying sea water than slab of columnar ice of the 
same thickness and is. therefore more saline {Weeks and Lee, 1958 ). Hence 
the dependence 6f sea ice salinity on crystallography and ice type is 
explained ~~lhe existence of brine drainage channels explains the local 
scatter in salinity that we have mentioned. The initial rapid decrease in 
salinity is, primarily, due to gravity drainage, brine expulsion also being 
important in the first few hours of growth ( Cox and Weeks, 1975). As the 
ice at a given level becomes colder, the channels become narrower or close 
al together and the desalination rate consequently decreases. This, of 
course explains the tendency of the ice to approach a stable salinity. The 
warmer weather of the melt season will not only widen the brine drainage 
channels but also allow flushing to occur. The dependence of flushing on 
freeboard explains the dependence of salinity on topography. 
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2. THE ALIGNMENT OF CRYSTAL C-AXES 

2. 1 Pre vious observations 

For many years much of the interest in the crystallography of sea ice 
was concentrated on the upper portions of the cover, where the c-axes were 
f ound to be essentially random in the horizontal plane (e.g. Weeks, 1958; 
Weeks and Assur, 1963). Because the increase in grain size with depth made 
it difficult to collect a large sample of crystal c-axis measurements from 
thick ice, it was often assumed that this randomness persisted through the 
ice ( e.g. Tabata and Ono, 1957) . 

Nevertheless in the early 1960's Peyton (1963, 1966, 1968) had begun to 
use a classification , "bottom ice", for a particular sea ice type which he 
often found at depths greater than 70cm. The bottom ice had a preferential , 
azimuthal c-axis direction in the horizontal plane over areas of the order 
of meter s. This al i gnment occurr ed in t he fast ice off Barrow, Alaska , i n 
seasonal floes , refrozen leads, and old polar floes i n the Chukchi and 
Bering Seas and in t he Cent r a l Ar ctic . As an explanation, 
Peyton (19 66; 1968) obse rv ed th at al l cor es exhibiting bottom i ce had been 
collect ed from regi ons of- thermal cr acking and that the c-axes wer e 
pa r allel to any crack around its entire pe rimet er. This suggested to him 
that thermal stress within the ice sheet produced some co-oper ative effec t 
between the crystals. Certainly we cannot explain this observation by 
recognising that the crystallography controls the direction of f ailure in 
art omnidirectional thermal stress fi eld, since this would result in c-axes 
which were normal to the crack ( Anderson and Weeks, 1958). Weeks and 
Lee (1958) have also noted that the c-axes within a healed crack lay along 
its length but in this case lateral heat transfer during refreezing 
supplied an obvious explanation. An alignment of c-axes has also been 
found within sea ice which showed other evidence of stress due to the 
movement of the McMurdo Ice Shelf (Paige, 1966). 
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• -
An earlier observation of a very similar feature had been made on z.a multiyear ice by Schwa'Acher (1959). He reported that the crystal c- axes of a 25cm x 20cm horizontal sample taken from the polar pack, were grouped in three particular directions in the horizontal plane. One of these directions was preferred by most of the axes, while the other two were at 45° on either side. He also found that each grain was likely to have an orientation such that it differed from its neighbour by 45° or 90°. When the specimen size was increased to 50cm x 50cm, the preferential orientation disappeared, though the intergrain relationship remained. This suggested to Schwarcher that the arrangement of brine pockets caused an anisotropic thermal conductivity in the plane containing the c-axes. Schwarcher al so noted that the tilting of floes could produce a very pronounced alignment of c-axes along the axis of tilt. He explained this convincingly by pointing out that these axes alone will remain in the horizontal plane when the floe is repositioned. 

Since this preferred orientation is a peculiarity of sea ice from depth, it is not surprising that the phenomenon was observed on the saline, 10 - 12 m thick sea ice formation, SP-6, by Cherepanov ( 1964). Walker and Wadhams (1979) suggest that this type of floe has grown for many years as fast ice in a constricted channel at high latitudes. Over the entire 80km of SP-6 the c-axes lay close to 50° - 60° from magnetic north. In the opinion of Cherepanov this high degree of azimuthal alignment may have been established at the time of initial ice formation by a non-uniform distribution of air temperatures at the water surface. Further observations of such ordering were made over extensive areas of the sea ice portion of the ice island ARLIS II by Smith (1964). 

Cher epanov continued to study this phenomenon and pr esented evidence of~ c-axis alignments covering hundr eds of squa r e kilometers of the f as t and pack ice of the Kar a Sea , not i ng the di r ection of the c-axes wi th res pect to a geogr aphical datum ( Cherepanov, 1971). I n thi s work he drew a compa r ison between the s tructure of sedimentary rocks laid down in a magnetic field and the aligned sea ice structure. He felt this suggested that some interaction between the earth's magnetic field and the gradients of electrical potential produced at the freezing interface (see section 1.5) was responsible for the sorting of the c-axes. He proposed then 
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rejected, the orienting influence either of currents or of the prevailing 
meteorological conditions at the time of initial ice formation. He felt 
that both effects were too chaotic to account for such an ordered 
phenomenon. However neither the application of static or oscillating 
magnetic fi elds nor of an electric field have been found to have any 
measurable effect on the uni-direct ional solidification of NaCl solution 
(Rohat gi et al, 1974). Solution concentrations similar to those found in 
nature were used but field strengths were many orders of magnitude larger. 
It seems reasonable , that if some interaction between magnetic field and 
grain structure exists , that it should have been observed by Rohatgi and 
his colleagues. 

Using NaCl ice grown under calm conditions in the laboratory 
(Weeks, 1962), Knight and Knight (1968) have shown that there is a strong 
tendency for the orientation of neighbouring grains to differ by a small 
angle. This will, of course, lead to anisotropic masses of sea ice As 
mechanisms for this intergrain preference they have proposed the 
nucleation of new grains by stress effects due to volume change when brine 
pockets freeze and the reduction of interfacial free energy at the 
freezing interface by r ecrystall i sation . 

Simila r measurements were made by the present author on sea ice from 
the Mackenzie Delta, Beaufort Sea, in March 1979. Figure 2.1 shows the 
results of measuring differences in c-axis ori entat ion between each pair 
of grains . encountered in linear traverses across a thin section. These 
traverses were performed parallel and perpendicular to the mean c-axis 
direction. Ice from 60cm depth was sampled at a number of intersection 
points in the 10m x 10m grid at our fi eld site (see figure 2.2). Below the 
60cm level, our results are in agreement with those of Knight and 
Knight ( 1968), the most fr equently occurring angle between adjoi ning 
grains being approximately zero. In addition, our data show the 
development of the intergrain relationship with depth. Close to the upper 
ice surface, the peak in angular difference is centred on 45°, as observed 
by Schwa~her ( 1959) but no peak at 90° was found at any level in this 
study. A minimum at angles less than 5° is expected, since differences in 
orientations between platelets comprising a grain can be of this order of 
magnitude. 
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a minimum reflected signal (see section 2.3) is also shown. Locations on grid are given by coordinate pairs . 
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More r ecently, Gow and Weeks (1977) found this c-axis alignment near 
Narwhal Island, Beaufort Sea , Alaska. Unsatisfied that these observations 
were made only on a 1m block of ice, the following year they carried out a 
more extensive study over an area 1400km2 on the fast ice in the same 
v'icinity (Weeks and Gow, 1978). Crystal c-axis data were collected from a 
variety of depths between 15cm and 185cm and clearly show the following; 

(i)that at depths only 15cm from the surface, 
the grains show a tendency to align; 

(ii)that at different levels in the ice at one location 
variations in mean c-axis directions are usually 
less than 20°; 

(iii)that there is a systematic decrease in standard 
deviation about this mean as the depth increases. 

Weeks and Gow also noted that the c-axes tended to lie along the expected 
ocean current directions. In addition the mean current directions, 
measured on the previous year with meters deployed 10m below the ice-water 
interface , [1] correlate well with the mean c-axis orientation. Kovacs and 
Morey ( 1978) simultaneously confirmed this correspondence between 
currents and crystal c-axes in the same geographical location. They 
measured current speed (2 - Scms- 1) and direction, 10cm below the 
ice-water interface in a r egion of al i gned sea ice grains . At sites where 
there was no current the y found no orientation and at a station with an 
abnormally high velocity the current vector and c-axis direction were 
perpendicular. The latter observation should be treated with some 
scepticism since there may have been a change in current direction. 

On the basis of their measurements, both Weeks and Gow ( 1978) and 
Kovacs and Morey (1978) favour some current-governed mechanism of 
orientation. The explanation for this was originally suggested by the work 
of Harrison and Tiller (1963b) who noted that convection under ice would 
probably be sensitively related to interface morphology. The interfacial 
temperature of a grain would then depend on its orientation, producing an 
orientation-dependent "step" between crystals. Following their ideas, 
Weeks and Gow (1978) propose the following method by which fluid flow at 

[1] The Ekman turning angle was subtracted from the current measurements at 10m to give the current close to the interface. 
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the ice-water interface can favour crystal growth in a particula r 
direction. The cells of the skeletal layer are elongated perpendicular to 
the c-axis and a different interface morphology will be seen by a current 
parallel or perpendicular to the general c-axis direction. The rejection 
' of brine during freezing forms a salinity boundary layer which, in the · 

presence of advection, depends on interface shape. They suggest that this 
boundary layer is smaller when the flow is perpendicular to the long axis 
of the cells. Thus growth is favoured with the current and c-axis aligned. 

According to this picture , c-axis alignment would not be predicted 
during the growth of pure ice since the planar interface cannot interact 
anisotropically with the fluid motion. In view of this, it is difficult to 
explain the preliminary report of the c-axes of river ice grains which are 
perpendicular to the direction of the current (Lasca, 1971). 

The most extensive field study of the phenomenon of alignment has been 
carried out by Weeks and Gow ( 1980). They surveyed sea ice along the 
coasts of Kotzebue Sound, the Beaufort Sea and the Chukchi Sea. Their 
measurements were made close to shore (within the 50m isobath) and from 42 
measurements, they f ound that the most common deviation between the 
instantaneous current direction just under the ice-water interface, and 
the mean c-axis orientation was less than 10°. In addition , 52% of the 
c-axis or ientations (including the data of Gow and Weeks (1977) and Weeks 
and Gow (1978)) lay parallel to the coastline which, in most cases , is the 
expected current direction. A seven hour average of the current vector was 
taken at one site and this differed from the mean c-axis by only 4°. In 
addition a similarity was found between the mean c-axis directions at the 
same site but on different years. All measured current speeds were low, 
typically ranging between 2 and 4cms-2• However they also report anomalies 
to these typical observations , for example, samples showing weak or no 
preferential alignment, or a mean c-axis direction which differs from the 
current direction. The existence of these anomalies precludes any 
relationship between grain alignment and the inherent properties of the 
material. 

Observations of preferred c-axis alignment in sea ice are now being 
accumulated from distant locations and di verse ice types. Gow et al ( 1982) 
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have sampled the hi gh salinity ice of McMurdo Sound, Antarctica and found 
ordered c-axes in the bay-fast site. Well-aligned grains have been noted 
in the 6m thick sea ice layer at the bottom of the Ross Ice Shelf (Zotikov 
et al , 1980). There are reports of c-axis alignment in the brackish waters 
o'f the Mackenzie Delta, Beaufort Sea (Vittoratos, 1979; Langhorne, 1980 ). 
Vittoratos has observed that t he- c-axes ·around the artificial ice island, 
Isserk E-27, followed the expected · streamlines. His measurements were ~ ade 
after the rubble field had stabilised and the deformation was< 1m over 
approximately si x months (Vittoratos , personal communication). 

The results of our own field studies have largely been described in 
Langhorne et al (1980) and Langhorne (1980), but we shall reiterate the 
most impor tant points here. 

The sea ice at the study site had formed on brackish water ( 21%.), the 
low salinity being caused by the flux of fresh water from the Mackenzie 
River. Our site was located on fairly flat , first year sea ice and typical 
examples of the grain structure are shown in figure 1.2 and 1.3. A 
10m x 10m grid (figure 2.2) was laid out on the ice and cores were taken at 
the grid intersections . The current, 20cm from the ice-water interface, was 
measured at a site 15km shoreward from the previous position. The mean 
speed, from a 26 hour record, was 1cms- 1

4 and its direction is shown on 
fi gure 2.2. This flow · is probably tidally induced, al though a small 
component of the motion may be driven by the refreezing of a lead a few 
kilometers. to the north ( see section 2.2.4). The measured current direction 
is within the estimated bounds on the current direction from the available 
literature (Herlinveaux et al; Herlinveaux and de Lange Boom, 1976). 
Figure 2.2 shows that the deviation between the measured current direction 
and . the mean .of the c-axis orientations, was 17° which was well within the 
standard deviation between c-axis orientations from different locations. 
40 sets of c-axis measurements were made and a typical example of the 
development of the c-axis alignment at 40, 60 and 100cm from the ice 
surface, is shown in figure 2.3. Fabric strengths were calculated for each 
9f these c-axis samples, using a method to be described in section 3.8.1. 
These data are compared with our laboratory results in section 4. 7.5. 
Comparison of figure 2.3(a} with figure 2.1 indicates that, although there 
was no obvious preference between grains at a depth of 50cm, an alignment 
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was alread y apparent in the fabric diagram. This gives us additiona l 
grounds for believing that the mechanism responsible for the alignment is 
not a property of the material. 

Stander and Gidney ( 1980) have interpreted existing observations in 
terms of recrystallisation under non-hydrostatic stress or strain. In view of the ab undant literature on experimental, theoretical and field studies 
on the recrystallisation of pure ice we were surprised to find only a 
single experiment in which the movement of grain boundar ies under 
deformation in sea ice has been explored (Sprenger, 1972). The most 
remarkable feature of this experiment was that no structual changes were 
observed until the melting point was reached. Polygonisation then took 
place but the grai n boundaries retained their identities. This is in 
direct contrast to the requirements of Stander and Gidney if stress ·or 
strain is to explain c- axis alignment. In addition , Weeks and Gow (1982) 
have critised Stander's arguments because the fabrics of sea ice result 
from growth from the melt and are not established after solidification. We 
feel these objections are sound . 

However, since the application of a non-hydrostatic stress can produce 
an orientation-dependant chemical potential in the solid (Kamb, 1959a), 
then it may be possible that str ess could bring about the anisotropic 
f ormat ion of grains at the time of freezing. Shear or compressive stresses 
might be exerted on the outer edge of the fast ice by the moving pack but 
because . of the isotropic nature of thermal stresses we do not find 
Peyton's arguments for alignment under thermal stress compelling. Although 
we consider this an unlikely mechanism of alignment we shall not reject 
the possibility immediately. 

We have summarised the discussion of this chapter in table 2.1, 
indicating which mechanisms, in our opinion, may be immediately rejected. 
Of the nine suggestions, we feel that only stress, horizontal temperature gradients, tilting and currents warrant any further investigation. We have 
already discussed the available information on how the. fir st three might 
be generated within the ice sheet and how they might operate to bring 
about an alignment of crystal c-axes. However, although we have indicated 
how currents could favour the growth of certain grains, we have said 
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Mechanism 

Stress 

Horizontal 
temperature 
gradients 

Tilting 

Alignment in 
initial layer 

Earth's magnetic 
field 

Nucleation due to 
stress when brine 
pockets freeze 

Recrystallisation 
driven by reduction 
in interfacial 
freezing energy 

Grain bo-u.ndary 
migration driven by 
surface tension or 
asymmetric grain 
boundary grooves 

Currents 

Comments 

May be thermal or externally imposed. 

Well-known to align if l arge enough. 
No measurements in the field . Estimates 
only from Lewis (1967). 

Mainly important in deformed ice. In 
fast ice tidal action or changes in 
sea level may produce small tilts . 

There is a good deal of evidence to 
suggest the initial skim is 
disordered. 

Mechanism of alignment is not clear and 
higher field strengths shown to have no 
effect on solidification. 

Nucleation events are relatively rare 
after the transition layer and these 
increase the disorder. 

Material property and does not explain 
alignment with respect to a geographical 
datum. No evidence of recrystallisation. 

Does not explain alignment with respect 
geographical datum or observations of no 
alignment . 

Under-ice currents to be examined in more 
detail in the next section . 

TABLE 2.1 
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Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 



nothing about the water motion under a sheet of sea ice. This will be the 
subject of the next section. 

2;2 Flow at the ice-water interface 

2.2. 1 Introduction 

Although observations of c-axis alignment have mainly been made on 
nearshore, fast ice, measurements also exist on moving, pack ice. 
Undoubtedly, the major f actors influencing the flow in these two 
situations are significantly different. In addition, the magnitude and 
direction of the mean oceanic current will vary seasonally. In the 
ice-free surmner months, the wind controls the flow in the Arctic 
(Healey, 1971; Wilson, 1974). However, when ice partially isolates the 
ocean from the atmosphere in the winter, the motion is determined by the 
relative magnitudes of the tides (Matthews, 1981b), the flux of water from 
large rivers (Herlinveaux et al, 1976; Herlinveaux and de Lange 
Boom, 1976), buoyancy-driven convection (Hunkins, 1972) and a number of 
other effects . 

In this section, we give a general description of the fluid motion at 
the ice-water interface under a broad range of conditions. A basic review 
of the dynamics of a tu r bulent bo unda ry layer is given i n sect i on 2.2.2. In 
section 2.2. 3we describe the motion when forced flow is virtuall y absent 
and buoyanc y-driven conv ection dominat es the motion. However , shear is 
fr equent l y mor e i mpor tant than buoyancy and there ar e many possible 
r eg imes and very li t tle da t a . 

2.2.2 The near-surface boundary l ayer 

The boundary l a yer i mm ediately below an ice cover is shown 
schematically in figure 2.4. The region in which the flow "feels" the 
effect of the ice is called the planetary boundary layer and unless the 
flow is extremely slack ( <O. 1 cms-1), this zone is turbulent (Wimbush and 
Munk, 1971). In the lower portion of the planetary boundary layer, the 
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effects of the earth's rotation are important and the current vectors 
rotate clockwise as the depth increases . This is called the Ekman layer. 
Above this, in the frictional boundary layer close to the interface, the 

=· 
effects of the Coriolis force are negligible and turbulence is generated 

oy shear at the boundary (see for example Smith, 1971). Within this layer 
-- the horizontal shear stress, a , varies slowly with depth and an eddy 

viscosity, ev, can be defined which depends only on the distance, z, from 
the interface and on the friction velocity, u*, (Wimbush and Munk, 1971 ). 
Thus, within the constant stress region 

[ 2. 1] 

where K
0 is von Karman's constant. It can be shown that this implies 

(Wimbush and Munk, 1971), 

where 

u* z u - - ln(- ) , 
- Ko zo 

* 1 a -u. = (- ) 2 
Pl 

(2.2] 

(2.3] 

a* is the shear stress close to the interface and P1 is the density of sea 
water •. The constant of integration, z

0
, is related to the roughness of the 

boundary (Turner, 1973). Values of z
0 

under sea ice range from 0.5 and 2.0cm 
(see for example Ling and Untersteiner, 1974). In practice, the region 
where the mean velocities conform to the logarithmic law is frequently 
found to extend beyond the constant stress region (Wimbush and 
Munk, 1971). Under sea ice Hunkins (1972) and Belyakov (1974) have both 
found reasonable fit to equation (2.2] to a depth of 5m whereupon there is 
a change in ·slope in the plot of the log of depth versus the velocity 
indicating a change in eddy viscosity. McPhee and Smith ( 1975) have 
assumed that a log profile is valid to produce values for u* under Arctic 
sea ice. These results are in agreement with friction velocities obtained 
from other methods. Typically u* is about 1cms-1 in the Arctic Ocean , far 
from the shore. However, we estimate it may be as l~w as 0.05cms-1 in a 
slack flow under a smooth cover, which is more typical of sheltered 
nearshore environments. 
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Immediately adjacent to the interface there may be a viscous sublayer, 
ov, where the effects of viscosity, v , dominate those of turbulent mixing 
and 

Thi s will not exist if the interface is sufficently rough that the 
roughness elements protrude through the viscous sublayer; that is if the 

* roughness Reynolds number, Re , defined in terms of the height of the 
I roughness elements, 1, is greater than 5 (Wimbush and Munk, 197}) , that is 

* Re = ) 5 [2.41 

The Monin-Obukhov length is a scaling parameter for flows where 
buoyancy and shear are important (Turner, 1973). This is given by 

L>O => statically stable, 

L<O => statically unstable, 

where Bis the buoyancy .flux which is caused, in our case , by rejection of 
salt during freezing. Thus for sea ice growth this expression is (McPhee 
and Smith, 1975) 

u* 310 3 Pl 

L = K
0

gV(C
00- Cli) P

8 
[2.5] 

where (Ca,- c11 ) is the difference in concentration between the bulk of the 
fluid and that irmnediately adjacent to the interface, Pi's is the ratio of 
the brine to ice density, g is the acceleration due to gravity and Vis the 
growth velocity. The importance of this length scale is that it represents 
the depth at which Reynolds stress terms and buoyancy flux terms are of 
the same magnitude. At depths much less than I LI turbulent energy is 
maintained by the Reynolds stress and at depths greater than I LI buoyancy 
effects are dominant and there is a region of irregular plumes and cells 
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(Phillips, 1977). 

2.2.3 Natural convection under sea ice 

In an attempt to explain apparent supercooling at depth (section 1.2) , 
- 6oachman ( 1966) considered free convection induced by freezing at the 
surface of leads. He estimated the . descent velocities of the cool, saline 
brine under the fast-forming lead ice and the slower, compensating upward 
movement under the thick ice. Following these ideas, Lewis and 
Walker (1970) interpreted their measurement of positive temperature 
excursions 22m below the ice-water interface, as the upwelling of warm 
water. They also identified the descent of a cold plume to 30m. 

However close to the interface there must be some mechanism by which 
dense rejected brine is carried from the boundary. This problem has been 
addressed theoretically by Foster (1968; 1972) who extended a model he had 
previously developed for a fluid layer cooled from above (Foster, 1965). 

In calm field conditions, positive temperature excursions of the order 
of 0.05°C have been observed by Lake and Lewis (1970). These have a 
duration of greater than 20 minutes and were present as the thermistors 
were engulfed in the skeletal layer of the growing ice sheet. Lake and 
Lewis suggest that the fluctuations are a manifestation of natural 
convection at the interface which implies that similar temperature 
variations might be observed in the water underlying the i ce . However , Lake 
and Lewis were unable to find such features but did note the infrequent 
passage of blobs of warmer water. Occasionally a thin layer of warmer 
water was found close to the ice-water interface. They suggest that any 
downward motion is centred arourid the brine drainage channels, with dense 
water moving towards these locations in thin layers immediately below the 
ice ( see figure 2.5). In an area where light advection currents were 
measured, Lake and Lewis (1972) noted temperature fluctuations of higher 
frequency. 

We shall describe the results of the field experience and laboratory 
experiments on free convection in the following summary; 

so 
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF FREE CONVECTION UNDER S!;A ICE. 
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(i) As we have just seen, convection is not restricted to the water 
below the ice but penetrates within the skeletal layer . Neidrauer and 
Mar t in ( 1979 ) injected dye under growing ice in their experiments and 
observed the development of cusp-shaped patterns (see figure 2.5). They 
at t ribute these to broad regions of upward movement of fluid separated by 
narrow downflow regions. They were able to show that temperature 
fluctuations were associated with the fluid motion. 

(ii) The dense brine descends in streamers, randomly distributed over 
the ice surface, (Foster, 1969; Farhadieh and Tankin, 1972; 
Wakatsuchi, 1977; Niedrauer and Martin, 1979) to a depth limited by the 
dimensions of the experimental apparatus. In the field, these streamers 
would descend until diffusion made them incoherent (approximately 10cm) 
or until they impinged upon a density gradient. 

(iii) Foster (1968; 1972) points out that if Rae> 107 and Sc> 100 [2] 
then the convection should be intermittant; that is, the boundary layer 
will reach its critical Rae• overturn and destroy the stratification, 
whereupon the motion ceases and a build up of solute begins again at the 
ice-water interface. As the eddy diffusivity for solute transport, ec• of 
the fluid increases, the tendency to exhibit the impulsive motion 
decreases. This intermittancy has been noted experimentally -at high growth 
rates (10-4cms- 1) (Wakatsuchi, 1977). Wakatsuchi observed that a salinity 
boundary layer was formed from which streamers sporadically descended in 
groups . However, Farhadieh and Tankin ( 1975 ) were unab l e to find th i s type 
of boundary layer under ice that was also solidifying rapidly ( 10-3cms-1 ). 
Thei r r esults wer e i n bette r agr eement with those of Wakatsuchi at lower 
gr owth ra t es ( 9x 1o-5cms-1) where br ine originated in the ice and descended 
from t he br i ne dr ai nage channel s. 

(iv) Convecti ve cell sizes ha ve been measured in the l abo r at or y t o be 

[2] The solute Rayleigh number, Rae• and the Schmidt number, Sc, are 
defined below, where Bis the coefficient of haline expansion, Dis 
the solute diffus ivity and ~C is the concentration difference across 
the fluid layer ,z. 
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1 cm (Niedrauer and Martin, 1979) 

0.2-0.3cm (Foster, 1969) 

These measurements are in agreement with the predictions of Foster (1968; 
1972) who obtains spacings of 0.2cm, if transport of solute is by molecular 
diffusion . These experiments may be critisised for imposing unrealistic 
boundary conditions, which may influence the convective cell size. However, 
Foster shows both experimentally (Foster, 1969) and theoretically 
(Foster, 1968 ;1972 ) that the boundary conditions have little effect on 
the motion. 

( v)Foster's (Foster, 1968; 1972) theoretical studies suggest a 
hierarchy of convective cells, each determined by the magnitudes of the 
coefficients of transport of the solute. For example for rapid freezing 
( 1 cmhr- 1 ) and molecular diffusion his model predicts that within 20 sec 
convective cells moving with a maximum vertical velocity of 0.01cms- 1 and 
separated by 0.2cm will have developed. This will generate turbulent 
mixing with a solute eddy diffusivity, ec, determined by the spacing and 
velocity of these cells Thus a second convective instability with a cell 
spacing of 20cm and velocity of 0.9cms- 1 will be present. The time to the 
onset of this latter instability is 2 mins. This explains the difference 
in the experimentally measured values of spacing since Foster's 
observations were made only minutes after freezing whereas Neidrauer and 
Martin studied a well-developed ice sheet. 

( vi) Wakatsuchi (1977) found empirically __ that the velocity, uz, of a 
descending str eamer was related to its width , w, by 

Uz 8 -i - = 3 3 s w • 

( v ii) The salinity of the streamers is 2 to 6~ greater than the 
surr ounding sea water (Far hadieh and Tan ki n , 1975; Wakatsuchi , 1977) . 

It i s very i mportant to note that much o f t he ex perimental wor k, except 
that of Niedrauer and Martin, has dealt with very . thin ice sheets, 
unnaturally high t e mpe r a ture gradients and very rapid ice solidification 
rates. The experimental observations will thus describe much more vigorous 
convection than would be expected under a thic k ice sheet. Therefore, it is 
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not surprising that, despite concerted efforts, Lewis and Walke r ( 1970) 
· were unable ge:;pite eef!ee!"'eea effeFts, to find evidence of convective 

streamers in the field. In the a~ sence of advection currents, the picture 
they give is one of extremely, slow laminar motion. 

2.2-ll Forced flow at the ice~ater interface 

In regions in the vicinity of leads and polynyas, jets have been 
observed at the interface, flowing parallel to the ice-water boundary. 
This effect is most important in the deformed, offshore pack ice, although 
they are not associated with the relative motion of the pack and the ocean. 
It appears that these jets lie within 50cm of the interface and can have 
speeds of between 3 and 12 cms-1 when the ice is in motion (Smith, 1974) 
and , in calm conditions, they may reach Scms- 1 (Hunkins , 1972). They can 

persist for several days and maintain the same direction, pointing towards 
areas of open water. Hunkins (1972) has found that they are isothermal and 
thus suggested that they are related to the salinity structure, proposing 
three mechanisms for their generation. Subsequent data (Hunkins and 
Fliegel, 1974; Smith , 1974~) however, supports the hypothesis that boundary 
currents are associated with convection driven by brine r ejection at the 
surface of leads. 

Hori~ontal density ~radients at the ice edge may also cause surface 
jets but, in this case , the driving mechanism is not convective. These are 
expected to run parallel to the boundary between the ice and the open 
wat e r (McPhee , 1980). 

We now direct our attention to the oceanography of the waters closer to 
shore. Data for nearshore regions in the winter are extremely sparse, and 
the measurements that Weeks and Gow made as an adjunct to the studies on 
c-axis alignment, are one of the few sources of information. Undoubtedly 
the most relevant and interesting current observations with regard to the 
alignment of crystal c-axes are those of Matthews (1981a,b). He recorded 
currents from November to February, approximately 1 and 3m above the sea 
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floor [3] in the Arctic island lagoons. A number of detailed studies of 
preferred c-axis orientations have been made in this area (Weeks and 
Gow, 1978, 1980; Kovacs and Morey~ 197 8). The distinctive feature of these 
r~cords is that the flow is accurately and invariably outwards from the 
shore and that the mean monthly speed dropped from 1.4cms-1 to below the 
t hreshold, as the winter _ progressed-. From- - --these- measurements 
Matthews (1981a) was able to compute the compensating shoreward current 
which must exist just under the ice. Surface drifters confirm the 
existence of this shoreward current at least between the months of May and 
July (Matthews, 1981b). Matthews believes these currents are tidal and 
surge-pumped. These observations are not entirely consistent with the much 
sparser current observations of Weeks and Gow (1978,1980) and Kovacs and 
Morey (1978) which displayed a longshore component at a number of 
sites~oth sets of results agree that the magnitude of the current is 
small ( ,,_ 2cms- 1 ). The latter measurements were made in March and April 
which may account for the discrepancy. 

In conclusion, from the sparse data available, it appears that currents 
under coastal fast ice in winter are light [4] and variable and that, in 
enclosed, shallow regions, the flow may be unidirectional and of very low 
intensity turbulence (Matthews, personal communication). Further out 
beyond the shelf break, the surface boundary layer will be more turbulent 
and lead driven convection can cause large and persistent currents just 
under the ice . 

It is worth mentioning the effect that tu r bulent flow has on the ice 
inter face in r i ver s . Turbulent heat transfer from the flux of relatively 
war m water causes ripples to develop with the crests running perpendicular 
to the cur rent _vector (Ashton , 1979) . The wavelength of these is of the 
order of 30cm but increases as the water velocity decreases (Ashton and 
Kenned y, 1970 ). More recently Gilpi n et al (1980) have shown that this 
phenomenon is not r estricted t o melting l ayers and that r ipples may also 

[3] The ice-water interface was appr oximately 2m above the uppe r current meter at the beginning of the record and approximately lm above towards the end. 
[4] Lake and Lewis ( 1972) measured speeds of 0.5 to lcms-1, 20cm from the interface. 
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be observed under growing ice in certain conditions. Whether these might 
ex i st under sea ice is a matter for speculation. 

2. 3 The effect of crystal alignment on sea ice properties 

The importance of the eff ect pf this ordered crystal array on the 
thermal, mechanical , electromagnetic and other properties of sea ice is 
well illustrated by the distinct anisotropy in impulse radar return over 
distances of the order of tens of kilometers. This was first reported by 
Campbell and Orange (1974b), who have surveyed young ice from a refrozen 
lead as well as multiyear ice. It was observed that when the E-field of a 
linearly polarised antenna is perpendicular to the mean crystal c-axis 
direction there is an almost total loss of signal from the reflecting 
horizon below the ice surface. [5] Kovacs and Morey (1978; 1979) have 
studied this anisotropy in more detail and find the following; 

(i) that . the frequency dispersion as well as the magnitude 
of the return are functions of the antenna azimuthal 
position; 

(ii)~at although the r efl ection fr om below the ice surface 
is highl y anisot r opic , the surface reflection is only 
weakly so; 

Our own determinations of the polarising nature of al igned sea ice were 
in agreement with concurrent studies of Kovacs and Morey. Figure 2.2 and 
2. 3 show the preferred fabrics at our field site with respect to the 
antenna E-field orientation for minimum signal return (MIN) from the 
reflecting horizon. Once again the c-axes are grouped about the normal to 
this direction. A theoretical explanation for the anisotropy in return is 
given by Golden and Ackley ( 1980). In addition, a ground wave travels 
directly between the antennas through the surface layers. The propagation 
time of this wave is therefore sensitive to the surface dielectric 
constant. 

[5] There is evidence to suggest that this horizon is not the macroscopic 
ice-water interface as might originally have been expected , for 
example Campbell and Orange (1974a) . 
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We carried out a wide angle reflection and refraction (WARR) experiment 
at the site in figure 2.2. [6] This has the advantage over direct sounding 
techniques that it gives both ~e _depth and dielectric constant without 
h~ving to measure either of these independently. The procedures used are 
given in Rossiter et al (in preparation) and the results are summarised in 
Table 2.2. The WARR estimate of ice thickness was in good agreement 

TABLE 2. 2 

Antenna Orientation 

MAX orientation ground wave 

MIN orientation ground wave 

MAX orientation reflected wave 

Bulk Dielectric Constant 

3.4 + 0.6 

3.6 + 0.2 

3.7 + 0.3 

with ice thickness determined by drilling ( 119cm compared with 120cm) 
which gives credence to our determination of dielectric constant. As 
expected, no orientation dependence was found at the ice surface. The 
strength of the reflected signal was reduced to a level which made it 
impossible to determine the dielectric constant in the MIN orientation . 

In addition to being anisotropic to frequencies in the MHz range, 
Kohnen ( 1975) has found small and probably real differences in the D.C. 
resistivity of sea ice when soundings were made perpendicular to each 
other • . 

Crystal orientation also has a large effect on the compressive strength 
of sea ice (Peyton, 1966). Thus Vittoratos (1979) points out that the 
c-axis alignm~nt he has observed around artificial ice islands will be of 
importance in determining how ice fails around an offshore structure. 
Martin ( 1979) has mentioned that the volume of oil entrained within 
ordered sea ice is greater than in sea ice with c-axes randoml y 
distributed in the horizontal plane. 

[6] The principle behind the WARR tecnique is described in Annan and 
Davis (1976). 
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3. LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS 

3. 1 Design of apparatus 

The aim of the experiments described in this chapter is to discover 
which of the mechanisms listed in Table 2.1 is controlling the preferred 
orientation of c-axes in sea ice. Our prime concern is to study the effect 
of fluid flow on the texture and, for structural studies of this type, NaCl 
solution may be substituted for sea water. Weeks and Cox (1974) have 
summarised some of the techniques used in previous laboratory 
investigations of the physical and mechanical properties of sea ice but 
there have been no published accounts of laboratory simulation of the 
alignment of crystal c-axes. [1] 

One obvious way to produce a flow under a growing sheet of sea ice is to 
use a rotating tank with the ice cover supported rigidly above. This 
principle is frequently used by crystal growers (Czochralski growth) to 
ensure stirring in the melt and to damp natural convection (Cole, 1971). 
However the mutual interaction of interface shape, natural convection at 
the solidifying front and the rotating fluid can produce instabilities 
(Gr eenspan , 1968) which disturb the circulation. Such disturbances have 
been noted in Czochralski growth ; for example Bardsley et al (1968) show 
that the initial cell formation at the cent r e of a gallium-doped germanium 
crystal pr od uces local turbulence wh ich propagates radially outwar ds , 
contr olling t he cell structure and imposing a spi r al patte rn on the 
crystal interface . To avoid such complications and to en sure tha t the 
inter action of forced f low and natu r al convection is similar to that i n 
nature , we ha ve designed our appar atus to give a un i direct i onal current at 
the i ce -water interface. 

[1] A. Kovacs (personal communication) has reported an alignment between 
the crystal c-axes and the current in a circular tank but this work 
has not been published. 
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the direction and quantity of heat flow is extremely important in any 
._ experiment where we wish to reproduce the growth of columnar grains. The 

r emoval of too much sensible heat produces underwater i ce , as in the 
experiments of Wakatsuchi ( 197 4) l.. o: causes frazil to appear in the flowing 
water mass (Martin, 1981 ). Conversely if too much heat r emains in the 
system the thermal gradient in the fluid at the interface becomes large 
enough to suppress cellular growth ·( see equation [ 1.4]) which is crucial 
for the interaction of the current and the c-axes and , in extreme cases , 
can inhibit ice growth. In addition if large quantities of heat are 
present in a system there is an increased possibility of lateral heat flow 
which is known to produce a preferred orientation of c-axes. Over and 
above these requirements, ice growth must be prevented in any moving parts 
of the apparatus . 

The most successful version of our apparatus is shown schematically in 
figure 3. 1 and in the photograph of figure 3.2. Tank B, the test section , is 
made of glass reinforced polyester (Osmaglass). It is 122cm X 61cm X 61cm 
in size and is set inside a 183cm X 122cm X 76cm steel tank (tank A). A 
copper funnel connects one end of tank B to a centrifugal pump which draws 
the NaCl solution through the lower portion of the test section. From here 
it is discharged , via a valve controlling the volume rate of flow, into 
tank C which is raised above the le vel of the rest of the apparatus . Two 
sets of pipes leave tank C. The lower ones return the fluid to tank A while 
the upper set are generall y above the water level and are intended to 
prevent tank C from overflowing should the lower pipes become blocked by 
ice. The valve is therefore used to adjust the water level in tank C to a 
position between the pipe inlets. If this is too low the possibility of the 
lower pipes freezing shut is greatly increased and air is drawn in with 
the fluid causi~g large air bubbles to form in and under the sea ice slab. 

Tank Chas two purposes; firstly it allows a suitable amount of the 
300-600W of heat introduced by the pump to be dissipated, effectively 
distancing the pump from the test section. Secondly turbulence and 
splashing in tank A are minimised by injecting the r etu rning fluid below 
the water level. Laminar flow is produced in the test section by two layers 
of waxed paper honeycomb. 
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FIGURE 3.2 Photograph showing the initial ice skim on 
tank B (centre of photograph). The pump, valve and pipes 
are in the background. Tank C is on the top left of the 
photograph. Thermistor probes used during Run 8 are 
shown in position in tank B, which is just over 100cm 
long. The current f lows towards the pump. 



A rule of thumb for avoiding secondary eddies in channel or pipe flow 
is that the width should · be approximately six times the height (R. 
Britter, personal communication). In the present case the width to height 
ratio is four so that we have tak~n the precaution of choosing a test tank 
with curved edges at the base which also assists in the reduction of 
secondary flow. It was not possible to produce a well-developed velocity 
profile in our test tank since we would have required an inlet section 10 
times longer than the cold room (Schlichting, 1968). Thus, although it has 
not been possible to model the boundary layer found under sea ice in 
nature, we have chosen current speeds (between 2 and 4cms-1) similar to 
those measured under Arctic sea ice in locations where c-axis alignment 
was observed (Weeks and Gow, 1979; Kovacs and Morey, 1978). 

To maintain a constant current under the ice of the t est section, the 
depth of the water layer beneath the ice is kept constant. This is achieved 
by adding brine to lift the thickening slab of ice upwards. The addition of 
brine with a concentration lower than that in the experiment also makes it 
possible to avoid the rise in concentration that accompanies the rejection 
of brine on freezing in a closed system. However this higher free?:ing 
point solution , even when cooled to the stage where ice crystals form on 
the surface , inevitably produces a thermal disturbance to the system. We 
were therefore always careful to add much less than 10% of the total 
volume of brine in the apparatus , during the time taken for the fluid to 
circulate the system once. The level at which the ice-water interface is 
to be held to maintain the constant volume ( subsequently called the 
reference -level) and a scale for measuring ice thickness are inscribed on 
a 1.2cm thick perspex window which covers one side of the test section. A 
periscope was constructed from a plastic drainage inspection pipe to 
observe the freezing process. 

To simulate freezing in the ocean, our model sea ice should believe 
that it is surrounded by an infinite sea ice sheet. Heat loss through the 
sides of tank A is therefore reduced by heating tapes and by 2cm thick 
expanded polystyrene foam. When the pump is operating it is not necessary 
to use these tapes since the heat from the pump and the turbulence in the 
outer tank cause the ice to be thinner than in the test section. Thus 
although, in principle, the ice cover on the outer tank should provide the 
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ideal thermal boundary condition at the edges of the test section, in 
practice it is important to further insulate all sides of the inner tank, 
except the window, with 2cm of expanded polystyrene foam and Karrimat 
insulation. All pipes are coverE;? with Armaflex insulation and heating 
tapes are placed around the overflow inlets. Despite the quantities of 
heat produced by the pump, the "overspill" hole on the shaft could only be 
kept open with heating tapes. If this is allowed to freeze over, brine is 
drawn into the pump motor. 

Corrosion is a problem in experiments with cold salty water. Where 
possible plastic or paper has been used but where the machining qualities 
of a metal are required copper was selected. The pump shaft is gunmetal. 
Coating the steel tank with chlorinated rubber paint was completely 
unsuccessful. Epoxy based paint proved tougher but we were still faced 
with two holes after as many experiments. Finally the tank was lined with a 
tailored butyl rubber insert which is ideal for this sort of experiment. 

Experiments performed on this apparatus took between 4 and 14 days to 
complete and since they differed in detail we shall describe each 
individually. A separate cold room was set up for the analysis of samples 
which would generally entail a further 1 to 3 months of work. This analys is 
was similar for each experiment and we shall describe the procedures in 
the next section. 

3. 2 Sample analysis 

Analysis and storage of samples niust take place at temperatures low 
enough to avoid structural change in the NaCl ice. Gow (1980) reports that 
no recrystallisation was observ ed in cores from the Antarctic ice cap 
which were stored for a number of year s at -35°C. However this was not the 
case f o r samples stor ed at -10°c to -18°c. The problem is even greater for 
the NaCl-water system than for these land ice cores since there is 21°c o+ No..(,l ~ o.i-.ol the fr-u..z.l l'\q poi"'t of fu~ \c.e. difference between the.l,,r r..esr:,eetive eutectic point~. To keep below the 

A 
eutectic point, -25°C was chosen as a reasonable temperature at which t o 
work and store the artificial sea ice. We checked for recrystallisation 
and grain growth in samples which had been stored at this temperature fo r 
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several months and found no evidence of any changes . 

The ice was dealt with in the following six stages; 

1. The right-handed coordin~te system which we use is shown in 

figure 3. 1 and 3.3. The sheet of sea ice was cut into managable blocks and 

the edge at the largest value of x ( Le. the downstream edge in forced flow 

experiments) was marked with dye. The block was then placed in a labeled 

polythene bag, the code for positions being given in figure 3.3(a) to (d). 

Run 7 does not fit the general pattern used in the other experiments 

because cold room breakdown made it necessary to perform the analysis of 

these samples more rapidly. 

2. At least one block was chosen to give ice "salinity". This was cut up 

into 1 or 2cm chunks which were melted within 24 hours of the completion 

of the experiment and measured either with a salinity-temperature bridge 

or with a conductivity measuring set. The conductivity meter had been 

calibrated with Copenhagen water and we found good agreement with standard 

tables. To obtain NaCl concentration from conductivity we therefore used 

standard tables (Wolf et al, 1978). When using the salinometer, · the 

salinity reading was converted to conductivity and hence to concentration 

of NaCl using tables. This procedure was checked by measuring a selection 

of samples with both the conductivity meter and the salinity bridge and 

again agreement with tables and between meters was good. 

3. The ice thickness at the four edges and on the four faces of each 

block were recorded along with the horizontal -dimensions at the top and 

bottom. These were used to construct a contour map of the ice thickness at 

the end of the experiment, assuming the upper ice surface was flat 

(figure 3.3) . 

4. At selected locations, vertical sections approximately 1cm thick 

were photographed against a black background to record features such as 

brine drainage channels. 

5. The ice thickness contour map and knowledge of .the heat and fluid 

flow were used to choose the locations at which thin sections were made. A 

Leitz base sledge microtome was modified to handle large samples 
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( 10.5cm X 10.5cm) and to work at -25°C. Thin sections were prepared 
following the procedures in Langway (1958). Spherulitic growth, similar to 

· that described in Knight ( 1962b, 1967), frequently took place at the 
ice-glass bond. It was most troublesome if the spherulites formed slowly "" 
so that it was important to reduce the section to its final thickness of 
0.05cm as rapidly as possible. For this reason the microtome knife was 
always- kept, well stropped. 

6. The c-axis measurements were made on a universal stage which has 
been specially designed to deal with the large grain sizes found in ice. 
Dr. R. Ramseier of SURSAT, Canada kindly supplied drawings for the 
construction of this stage. A standard technique for finding the c-axis of 
a grain of ice has been described in Langway (1958). However methods of 
collecting a sample of measurements from a population vary and we shall 
describe the procedure that we followed. 

3.2.1 Sampling of c-axis measurements 

The conditions during freezing allow the location, depth and 
orientation of a thin section to be chosen. However such subjectivity is 
undesirable when making c- axis measurements. We wish to know the areal 
proportion of c-axes in a particular range of directions. Thus, unlike many 
other sampling problems, we wish the large grains to be more frequently 
sampled than the smaller ones. The thin section is therefore regarded as a 
continuous distribution of c-axis directions rather than a group of grains 
of finite dimensions. From this we draw a stratified, random sample 
(Chayes, 1956) which is an unbiased representation of the total 
population. This was carried out by placing a 1cm X 1cm grid over the thin 
section and selecting a coordinate pair within each of these squares using 
random number tables. This method is efficient, avoids clustering and does 
not require any definition of grain size. 
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3.3 Preliminary runs 

Four experiments were performed before we wer e satisfied that freezing 
t ook place in a realistic manneJ: . _We mention these briefly because they 
illustrate some of the problems we encountered. The first attempt , after 
ten weeks of ice growth , resulted in the ice melting at -30°J;. On analysis 
the solution was found to contain large amounts of paint polymers, some 
salts of iron and aiuminium and, by comparison, a mere trace of NaCl! After 
extensive modification to our apparatus, the second run was considerably 
more successful and has been described in Langhorne (1980). Over 30cm of 
ice was grown in 17 days but analysis showed that most of the accumulated 
ice thickness was due to consolidated frazil. Figure 3.4 shows the small 
grain size and the high ai r bubble density obtained from this run. Despite 
this, we were encouraged to find a very weak downstream alignment 
(figure 3.5, see section 3.8.1 for an explanation of the fabric diagram) 
superimposed on the c-axis vertical distribution of the frazil ice. Run 3 
was similarly hampered by the formation of frazil ice and, al though we 
overcame this problem during Run 4, this experiment reached an abortive 
conclusion when the "overspill hole" on the pump shaft froze shut , drawing 
brine into the pump motor . 

3.4 Detailed description of experiments 

In this r emainder of the chapter we describe f our successful 
experiments~ _ tw0- of which wer e-- performed in br ackish water and two in 
saline solution. It has been suggested that a crucial test of the ideas of 
Weeks and Gow (1978) lies in the texture of fresh water ice grown in a 
current. That is, the planar interface of pure ice has no means of 
interacting anisotropically with the cur r ent and the strength of the 
alignment cannot increase in these circumstances. However there are other 
physical properties whose directional dependence change as we move from 
the pure to the saline material and these may be responsible for the 
preferred orientation of c-axes. For example, the thermal conductivity of 
pure ice is virtually isotropic but it is well known that the laminate 
structure of sea ice causes this property to be anisotropic. Thus, the observation of zero rate of change in the strength or- alignment is a 
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FIGURE 3.4 Horizontal thin section from 30cm below the 
ice surface in Run 2. Note the small grain size and the 
high air bubble density. Section covered by a 1cm grid. 
The current flowed from the top to the bottom bf the 
photograph. 
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necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for the proof of the control of 
the current on the orientation of the c-axes. 1be stability of the water 
mass also varies with salinity and, rather than perform experiments in 
pure water, we shall compare s~_line ice grown from a brine which is 
thermally stable (brackish) with that from a thermally unstable solution 
(saline) . Comparison of experiments with and without forced flow is 
obviously essential. 

3.4. 1 RUN 5 - Brackish - Forced Flow ( Uoo = 3.4ans-1 ) 

The aims of this experiment were; 

(i) to find the effect of forced flow on ice growing in a solution 

which is thermally stable; 

(ii) to perform the low concentration portion of the brackish-saline 
comparison. 

Air temperature -20+3°C 

Concentration: cooled brine was added during the experiment to maintain a 
constant current under the ice ( see section 3. 1) and this also kept the 
solution concentration between 17 and 19~ At these concentrations the 
brine can be stably stratified since the temperature at which the solution 
has maximum density is above the freezing point. However, the rejection of 
brine on freezing will produce concentration-driven convection when the 
growth rate, and thus the solute Rayleigh number, are large. As the growth 
rate falls, the conditions may become suitable for the formation of 
salt-fingers as described in Turner (1973). 

Flow: velocity profiles are given in section 3.7.1. 

Growth velocity: figure 3.6 shows that the growth velocity tended towards 
zero after approximately 20an of ice had grown. 

Nucleation: the water level at the beginning of the experiment was set 
8.5cm above the reference level. 1bis ensured that the initial skim did not 
form on a disturbed surface and prevented the crystals of this fragile 
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la yer being herded downstream. Within 4 ho ur s of the first appearance of 
ice there was a solid slab cover ing the test section. 

Heat f l ow : afte r a solid cover ha,.d f or med , t hree fans were placed over the 

inner tank to increase the turbulent heat transfer from this region. The 
hea t i ng t apes gave a total output of 400W. 

Relat i ve ice thicknesses : ice nucleation and growth was much more rapid 

on the test section than in the outer tank. For example , whe n the ice on 

tank B was 10cm thick it was only 1-2cm thick on tank A. 

Structural observations: by the time the ice was 10cm thick the patchy 
appearance of a skeletal inter face was not obvious and when the ice was 

finally removed there was no evidence of a cellular structure. 
Unfortunately the visibility under the ice was not good enough to give ap 
direct measurement of the time at which this cellular to planar transition 

took place. We shall return to a discussion of this in section 4. 3.2. 

3. 4.2 RUN 6 - Brackish - Ro Forced Flow 

The pur pose of this experiment was ; 

(i) fo r compari son wi t h Run 5 but without fo r ced flow. 

Air temperature -20+3°C 

Growth velocity: it can be seen fr om f igure 3.6 t hat the growth r ate has 
not been accurately matched to that in Run 5. 

Concentration -: the addition of cooled brine during the experiment was not 
necessary and the concentration was allowed to rise fr om 171,,, to 22%,. 

Heat flow : becaus e the pump produces heat it is difficult to reproduce the 

thermal regime in corresponding experiments with and without forced flow. 

Ideally we would like to have fluid motion in the outer tank without flow 

in the test section. From the practical point of view this was not possible 



and , as an alternative, the val ve on the pump was closed while the motor 
was running so that heat was produced but there was no forced flow in the 

test section . However this prevented ice formation and we were forced to 
switch the pump off, leaving larg;e thermal gradients in the fluid. Fans 
were again placed on the inner tank once the ice was solid and heating 
tapes gave the same output as during Run 5. 

Nucleation : the unusual thermal c·onditions in the cooling down period 

caused the initial nucleation to differ from that observed in the other 

three experiments . Growth began in the outer tank and the ice remained 
thicker there during the first stages of the experiment. Despite this, the 

effect of the heating tapes was such that 28 hours after ice formation 
began in the test section , the areas around the edges of tank A and ar ound 

the pump were st i ll ice free. 

Relative ice thicknesses: although ice growth began in tank A, the fans 

ensured that the ice in the test section r apidly took over this lead . Thi s 
slab was relatively flat , except at the edge closest to the hone yl:!omb 
wher e the interface shelved sharply upwards . 

Flow: the possibility of some directional free convection exists but no 
di r ect observations were made . 

Structural observations 

experiment. 

a skeletal interface was noted throughout the 

3.4.3 RUN 7 - Saline - Ko Forced Flow 

The aims of this experiment were; 

(i) to reduce lateral heat flow; 

(ii) to measure the thermal gradients in the horizontal and vertical 

planes; 

(iii) to observe natural convection carefully; 

(iv) to look, very simply, for signs of horizontal stresses in the 

artificial sea ice sheet; 
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(v) to use a solution concentration high enough for the colder surface 
water to overturn with the warmer brine underneath; 

(vi) for comparison with Run 8 but without forced flow. 

Air temperature -15+3°c 

Growth velocity: the air temperature during this experiment was higher 
than its forced flow counterpart and we see from figure 3.6 that this has 
successfully given very similar growth velocities in the two experiments . 

Concentration: the initial concentration was sufficiently high for the 
solution density to be maximum at the freezing point. Thermally-induced 
mixing therefore produced uniform profiles of tempe r ature and 
concentration before freezing began. A starting concentration of 29~was 
used and this rose to above 38%0 during the experiment because no 
compensating additions of brine were made. 

Nucleation : the air temperature in the cold room was raised as the 
freezing point was approached and a careful record was kept of the initial 
ice formation and the resulting natural convection. In the test section a 
complete cover formed in approximately 2 hours. The air temperature was 
again dropped to -15°C when the ice in the inner tank was solid . 

Flow: a description of the patterns of convection during ice form ation is 
given in section 3. 7.4. 

Heat flow the heating tapes were set to give a fraction of the output 
used in the previous two experiments and fans were not placed on the inner 
tank. Vertical temperature gradients were measured, throughout the 
experiment, with a thermistor probe and thermocouples were used to find 
temperature differences in three directions in a horizontal plane, 5cm 
below the ice surface. These measurements are described in section 3.5. 1 

and in appendix 1. 

Relative ice thicknesses: as a result of the reduction in lateral heat 
flow, the ice thickness in the inner and outer tanks was fairly uniform. 
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Stress: because there were no additions of brine during this experiment, 
the ice froze firmly to the sides of the tanks A and B causing pressure to 
build up in the fluid below. This was relieved by the percolation of brine 
to the ice surface. Although this is not a good model of conditions in the 
field, it is difficult to imagine how the application of a hydrostatic 
pressure could influence the orientation of grains in the horizontal 
plane. There was no indication of the existence of horizontal stresses in 
the bubble-packing material which lined the walls of the test section 
during this experiment . These stresses would have produced an increase in 
air pressure within the bubbles. In a similar experimental arrangement , 
Knight (1966) also found no evidence of horizontal stresses. 

3.4.4 RUN 8 - Saline - Forced Flow (u 
00 = 2.9cms-1} 

The aims of this final experiment were as follows; 

(i) to find the effect of forced flow on ice growing in a solution 
where the temperature of maximum density is the freezing point; 

(ii) to reduce lateral heat flow; (iii) to measure horizontal and 
vertical temperature gradients when the pump is running; 

(iv) to perform the high concentration portion of the brackish-saline 
comparison. 

Air temperature -20+3°C 

Growth velocity : the velocity was again approaching zero when the 
experiment was terminated indicating the limits that the pump imposes on 
the growth of ice. 

Nucleation : the formation of the initial skim followed the same pattern 
as observed i n Run 5. In the test section , the downstream corners and a 
strip approximately 15an from the honeycombs were the final positions to 
become ice-covered. The latter l ocation is influenced by the edge at the 
channel entrance. Current observations confirmed that flow was 
intermittent and variable in these two regions. It took two hours for the 
cover on the inner tank to become complete and, as in Runs 5 and 7, ice 



formation on the outer tank lagged behind that on the test section. The 
initial water line was 5cm above the reference level. 

Flow: a description of the veloci=ty profile is given in section 3.7.2. 

Relative ice thickness the pattern observed during nucleation is 
maintained throughout the experiment and is due to the effects of fluid 
flow. The ice remained thinner in the outer tank than in the test section . 
This was most appa r ent under the support which rigidly fixed the periscope 
in front of the window. In previous experiments the periscope had been 
inserted into the outer tank when we wished to take a r eading of ice 
thickness. However this disturbed the system, causing flooding on the ice 
surface , which we avoided in this run. 

Heat flow: only the heating tape which prevented freezing around the pump 
"overspill hole" was used and ice growth in the test section was not 
enhanced with the fans. Before freezing began three thermistor probes were 
rigidly mounted in the inner tank, to measure horizontal and vertical 

2. temperature gradients (described in appendi x 1 and section 3.5.g). 

Concentration : the addition of cooled brine to maintain a constant 
current speed, also meant there was little increase in the concentrat ion 
of the solution during the experiment (30%oto 32%,,). Because of the reduced 
lateral heat flow compared with Run 5, the ice was not freely floating and 
had to be lifted each time brine was added. A level was used to check that 
the ice surface was always returned to the horizontal in its new position. 

A summary of the most important features of the four experiments is 
gi ven in table 3.1. 



Measurement 

TABLE 3. 1 

BRACKISH 
Run 5 Run 6 

Forced 
flo w 

Fluid motion Uoo=3 . 4cms-1 

Concentrat i on 17-19~ 

Ai r temperature -20°c 

Horizontal 
temperature 
gradients 

a - ded uced 
b - measured 

3.5 Temperature measurements 

t 

Natural 
convection 

no 
observ at ions 

17- 221,o 

SALINE 
Run 7 Run 8 

Natural 
convection 

light & 
vari able 

>29%. 

- 15°C 

0 . 02a 0 ccm- 1 

0.02b 0 ccm-1 

Forced 
flow 

Uoo=2 . 9cms- 1 

30-321,o 

-20°C 

0 . 07a 0 ccm- 1 

O. ,ob 0 ccm- 1 

We ha ve attempted, par,.,icularly in the saline experiments, to reduce the 

ho r izontal temperatu r e gr adients . However our apparatus is small and we 
can only be partiall y successful in doing this . It is impor tant , ther efor e , 

that we know the magn i tude and direct i on of t hi s temperature gradient 
whi ch may be the driving for ce fo r c-axi s ali gnment. 

We have measured the vertical t emper a ture gr adie nt in addi t i on to t he 
horizontal gr adient. In pu r e i ce , the verti cal t emperature gr adient is 
always given, to a good approximation, by the temperature difference 
between the top and bottom surfaces, divided by the thickness of the ice. 
This is not necessarily the case in sea ice because it solidifies over the 

range of temperatures between the fr ee zing point and the eutectic point. 

Thus if a sea ice sheet is thickening, latent heat is continously being 
released as brine pockets shrink and the vertical temperature gradient 
becomes a function of depth in the ice . Since the thermal properties of sea 
ice are functions of temperature and salinity which vary through the sea 
ice sheet, it is no simple matter to calculate the temperature-depth curve. 
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It is considerably simpler to measure the vertical thermal gradient 
than the horizontal t emperature grad i ent and since the former is not 
strongly dependent on x and y, we may use it in the following way to obtain 
horizontal temperature gradients_at all locations in our ice slab . 

Close to the ice-water interface, we assume that the isotherms in the 
solid are approximately parallel to the boundary giving 

[ 3. 1 J 

where .!!s• the horizontal temperature gradient, and s, the slope of the 
interface, are both vectors lying in the horizontal plane. Gsi is the 
magnitude of the vertical temperature gradient in the solid at the 
interface. Thus , at all locations where there are c-axis measurements, the 
magnitude and direction of the slope of the interface can be measured to 
within 40% from figure 3.3 and from photographs of thick sections . 
Measurements of the vertical temperature gradient are given in appendix 1 
and, using these in equation [3.1 ], we derive horizontal temperature 
gradients which compare favourably with measurements at two locations in 
sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2. 

In the course of the brackish experiments, only the vertical 
temperature gradient in the liquid was measu r ed and this is used in the 
section 4.4 in relation to the stability of the ice-water interface. In 
appendix 1 we describe calculations of the horizontal temperature 
gradient during Run 5. 

3.5.1 Horizontal Temperature Gradients - Run 7 

During this · run, vertical temperature gradients in the ice were 
measured with a thermistor probe while a grid of four thermocouples 
determined the horizontal temperature gradient at one location. The 
configuration and positions of these are shown in figure 3.3(c). We 
describe the details of the construction of these probes and the 
measurements of temperature and vertical temperature gradient in 
appendix 1. 



I 
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Thermocouples were placed 5an below the ice surface when the ice was 
1.5an thick and horizontal temperature gradients were measured between 1 
and 2, 1 and 3, and 1 and 4 (see figure 3.3(c)). The magnitude and direction 
of the resultant horizontal temQer_ature gradient and the uncertainty in 
this quantity are shown in figure 3.7. The measurement error on the chart 
recorder (+2~V) and any calibration differences thermocouples are 
included in this uncertainty. 

Because of the vertical temperature gradient (see figure A1.4), 
apparent temperature differences will arise from the inaccuracy in 
placing the junctions at exactly the same depth beneath the ice surface. 
This produces a systematic error in the measurement of the horizontal 
temperature gradient of the order of +0.005°Ccm-1 in magnitude and +10° in 
direction . The data of figure 3. 7 appear to have a cyclic component in 
magnitude and direction which may al so result from this positioning 
uncertainty. The periodic temperature at the surface ( see figure A 1.3) 
will be damped by an amount depending on its distance from the ice surface 
and the temperature difference between two such "out of phase" 
thermocouple junctions will then be cyclic. Thus, figure 3.7 shows · the 
upper limit of the horizontal temperature gradient, at the location of the 
thermocouples, averaged over an area of 100an2. 

The ratio of the vertical to horizontal temperature gradients at any 
time is of the order of 20: 1. Lewis ( 1967) estimates this ratio is 25: 1 in 
180an thick sea ice and we are satisfied with our approximation to the 
field situation. 

We are now in a position to check the accuracy of equation [3.1]. As we 
shall presently see, a sample of c-axis measurements was made on ice which 
formed between 110 and 130 hours. Using the results for the vertical 
temperature gradient at this time (figure A1.4), equation [3.1] gives 

160° 

The horizontal temperature gradient has been measured up until 100 hours 
only, when the magnitude and direction were 

0.017 +o.ooa0 ccm-1 149+15° 
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FIGURE 3.7 Horizontal temperature gradients measured by an array of thermocouples shown in figure 3.3(c). The direction is rererenced to the coordinate system in figure 3 . 3·and the results are plotted so that the long axis of the tank is the origin of direction . 
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Thus, in this case, calculated and measured horizontal temperature 
gradients agree within 20%. 

3.5.2 Hor izontal Temperature Gradients - Bun 8 
=· 

From the discussion in the previous subsection it is obvious that it is 
very i mportant to position the temperature sensors accurately in a plane 
parallel to the upper ice surface. In other words, gravity should be normal 
to the plane containing the sensors. The probe support designed for this 
purpose is described in appendix 1, along with the measurements of 
temperature and vertical temperature gradient performed during this 
experiment. 

Figure 3.2 and figure 3.3(d) show the configuration of the probes, 1 and 
2 being approximately 5cm apart in the downstream direction while 1 and 3 
have a similar spacing in the cross-tank direction. Thus two components of 
the horizontal temperature gradient were measured at depths of 8, 10 and 
12an below the ice surface. Each error in temperature must be combined 
with the error due to the displacement of the thermistors in a vertical 
temperature gradient of 0.60°Ccm- 1. In comparison with this the 2% error in 
horizontal spacing of the thermistors may be ignored. The resultant 
horizontal temperature gradient and the corresponding errors in magnLt.ude 
and direction have been found graphically and are shown in figure 3.8. 

Compar ison of figure 3.7 with 3.8 shows that the horizontal temperatur e 
gradients during the forced flow experiment were almost three times" as 
large as those in the corresponding natural convect i on experiment . In 
addition , the r at i o of ver t ical t o hori zontal tempe r ature gradients has 
dec r eased to between 8:1 and 10:1. This is undoubtedl y due to the heat fr om 
the pum p. Fi gure 3.8 shows t ha t within er r or , t he direct ion of the 
ho ri zontal tempe r ature gradient is constant with time and independent of 
t he depth at wh ich i t i s measu r ed . The same is not true of the magnitude. 
In all three cases thi s i nc r eases sharply as the interface appr oaches the 
thermis tors then drops to a mean value which slowly decreases with time. 
This implies there is a narrow region at the interface where the vertical 
temperature gradient is different from the mean value. We shall discuss 
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this further in section 3.5.3. 

C-axis measurements were made at the location of the thermistor array, 
at a .depth of 15an which corres~~nds to a time of freezing of 115 hours 
(see figure 3.6). The horizontal temperature gradient, 12cm below the ice 
surface, at this time was 

0.092+0.015°Ccm-1 80+10° 

which is again within 20% of the prediction of equation [3.1] of 

The vertical temperature gradient was taken from figure A1.6. 

3.5.3 High Frequency Temperature Fluctuations - Run 8 

The rectangular portion in figure A1.5(a) is expanded in figure 3.9 to 
show the range of the temperature fluctuations and the cooling rates at 
the ice-water interface. The amplitude of the fluctuations is typically 
0.05°c but may be as large as 0.1°c. The frequency is greater than 0 '. 2Hz 
which was the maximum sampling frequency that we could obtain. We have 
already described previous observations of temperature fluctuations under 

3 
growing sea ice in section 2.2.J(, however these were sampled at much lower 
frequencies than the present measurements. 

Temperature fluctuations during the solidification of metals (Cole and 
Bolling, 1966, 1967; Cole, 1967, 1971; Flemings, 1974) and semiconductors 
(Hurle et al, 1974) have received a good deal of attention. It has been 
conclusively shown that convection in the melt is responsible for these 
and that they increase in magnitude and frequency as the flow is increased 
(Cole, 1971 ). It is important to note that their occurrence does not 
necessarily imply turbulence in the melt ( Cole, 1971) and they can be 
associated with slow, cellular and regular oscillatory motions of the 
fluid. Measurements of the critical Rayleigh number for the onset of 
oscillations have been made (Hurle et al, 1974) but the rectangular 
geometry and the low Prandtl number of molten metals prevents direct 
application to the present solidification problem. The experiments of 
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Gilpi n et al (1978) give more insight to our case . Tiley observed 
temperature fluctuations associated with the formation of vor tices in 
laminar flo w over a heated flat plate under conditions of thermal 
i nstability. We shall discuss the effects of these vortices further in = 
section 3. 7. 2. 

Cole ( 1967) has measured temper ature profiles in a convecting melt 
close to the solidifying front of a tin alloy. He found that there was a 
laminar region with a large temperature gradient and small temperature 
fluctations immediately adjacent to the interface. Tilis was bounded by a 
buffer and finally a turbulent region where the oscillations in 
temperature were greater and where the thermal gradient was smaller. He 
also showed that the application of a forced flow increased the ratio of 
the temperature gradients in the laminar and turbulent portions of the 
boundary layer. Referring once again to figure 3.9 we compare Cole's 
findings with our own, assuming that the temperature regime is stationary 
and that we may interpret the cooling curves as the effective movement of 
the thermistors through successive temperature gradients; that is 
(Lewis, 1967) 

a T = v-1 a T ax at [3.2] 

Figure 3~ 10 i s a schematic interpretation of the results of 3. 9. We have 
crudely catagorised the results on the basis of cooling rate or 
alternatively ver t ical tempe r a t ur e gr adient. Ille proper t ies of each of the 
r egions ar e as follows ; 

Region I 

This r eg ion is cha r acteri sed by a small t em pe r atur e gradient and lar ge 
fl uctuations i n t emperature which incr ease as the i nterface i s approached . 
From direct observ at i on we ar e ce r tai n that this r egion is bel ow the 
macroscopic ice- wat er interface and s ince the fr ee zing point in the bulk 
of the fluid exceeds the t emperature in part of this zone, we may conclude 
that both temperature . and salinity gradients exist in the liquid. Heat 
transport is by conduction and convection. Tilis region is analogous to 
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Cole's buffer r egion since there is no zone of well-developed turbulence 
in this experiment . 

Region II 

A sharp increase in the vertical temper ature gradient now takes place 
with temperature gradients typically of 1.3°Ccm-1. Any brine in this layer 
exceeds the bulk salinity by 61.o and the concentration gradient, close to 
the interface, may be as large as 20 to 24b-1. 

The steep temperature gradient indicates that this is a region of 
thermal conduction and that there is brine present. Calculation of the 
thermal conductivity yields a value between that of saline ice and brine . 
In addition the existence of rapid temperature fluctuations in a portion 
of this zone suggests that some of Region II is below the interface since 
fluid motion cannot penetrate too far into the intercellular grooves 
without buoyancy forces becoming dominated by viscous forces. 
Unfortunately we were unable to determine the position of the interface to 
sufficient accuracy during the experiment to mark it on figure 3.10 and we 
have therefore taken its most likely position as the level at which 
temperature fluctuations cease . This region corresponds to Cole's laminar 
zone . 

Region III 

This region is within the solid and the values of temperature gradient 
from equation [3.2] agree with measured vertical temperature gradients to 
within 15% which is satisfactory. Figure 3.9 shows that even in this zone 
there are disturbances from the mean temperature gradients. This has 
previously been attributed to the passage of brine through the ice (Lake 
and Lewis, 1970). 
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, 
3.6 Growth curves 

We have already seen the growth curves for Runs 5 to 8 in figure 3.6. 
Many equations describing ice= growth exist in the literature ( see 
Stehle, 1965 for a summary of some of these) but the most appropriate for 
our experiments is the formulation of Lapadula and Mueller ( 1966 ). This 
consider s solidification on a flat plate in an infinite fluid at an 
initially uniform temperature. Heat is transferred to the solid from the 
liquid by convection and, in our particular case, we assume that this is 
uniform in space and constant in time. The treatment assumes that; 

(i) all the physical parameters are constant, 

(ii) there is a flat and definite interface between the solid and the 
liquid, 

(iii) the temperature of the cold surface is uniform and constant, 
(iv) conduction of heat in the solid is one-dimensional. 

Lapadula and Mueller (1966) have used Biot's method to solve the problem 
and although their solution is approximate, the numerical solution of 
Beauboeuf and Chapman (1967) shows that, for the thermal properties of sea 
ice ( i.e . n 'v0. 10) , there is negligible difference between the two results. 

Rewriting Lapadula and Mueller's treatment for the special case of a 
constant heat flux gives the following non-dimensional expression, 

whe r e 

and 

In the above 

K g t h rTnf i2 = - { £ + ln(l h }} 
t 

ks t:.T Kst:.T 
t = • n = 

q_ ic 8 L 

f (n) = 
2n2 + lOn + 15 

5n (n+3) 

t:.T = r1 . - T f 1 sur 
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where 

h = ice thickness 
T1i = temperature of the liquid at the interface 
Tsurf = temperature at the ice surface 
q = convective heat input from tfie liquid 
Ks = bulk thermal diffusivity in the solid 
L = latent heat per unit volume 
Ks = bulk thermal conductivity in the solid 

All quantities are time averages. 

It is well known that the thermal constants for sea ice are a function 
of salinity and temperature which vary through the sea ice sheet and with 
time. Thus, to apply the above model, we must assume that we can define 
spatial and temporal averages of temperature5\ and concentration,<;, and 
that the appropriate thermal constants in equation [3.3] are the values at "",.., ,v,., ,., these means. That is Ks = Ks(T,C), Ks = Ks(T,C) and L = L(C). 

The average concentration in each experiment is estimated from the 
profiles in figure 3. 11 and the latent heat is then found from the 
calculations of Schwerdtfeger (1963). 

In appendix A 1.3.3 we have seen that the temperature in the air just 
above the ice surface may be significantly different from the temperature 
just beneath the surface~ Consequently we have used the temperature found 
by extrapolating the vertical temperature gradient to zero depth ( see 
figures A1.3 and A1.5) in equation [3.3]. Where this was not available, in 
Runs 5 and 6, we have subtracted an "interface resistance" of 
approximately 4°c from the air tempe rature just above the ice surface. The 
temperature at the ice-water interface,T1 i, has been measured in all 
experiments. The arithmetic mean of the temperature at the air-ice and 
ice-water boundaries was used as the bulk temperature,!, of the ice. 

In appendix A1.3.5 we found a value for the thermal diffusivity for 
,.,, Run 8 which we now use in our calculations for both Runs 7 and 8 since T ,., 

and C were similar in these two experiments. The thermal diffusivity for 
Runs 5 and 6 was estimated by multipying Schwerdtfeger's prediction by the 
factor which related his results to ours in Run 8. Since the model is not 
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sensitively dependent on the value of K [2] we do not feel this is a S' 

serious approximation. 

The values taken for all the ~~ove parameters for the four experiments 
are given in the upper portion of Table 3.2. 

TABLE 3.2 

Parameter Run 5 Run 6 Run 7 Run 8 
C ( %o ) 4 5 7 8 

T surf ( °C) -1 3 -12 -8 -10.5 

Tli (OC) -1. 1 -1.3 -2. 3 -1. 9 
T c0 c) -7.2 -6.7 -5.2 -6. 2. 

L (Jcm-3) 272. 6 263 . 7 246.2 237.4 

Ks ( cm2s-1) 12x10-3 12x1 o-3 9x1 o-3 9x1o-3 
t (cm) 20 60 40 22 

tstart (hrs) 25 20 35 40 

hstart (cm) 7 7 7 7 
N 33 9 4 33 

Ks/f{n) (cm2s-1) 3.65 3.25 1. 59 2.56 
r2 0.990 0.980 0.998 0.994 

Ks (Jcm-1oc-1s-1) 2. 3x1o-2 2.3x1o-2 1. 9x1 o-2 2.ox10-2 

q {Jcm-2s-1) 1. 4x10-2 4.0x10-3 2. 7x10-3 7.9x10-3 

From equation [3.3] we can see that t is the thickness at which the heat 
extracted at the ice surface is balanced by the convective heat input at 
the ice-water interface . In other words, the ice thickness tends to t 
asymptotically. For Runs 5 and 8, t can be found to +3cm (see figure 3.6) , 
to +20cm for Run 7 but is no more than a crude estimate for Run 6. 

Because the thermal properties of the sea ice sheet are dependent on 
the growth rate, the r egion where the growth velocity is changing most 

[2) For example, 90% change in Ks gives only 10% change in the derived vertical temperature gradient in the ice. 



rapidly cannot be expected to conform to these bulk estimates. 
Consequently we have used data where the ice thickness is greater than 7cm 
t o obtain our fit to equation [3.3] . Figure 3.6 shows these fitted curves 
and our experimental results. Table 3.2 gives the values of t used for 
plotting t/9,2 versus -[h/t+ln(1-h/t)J and the resulting Ks/f(n) for each 
experiment. Ks and q are then obtained from n and t. The values of Ks are 
consistent with previous measurements of the thermal conductivity of sea 
ice at similar temperatures and salinities as shown in Table 3.3 
indicating that this theory is an appropriate description of ice growth in 
our experiments. The derived, convective heat fluxes have expected 
relative magnitudes. That is, 

TABLE 3.3 

Thermal Run 5 Run 6 Run 7 Run 8 
conductivity T=-1.2°c T=-6.7°C 'V 0 T=-5.2 C T=-6.2°c -
J -loc-1 -1 C=4%o C=5%o "' ,v cm s C::7%• C:8%,, 

Present 2. 3x10-2 2. 3x10-2 1.9x1o-2 2. Ox10-2 

Lewis ( 1967) 2. 3x1o-2 2.3x1o-2 2 . 3x10-2 2. 3x10-2 

Schwerdtfeger (1963) 2. 1x10-2 2. 1x10-2 2. 1x10-2 2. Ox10-2 

Anderson ( 1960) 2.2x1o-2 2.2x10-2 2. 1 x10-2 2. 1 x10-2 

One of the most important parameters in solidification problems is the 
velocity of growth. This can be obta ined by differentiating equation [3.3] 
gi ving 

Ks 
V = f( n )h ( 1 h ) 

t [3.4 J 

Substitution of the empirically determined values of K s/f(n) gives the 
growth velocity as a function of the ice thickness (figure 3.12). From this 
we can immediately obtain the growth velocity for a thin section at a 
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given depth . It is obvious from figure 3. 12 that Run 6 has a significantly 
higher growth rate than the other three experiments~ 

As a f urther check on the ~'.3lidity of this theory, we can use the 
boundary condition at the interface, 

[ 3.5] 

to obtain a value of the vertical thermal gradient in the solid , Gsi. In 
using equation [3.5] , we are assuming that the vertical temperature 
gradient is independent of z although this is not implicit in the theory 
of Lapadula and Mueller. Likewise the thermal conductivity is regarded as 
constant in z which is probably true within 20% (Lewis, 1967). Figure 3.13 
shows the calculated vertical thermal gradients and the agreement between 
predicted and measured values for Runs 7 and 8 is good. In the absence of 
measured temperature gradients in Runs 5 and 6, these curves may be used in 
conjunction with equation [3. 1] to estimate the horizontal temperature 
gradient to within 40-50%. A large portion of this latter uncertainty is 
due to inaccuracies in the determination of the slope of the ice-water 
interface. 

The approximations that have been made in the foregoing analysis force 
us to conclude that none of the par amete r s which are a result of the fit of 
our data to the theory of Lapadula and Mueller (1966) have been determined 
t o bett e r t han 25 %. However we ar e well satisf ied with the 
self- consistency of the results and with thei r agreement with data from 
ot her sour ces . 

3.7 Fl uid motion and interface shape 

3. 7.1 Bun 5 (Forced flow - Brackish) 

Measurements of fluid speed were made with a Nixon Instrumentation 
miniature vane current meter. These were not performed during the c-axis 
orientation experiments to avoid interfering with the developing grain 
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structure. Therefore at the completion of each run, a thin cover of ice was 
allowed to form over fluid flowing with the valve setting unchanged. 

Profiles of fluid speed were then measured in the z-direction under this 
" simulated " skim of ice and dy~_ w_as injected just below the ice-water 
interface to trace the direction of flow. Al though there was a slight 

unsteadiness of motion the current was laminar. 

Figure 3. 14 shows the measurements made at four locations under the 
"simulated" ice skim for the valve setting used in Run 5. Non-saline, 
rather than brackish water, was used and although neither of these will be 
thermally unstable, salt-driven convection will have taken place at the 

ice-water interface during Run 5. This was not present when the flow was 
measured and these profiles ( figure 3. 14) are therefore a gauge of the 

fluid dynamical characteristics of our flume. 

The measurements in figure 3. 14 have a spread of about 1cms-1. This 

spread must be partially due to the varying channel depths under the : ice 
because of the changes in ice thickness, particularly in the x-z pl ane 
(figure 3.3(a)). The shape of the interface during the "simulation•t is 

very similar to that at various times during Run 5 as shown in figure 3.15. 

The vertical scale in this figure is exaggerated by a factor of 5. 

There is an apparent maximum in speed just below the ice which we 

attribute to the fact that the ice is sloping downwards in the downstream 

direction. The fluid is thus flowing in a slowly converging "pipe" of 
cross-section shown in figure 3. 14. We display the data tilted by half the 

slope of the ice-water interface so that the "pipe" is converging 
symmetrically on the upper and lower boundaries (see figure 3.16). 

The curve in figure 3. 16 is taken from measurements by Nikuradse 
(Schlichting, 1968) in the inlet portion of a circular pipe in the 

presence of laminar flow. We have substituted the half depth of the 
fluid,R , as the "pipe" radius, in this case, since we are only concerned 

with fluid motion in the x-z plane. The speed was constant, within error, 
in the y-direction. u is the magnitude of the rectangular velocity 
distribution at the entrance and we have chosen this to be compatible with 
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the speed measured at the centre of the tank. The numbers used to 
non-dimensionalise our data are given below, where v is the fluid 
viscosity. 

38 

3C 
58 

SC 

X 

35. 8 

35. 8 

66. 6 

66. 6 

R 

8. 0 

8.5 

8.8 

8.5 

u 

2. 9 
2.9 
2.7 
3. 1 

0.003 

0.003 

0.006 

0.006 

We are not only satisfied that our data fall quite closely on the curves 
of Nikuradse but also that the values of u, which we have used to acheive 
this fit, agree with each other to within 10%. We estimate the accuracy of 
the current measurements is +81. 

It might be argued that our data should be consistent with the 
distribution of velocities in a laminar boundary layer on a flat plr3te 
with zero pressure gradient in the outer flow; that is Blasius flow. 
However, al though our boundary layers are of the correct thickness, .. the 
measured speeds do not fall on the Blasius boundary layer profile. We 
believe that the lack of agreement is due to the acceleration of the 
external flow and its associated pressure drop and to the shape of the 
leading edge. Both of these disturb the development of the boundary layer 
from the shape predicted by Blasius (Schlichting , 1968). 

Hirata et al ( 1979a) have theoretically and experimentally examined 
the formation of an ice layer on a flat plate in laminar flow. Al though 
this problem is similar to the present , conditions at the leading edge and 
pressure effects in the exter nal flow make it unpr ofitab l e t o attempt to 
f i t t he ir t heory fo r ice t hickness as a func tion of downstream coordinate 
x. 

The effect of the edge , at the entr ance of the fl ume, on the for mation 
of initial skim has already been noted in section 3.4.4. Figure 3. 15 shows 
that the ice remains thinner close to the honeycombs indicating that the 



heat and solute transfer Nusselt numbers [3] are increased by mixing in 
this region. This higher level of mixing was confirmed by dye. The Nusselt 

· numbers then decrease downstream as the laminar boundary layer becomes 
thicker and, as a result, the =·ice profile slopes downwards. This is 
fortunate since the flow in this portion of the test tank is then 
converging and the possibility of boundary layer separation is decreased. 
Ice samples taken from this region will have solidified in well-defined 
conditions of fluid motion. The steep shelving of the interface at 
downstream corners is also due to vigorous mixing. 

3. 7.2 Run 8 (Forced flow - Saline) 

Flow was measured in fluid of approximately the concentration used in 
the c-axis orientation experiment and is thus characteristic of the early 
stages of freezing in Run 8. Because the profiles in Run 5 · were not 
sensitively dependent on y and because their x dependence could be 
calculated, we have measured the speed at one location only, in this case. 

The slope of the interface in the downstream direction in Run a is 
gentler than in Run 5 and no correction for flow convergence is necessary. 
Figure 3.17 shows the data and Nikuradse's curve for 

X R u 

40.0 8. 1 2.4 0.005 

However, the fit of the data with the previous measurements is only 
satisfactory at the bottom of the tank. Close to the ice-water interface, 
from z/R = +0.5 to z/R = +1.0 our measurements do not fall on the curve. A 
similar distortion of the velocity profiles and corresponding increase in 
thickness of the boundary layer have been observed by Hirata et al ( 1979b) --in the transition between laminar and turbulent flow over an ice surface. 
Rex, associated with this transition, is typically 1x105• Rex for the 
location of the profile in figure 3.17 is 6x103 which is significantly 

[3] The Nusselt number is the ratio of actual heat transfer to the heat transferred by conduction alone. 
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FIGURE 3.17 Non- dimensional current profiles for Run-8. 
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FIGURE 3.18 Photograph of the bottom of the ice slab 
at the entrance of tank B (leading edge to top of 
photograph) after the compl etion of Run 8. Note the 
ridges in the ice running parallel to the current 
(downwards in the photograph) for approximately 
30cm from the leading edge. 



less than the critical value determined previously. The explanation for 
this discrepancy lies in the temperature fluctuations just below the 
ice-water interface which are also shown i n figure 3.17. The fluid layer, 
close to the interface, where th~~~ fluctuations are observed is roughly 
coincident with the region where there are deviations from the expected 
velocities . Confirmation that this buoyancy-driven convection is moving 
the l am i nar to turbulent transition upstream is given in the following 
paragraphs. 

In figure 3.18 a series of evenly spaced ridges are observed parallel 
to the current direction, running from the leading edge to a position 
about 30cm downstream. [ 4 J These ressemble features reported by Hirata 
et al ( 1979a) for the upward freezing of pure ice in a warm laminar flow. 
They suggest that these grooves are the result of longitudinal vortices 
produced by thermal instability in the thick boundary layer. However, in 
their experiment the circulation was too weak for measurements of these 
grooves to be made to test this hypothesis. 

In the absence of ice, similar vortices have been studied theoretically 
(Wu and Cheng, 1976) and experimentally (Gilpin et al, 1978) and they are 
first stage of a laminar to turbulent transition. Wu and Cheng (1976) 

.,., 111 ' predict that the Grashof, Gr, [5] and Reynolds number, Re, based on the 
downstream coordinate, x' , at which these rolls are first observed, are 
correlated by 

[3. 6] 

This relationship was confirmed by Gilpin et al ( 1978) who al so found that 
empirical and theoretical values of A wer e in ag r eement. 

The theory has been developed fo r ther mal instabili t ies but can be 
applied to haline convection i f we r eplace t he Prandtl number, Pr , b y t he 

[4] These were also noted during i c e growth in Run 5 whe n they continued 
for 70cm from the l eading edge. This is v i rtually the whole l ength of 
the tank. 

[5] The Grashof number is a ratio of buoyancy to viscous forces 



x' x' , Schmidt number, Sc, and Gr by Gr c· Wu and Cheng have calculated that Grx X 1 

I (or Gr c) decreases as Pr ( or Sc) increases and as Rex decreases ( see 
equation [3.6)). Thus for the large Sc and small fluid velocities in our 
experiment the onset of longitudjn~l vortices will take place very close 
to the leading edge. For Sc"-' 5 x 103,· which is the value in our experiments, 
Wu and Cheng predict a critical Grashof number of 

where Grxc = gBL\cx
3 

and X = v2 

which for the values in Run 8 predicts 

X 1 '\, 0. 5cm 

In the above, g is the acceleration due to gravity, Bis the coefficient of 
haline expansion and L\ C is the concentration difference across X driving 
the instability. Using this x' in equation [3.6) predicts a value of A"" 2 
which is very close to Wu and Cheng's calculated value for a Pr (or Sc) of 
the order of 103. Tnus the first stages of a laminar to turbulent 
transition occur only 0.5cm from the leading edge of the slab of ice in 
Run 8. 

Al though Gil pin al so found surprisingly good agreement between 
measured and calculated vortex wavelengths, we have not been able to 
duplicate this consistency. We expect the pattern of washing of the 
interface to yield one vortex wavelength equivalent to the spacing betwee ~ 
ridge crests of figure 3.18. However this latter dimens i on is of the order 
of 0.8cm while the predicted wa velength for x' = 0.5cm is 0.06cm. Because 
this prediction is very similar to the intercellular spacing , it is not 
surprising that we are unable to detect an y regularity on this scale. We 
postulate instead that a hierarchy of cells may exist as suggested by 
Fos ter ( 1968, 1972) and described in section 2.2.{ each determined by a 
different diffusivity. Thus, for the observed ridge wavelength, an eddy 
diffusivity of ec = 1. 4x10-2cms..:. 1 is required (Wu and Cheng, 1976 ). 
Assuming "Reynolds analogy", that the eddy diffusivities for momentum and 
solute are equal (Turner, 1973), and using Prandtl's mixing length 
hypothesis (Schlichting, 1968) 
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[3. 7] 

/\ = obse.vve.ol l";'*jli' W"-v~le"'5H-i 

we find a reasonable value for the velocity gradient close to the 
interface, that is 

du = 4s-1 . dz 

We have seen that these ridges develop in thick laminar boundary layers 
with slow fluid velocities in conditions of thermal or haline instability. 
We might therefore expect them to be observed under growing sea ice. Their 
existence may explain the parallel rivulets at the ice-water interface , 
observed after an oil spill (NORCOR, 1975). These run parallel to the 
current and have a characteristic wavelength of 25cm. 

3. 7.3 Sunmary of forced flow 

Flow in our tank is laminar, provided there is no thermal or haline 
instability. In the presence of free convection at the upper boundary, the 
formation of longitudinal vortices is predicted at Re x "-' 60, and this is 
confirmed in our experiments by the presence of ridges in the ice very 
close to the leading edge. These are associated with laminar flow and mark 
the first stage of the laminar to turbulent transition. Despite the higher 
currents in Run 5, this regime persists for almost the entire length of 
the tank. On the other hand in Run 8, flow close to the ice-water boundary 

- -leaves this quasi-laminar region approximately 30cm from the leading edge 
when Rex ""5x103. This early transition is undoubtedly due to the large r 
value of Grxc in the saline experiment compared with its brackish 
equivalent. 

3. 7 .4 Free convection - Runs 6 and 7 

We have already described previous observations of free convec t ion 
under growing sea i ce in section 2. 2.4. In our ex pe r iments , the purpose of 
visualising the flow was to find out if the geometry of the tank would 
force the buoyancy-driven convection into a regular and directional 
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pattern. This, of course, is undesirable. 

Dye was injected under the ice several times during Run 7 and , at all 
times, the motion was observed tp be laminar. In the early stages of ice 
growth the flow, close to the ice-water interface, was variable in speed 
(from 'v0.04cms-1 to"' 0.1cms-1) and direction. However, at the bottom of 
the tank it consistently moved in the-vex direction while a compensating 
flow in the +ve direction was noted above this. 

By the time the ice was 5cm thick, all motion at the interface was 
vertically downwards with typical speeds of 0.1 to 0.2cms- 1. The horizontal 
component of flow, which did not appear until the dye · was 2cm below the 
ice-water boundary, was neither constant in space nor time and was of the 
order of 0.03cms-1• There may have been layers of fluid moving in the +vex 
direction which interleaved with layers travelling in the opposite 
direction, but visibility was not good enough to determine this 
conclusively. When the ice thickness had reached 13cm the water was almost 
still. 

No direct observations of free convection were made during Run 6 • 
However any slight preference for motion in the x direction, as observed 
above, will be greatly magnified because of the large temperature and 
salinity differences between the fluid in tank A and the fluid in the test 
section . These are the result of the rather peculiar thermal . regime 
(section · 3.4.2) during the cooling down period and the resulting, 
substantially different rates of ice growth in the inner and outer tanks. 
The interchange will therefore be between the fluid in tank A and tank B 
through the honeycomb. Any noticeable effect from this hypothetical motion 
should thus decr·ease in the +ve x <:lirection. 

$ The slope of the interface was su1l,tantially smaller in the experiments 
without forced flow ( figures 3.3(b) and (c)) and is controlled by heat 
loss through the walls of the test section. 
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3-7.5 Interf ace slope 

We have seen that fl uid flow, whe n present i n our experiments, is 

lar gel y r esponsible for the shape of the interface. Variations in the 

thickness of a sea ice cover in nature are generally attributed to 

ir r egular ities in snow cover and slopes between 1:8 (Kovacs, 1979) and 1:30 

(Lewi s, 1967 ) have been reported . Typical values for experiments with 

forced flow are 1:5 and for those without such flow are 1:14, which compare 

reasonably with the field measurements. 

It is important to point out the distinction between interface slope 

and a tilt of the interface. Since the slope is related by equation (3.1] 

to the horizontal temperature gradient and since ther e is an anisotropy in 

thermal conductivity, then the preferred grains are those with their 
c-axis perpendicular to the direction of maximum slope. Alternatively, if 

the slab of sea ice is physically tilted, for example by a compressive 

pressure field in nature or by lifting it upwards in our experiment , only 

the c-axes which lie in the axis of tilt remain in the horizontal plane 

( see section 2. 1 ). The c-axes lying along this axis are thus favoured-;. In 

both cases the resulting distribution is the same but the origin of 

alignment is quite different. Fortunately, from obser vations made in Run 8, 

we feel that there is negligible tilting of the ice-water interface du~ ing 

our expe r iments . 

3. 8 St r uc t ural f ea tures and c-axi s measurements 

3.8. 1 C-ax is statist i c s 

The Lamb ert equal-ar ea proj ec tion has been chosen to di s pla y our da ta 

since the density of plotted points on the projec tion correctl y r epr esents 

their density in space. Accordingly grains with their c-axis perpe ndicul a r 

to the plane of the diagram will be plotted at the centre of the circle 

while those in the plane of the projection lie on the · perimeter . The 

resulting figure is frequently referred to as a fabric diagram. A program 
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has been written by the author to plot these data from the universal stage 

measurements and this is described in Langhorne et al (1980). We have 

followed Kamb ( 1959b) and Budd ( 1972) in presenting scatter diagrams 

rather than the conventional ;ontour diagrams so the data may be 

interpreted by the reader. 

To summarise the dist r:. ib_ution_of- c-axes we- use---the moment of inertia 

method described fully in Mardia (1962) and which we shall outline in this 

section. We imagine that a sphere surrounds the c-axis distribution and 

that each point where an axis cuts this sphere is assigned unit mass. The 

principle axes, and their corresponding moments of inertia, are found for 

the resulting distribution of mass. Thus data which are tightly grouped 

around a particular principal axis will yield a small value of the moment 

of inertia. In practice it is more convenient to find 

T • 
J 

- Ij 
= 1 N [3.8) 

where Ij' j = 1,3, are the moments of inertia and N is the tot :11 number of 

measurements. T j are the normalised eigenvalues, corresponding to _ the 

eigenvectors ~j' of T which is the normalised matrix of the sums and 

products of the direction cosines . From the properties of eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors we also have that 

and thus that 

T 1 + 12 + T3 : 1 

0 ( T. ( 1 
J 

[3.9) 

[3. 10 J 

A value of T j c~ose to 1 therefore indicates that the data are well 

grouped about the direction ~j and conversely for small Tj· By convention , 

the magnitudes of the normalised eigenvalues are such that 

[3. 11 J 

and their relative values therefore describe the distribution. The two 

cases which occur most frequently in our data are 
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[3. 12] 
,3 1v,2> ,1 => symmetric girdle 

If we assume that the Bingham distribution is a suitable description of 
our data, [6] it is shown that (Mardia, 1962) the eigenvector ~ 3, 
corres ponding to the largest eigenvalue, , 3, is the maximum likelihood 
estimate of- the mean direction. -

The moment of inertia method is ideal for our purposes. Firstly, it does 
not distinguish between directional and axial data and is thus suited to 
our data, which spans only a hemisphere. Secondly it gives us measure of 
the grouping about a particular direction which is precisely what we wish 
to know in these experiments. 

It is difficult to quantify the strength of a fabric (Hooke and I Hudleston, 198~) and there is no standard technique for dealing with this 
problem. We require a single number to give a measure of "groupedness" 
around the mean direction and we must , therefore, reject some of the 
information in the normalised eigenvectors. The fact that the c-axes 
invariably lie close to the horizontal plane (that is , 1 close to 0) is 
well known and since our principle aim is to distinguish between unimodal 
and symmetric girdle distributions (see equation [3.12]), we consider only 
the magnitudes of T3 and , 2. In addition, from equation [3.9] we see that 
the normalised eigenvectors are not independent and although the absolute 
values of , 3 and T2 will depend on the magnitude of T 1, the r at io of T 3 to 
T2 will not. We refer to the latter as the concentration parameter and use 
it as our measure of fabric strength. It is simply a measure of the 
grouping of the data about the · mean axis as compared with t he 
concentr ation around a direction normal to this mean . Again t he 
calculation of the nor malised eigenvectors f r om the universal stage 
measurements has been prog r ammed i n Fortr an. 

[6] The Bingham distribution is the most general description of spherical data , particular cases including symmetric girdle, unimodal and uniform distributions. 
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3.8.2 Introduction to texture measurements 

In the following sections of this chapter we describe the textures 
resulting from each experiment. These descriptions are accompanied by 
equal-area projection diagrams1t~e -c-axis measurements, referenced to the 
+ve x direction, which for the forced flow experiments, is also 
approximately the direction of the current. 

In the fabric diagrams and the photographs, thin sections are named in 
the following way; 

E5 - 5B - 13/14 
Experiment Location Depth of 

number in tank sample 

The slash indicates that the sample lay between the depths, given in 
centimeters below the ice surface. Because the slab of ice was uneven, the 
same depth at different locations may correspond to different times of 
solidification, and hence to different growth parameters ( for example 
growth velocity, vertical temperature gradient). The actual thin section 
depths are therefore corrected to the thickness shown in the growth curve 
(figure 3.6) and these corrected depths are used whenever there is 
comparison between a number of locations in one experiment (for example , 
in the concentration parameter versus depth diagrams of figure 3.23). 

3.8.3 Texture for Run 5 (Brackish - Forced Flow) 

Figure 3. 19 shows a typical vertical thin section from this experiment. 
C-axis horizontal grains nucleate at the surface and columnar growth has 
proceeds from there, the c-axis remaining close to the horizontal plane 
for most of the subsequent growth. Previous observations of an initial 
skim formed of c-axis horizontal grains ( Bennington, 1963b, 1968) took 
place in calm conditions with rapid cooling. We suggest that the essential 
similarity between these observations and our experiment is that, just 
prior to freezing, marginal supercooling can take place in a thin layer on 
the surface, encouraging the fast-growing direction to point downwards. In 
this experiment the stability of the brackish water allows this 
supercooling to take place. 
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FIGURE 3. 19 Vertical thin section from the upper ice 
surface to the bottom of the ice, showing the columner 
growth during this eXJ?eriment. 
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Close to the ice surface (figure 3.20(a)) the appearance of the grains 
is very similar to real sea ice. Platelets are delineated by brine pockets 
and the c-axes are distributed randoml y in the horizontal plane 
( figure 3.21 (i)). However this ll}<eness decreases as we go deeper in the 
ice (figure 3.20(b)) for, although the ratio of grain length to width 
increases, the grain size does not increase by as much as expected . In 
add ition the platelets are not so well delinated as those at higher 
levels. However figure 3.21 (n) shows that 20cm of ice growth have resulted 
in a noticeable grouping about the current direction. 

The resemblance between our artificial ice and sea ice almost vanishes 
if we look at thin sections from Row 2 (see figure 3.3(a)), which is the 
region where there is most mixing. The upper section (figure 3.22(a)) is 
not unlike that from other locations in the tank (for example 
figure 3.20 (b)), but despite an ice thickness of 10cm, the c-axes are 
almost randomly distributed in the horizontal plane (figure 3.21 (a)). 
However with a further 6cm of growth, the features of the ice change 
drastically (figure 3.22(b)) and the grains become circular and the c-axes 
lie around the vertical direction ( figure 3.21 ( b)). We can al so see - the 
initial signs of this transition in the lower portions of the vertical 
thin section ( figure 3. 19) where the triangular shaped grains have a 
vertical c-axis . According to Shumskii ( 1 ~), the transition from 
horizontally to vertically oriented c-axes is caused by the disappearance 
of constitutional supercooling at the interface (section 1.3). The 
cellular to planar transition is also driven by the loss of supe r cooling 
and we shall discuss the conditions for this in section 4. 3. 2. 

Figur e 3. 23 (a ) shows tha t as t he ice thickens the maximum liklihood 
estimate of t he mean di r ect i on of the di s t r i but ion of c- axes , ~ 3• t ends 
t owa r ds the x direction which, in thi s case , is also appr ox i mate l y t he 
curren t direction. Figur e 3. 24 shows still better corr espondence between 
t he measur ed cur ren t and the mean c-axis at the base of the ice , the 
aver age diffe r ence between t he two angl e s being 1°. 

Figure 3.23(a) also shows tha t the concentra tion parameter, which 
initially increases with depth, becomes constant from about 12cm onwards. 



F I GURE 3.20 ( a ) Hor izontal thin section taken 2cm from 
the upper i ce s urface in Run 5. (brackish- forced f l ow). 
Curren t fl owing from t op t o bottom of photograph. Grid 
1 cm squar e. 

FIGURE 3.20 (b) Horizontal thin section taken 21cm 
below the upper ic e surface. Same position and scale 
as (a). 



FIGURE 3.21 
EQual-area projection diagrams for 
Run 5. Approximate current direction 
is shown by arrow. 64 measurements 
made in each case. 
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FIGURE 3.22 (b) Horizontal section from same location 
as (a ) but taken 6cm below (a). Note the change in the 
appearence of the grains 

FIGURE 3.22 (a) Horizontal thin section from 10cm 
beneath the ice surface i n Run 5 (brackish-forced flow). 
Section located only 15cm from the entrance to tank B 
and flow therefore unsteady. 1cm square grid . 
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This depth is approximately the position of the cellular to planar 
transition which can be determined, quite independently of any texture 
studies, from the salinity profiles in figure 3. 11. The profile for Run 5 
diverges from those for the other. experiments at a dimensionless depth of 
0.55, that is approximately 11an (see footnote of section 4.3.2 for further 
discussion of transition point). This adds further weight to the argument 
that the current is controlling the orientation since, at this point, the 
flow can no longer interact anisotropically with the salinity boundary 
layer 

On the other hand, if the preferred orientation is controlled by heat 
flow, the mean c-axis of the grains will be normal to the horizontal 
temperature gradient, which we find from equation [3. 1 ]. However, . figure 
3.25(a) shows there is no systematic relationship between the c-axis 
direction predicted from horizontal temperature gradients and the mean 
c-ax is. Likewi se the concentration parameter and the magnitude of the 
horizontal temperature gradient are unrelated (see figure 3.25(b)). 

3-8.4 Texture for Run 6 (Brackish - ao Forced Flow) 

Run 5, with its low brine concentration, displayed some features whtch 
were atypical of sea ice. Although the same brine concentration was used 
in this experiment, the grains that developed are very similar to those 
found in nature. Columnar growth extends through the ice cover 
( figure 3.26 ), the c-axes being horizontally oriented at all levels ( for 
example figures 3.27(c) and (d)). The platelets and the grains coarsen from 
the surface (figure 3.28(a)) to the bottom (figure 3.28(b)) and the grains 
elongate perpendicular to the c-axis. The characteristic, small angle 
differences between platelets are also present. 

Figure 3.23(b) and 3.27(a),(b),(d) and (e) show that once again the 
preferred c-axis orientation is in the x direction and that this alignment 
was generally stronger than that found in Run 5. However the 
depth-dependence of the concentration parameter and the angular 
difference from the x direction is virtually non-ex is tent. In addition, 
figures 3.25(a) and (b} show that the alignment is not due to heat flow in 
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FIGURE 3 .25(a) 
Diagram of the measured mean c- axis direction versus 
the d±rections predicted from the horizontal temperature 
gradients which were calculated from equation [3 .1]. 
If there was significant correlation between these , 
the data would lie on straight line of slope 1 (shown 
in bold). Measured and calculated quantites can differ 
by up to 90° and the shaded region is thus prohibited . 

FIGURE 3.25(b) 
Diagram of concentration parameter versus the calculated 
horizontal temperature gradients. Note that the two measured 
gradients are plotted, with errors, and the corresponding 
calculated gradients are just within this error . 
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FIGURE 3 . 26 Vertical thin section from upper ice 
surface to the base of the ice for Run 6. Col umner 
growth extends throughout the ice thickness. 
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FIGURE 3.27 
E~ual-area projection diagrams for 
Run 6. The long axis of the tank is 
shown by an arrow in these figures. 
64 measurements were made in each 
case. 
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FIGURE 3.28 (b) Hori zont a l thin section from 18cm 
below the ice surface at the same location as (a). 
Scale is the same as in (a). 

FIGURE 3.28 (a) Horizontal thin section from 2cm below 
the ice surface in Run 6 (brackish- no forced flow). 
Covered by a 1cm square grid. 



the horizontal plane. 

However, if the concentration parameter is plotted as a function of the 
down tank coordinate x, as in figure 3. 29, some order evolves. Thus it 

=· 

appears that the closer a sample lies to the entrance of the tank the 
better aligned it is. From the discussion in section 3.7.4, we have reason 
to believe that the natural convection during this experiment followed a 
similar pattern and we hypothesise that this is responsible for the c-axis 
orientation. 

3.8.5 Texture for Run 7 (Saline - 9o Forced Flow) 

Due to emergency cold room maintenance, it was necessary to collect 
texture information using a different procedure from the other 
experiments. Oil-soluble dye was brushed on to the skeletal ice-water 
interface and the bottoms of blocks 1 to 4 (see figure 3.3(c) for the 
locations of these) were photographed. [ 7] Platelet orientations were 
measured from these photographs since the c-axis is perpendicular to the 
elongated direction of the platelet. However, only the component in . the 
horizontal plane is obtained. A total of 473 measurements were made on 
blocks 1 to 4 using the sampling scheme described in section 3.2. 1. In 
order to compare these results with data from the other experiments, a 
method similar to that of Kamb (1959b) was used. Data were placed in bins 
of dimensions t cj, = 30° and t8 = 60°, centred on the horizontal component 
of the mean c-axis direction (see figure 3.30). We chose the surface 
samples . E5-5B- 1 / 2 and E6-5B- 1 / 2 as our reference and from these we 
calculated the standard deviation about the mean of the number of c-axes 
which fall in each bin. We then compared a range of values of the 
concentration parameter with fabric strengths described in terms of 
multiples of this standard deviation. This led us to the conclusion that 
the collective results of blocks 1 to 4 were typical of concentration 
parameters between 1.5 and 2.0. This has been plotted on figure 3.23 (c). We 
were fortunate to supplement these measurements with two samples of c-axes 
measurements made in the conventional manner when the cold room was 

[7] This method was communicated to me by Dr. S. Martin of the University 
of Washington, Seattle. 
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restored to working order. 

The features of the ice in this experiment were similar to those in 
Run 6, but with a coarser platel_et spacing and a larger grain size 
(figure 3.31) which are both characteristic of the lower growth velocity. 
The major structural difference from Run 6, is the c-axis vertical layer 
at the i ce surface. Increased mixing , due to thermal instability in this 
experiment, prevented the formation of a cool, surface layer and the grains 
therefore expand most easily in the plane of the surface. Columnar growth 

with the c-axis horizontal proceeds from approximately 1cm below the 
surface. 

However figure 3.32(a) and (b) show that the texture which developed at 
depth was quite different from that in Run 6. At depths of 15cm below the 
surface the c-axes still essentially form a symmetric girdle distribution. 

It follows that the concentration parameter (figure 3.23(c)) will be low 
compared with the other experiments. 

It should be noted that the values of horizontal temperature gradient 
were low during this experiment. However this cannot explain the lack of 
alignment since in fi gure 3.25 (~) we see that highest concentration 
parameters occur at similar values. 

3.8.6 Texture for Run 8 (Saline - Forced Flow) 

One of the most distinctive features of this exper iment is shown in 
figure 3.33(a). The grains consistently grow in a direction opposing the 
flow, regardless of the slope of the interface. This upstream deflection, 
ai though previously unreported for sea ice , has been noted in the 
dendri tic growth of pure ice in supercooled, flowing water by 
Miksch (1969). It is also well known in the metals literature (Cole, 1971; 
Flemings, 1974) and is characteristic of dendritic solidification in the 
presence of a flowing melt; indeed empirical equations derived for the 
solidification of steels (Takahashi et al, 1979; Takahashi, 1981) have 
been used to derive the velocity of the melt from the angle of deflection 
of the grains. 

/ 
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FIGURE 3.31 Horizontal thin section from Run 7 
(saline-no forced flow) taken 15cm below the ice 
surface. Note the well-defined platelets . l . 5xreal 
size. 
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FIGURE 3.32 
E~ual- area projection diagrams for 
Run 7. The long axis of the tank is 
shown by an arrow in these figures. 
64 measurements were made in each 
case . 
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FIGURE 3.33 . (a) Vertical thin section in the x-plane 
from Run 8. Columner growth extends from the ice 
surface to the base and there is also an upstream 
deflection of the grains into the current (shown 
by an arrow). Note the 0.7cm thick c-axis vertical 
layer at the upper ice surface. 
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FIGURE 3.33 (b) Vertical thin section in. they- plane 
from Run 8, so that the current was normal to the 
plane of this section. Note the difference in appearence 
of the grain boundaries as compared with 3 . 33(a). 
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Figures 3.34(c),(d),(f) and (g) show that the observed tilt is not just 

a motion of the grain boundaries in the upstream direction. The gr ouping 

of the points about the downstream pole indicates that the c-axes maintain 

their orientation normal to the £Olumnar axis. We shall return to a more 

detailed discussion of this grain deflection in the section 4.6. 

Figure 3.33 (a) shows that, in common with Run 7, there is a O. 7cm thick, 

c-ax is vertical layer at the ice surface. This layer appears to thicken to 

approximately 1cm in the downstream direction which may be due either to 

the heat flux from the water decreasing as x increases or to herding of 

the freely floating crystals by the current. Inspection of the grains just 

below this zone and of figures 3.34(b) and (e) indicates that grains which 

tilted into the flow have nucleated about 1 cm from the surface. Many of 

these grains have too high an angle of deflection to continue growing 

downwards and are subsequently squeezed out. 

The structural characteristics of the surface samples is typical of sea 

ice (figure 3.35(a)). The grains develop through the ice (figures 3.35(b) 

and (c)) in such a way that , although the appearance of the thin sections 

is becoming mor e chaotic with depth, the c-axes (figure 3.23(d)) are 

r apidly becoming more aligned. The chaotic appear ance is due to the large 

numbers of small angle differences between the platelets comprising a 

grain. Comparison of figure 3.35(c) with 3.31, whi ch is its counterpart 

from Run 7, illustrates that the platelet spacing is considerably smaller 

in the present case. 

The distinctive appearance of the almost straight grain boundaries of 

figure 3.33(a) is lost if the vertical thin section is made in they-plane. 

This is illustrated in figure 3.33(b) where these diffuse boundaries 

immediately indicate that the c-axes are preferentially normal to the 

plane of this section; that is they are grouped in the x direction. At 

locations where universal stage measurements were not made , we have used 

this to confirm there were no deviations from the general pattern of 

c-ax is alignment . 
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Figur es 3. 34{c) ,{d) , (f) and (g) show that the observed tilt is not j ust 

a mot i on of the gr ain boundaries in the upstream di r ection. The gr ouping 

of the points about t he downs tream pol e indicates that the c-axes mainta in 

t he ir orien t a t ion normal to t he 2olurnnar ax i s. We shall return to a more 

deta i led discussion of this grain deflection in the section 4.6. 

Figure 3. 33(a ) shows that, in common with Run 7, there is a 0.7an thick, 

c-axis vertical layer at the ice surface. This layer appears to thicken to 

approximately 1an in the downstream direction which may be due either to 

the heat flux from the water decreasing as x increases or to herding of 

the f r eel y floati ng crystals by the current. Inspection of the grains just 

below this zone and of figures 3.34(b) and (e) indicates that grains which 

tilted into the flow have nucleated about 1an from the surface. Many of 

these grains have too high an angle of deflection to continue growing 

downwards and are subsequently squeezed out . 

The structural characteristics of the surface samples is typical of sea 

ice (figure 3.35(a)). The grains develop through the ice (figures 3.35(b) 

and (c)) in such a way that , although the appearance of the thin sections 

is becoming more chaotic with depth , the c-axes ( figure 3.23(d)) are 

r apidl y becoming more aligned. The chaotic appearance is due to the large 

number s of small angle differences between the platelets comprising a 

grain . Compari son of f igur e 3.35(c ) wi t h 3.31, which is its counter part 

fr om Run 7, il lustr ates t hat the platelet spac ing is consider ably smaller 

in the pr esent case . 

The di s tincti ve appe ar ance of t he almost str a i ght gr ain boundar ies of 

figure 3.33(a) is lost if the vertical thin section is made in they-pl ane . 

This is illustrated in figure 3. 33(b) where these diffuse boundaries 

immed i ately indicate that the c-axes are preferentially normal to the 

plane of this section; that is they are grouped in the x dir ection. At 

locations where universal stage measurements were not made , we have us ed 

this to confirm there were no deviations from the general pattern of 

c-axis alignment . 
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FIGURE 3.34 
EQual-area projection diagrams for 
Run 8. The approximate current 
direction is marked with an arrow in 
these figures . 64 measurements were 
made in each case. 
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FI GURE 3,35 (a) Horizontal thin section from Run 8 
( saline-forced flow) taken 1cm below the ice surface. 
l .3xreal size. Current direction from top to bottom 
of photograph . 

FIGURE 3.35 (b) 
location as (a) 
1. 3xreal size. 

Horizontal thin secti on from same 
but taken 9cm beneath the ice surface. 



FIGURE 3.35 (c) Horizontal thin section taken 17cm 
below the ice surface at the same location as (a). 
Current direction from top to bottom of photograph. 
Note finer platelet spacing than figure 3.31. 
l.5xreal size. 



Figure 3.23 (d) shows a systematic and rapid increase in the . 
concentration parameter with depth, the axis of alignment being the 
current direction . The anomalous data point, 18, was purposefully taken 
f r om the leading edge where ther~ was no well-defined direction of flow. 
It~s randomness therefore further supports the interaction between 
cur r ents and grain orientation. In distinct contrast, figure 3.25 (a) and 
(b) sho w that there is no correspondence between ho r izontal temperature 
gradient and the mean c-axis direction. 

3.9 Summary of laboratory experiments 

In the present chapter we have described four laboratory experiments to 
determine the mechanism controlling the alignment of crystal c-axes 
during the growth of NaCl ice. The apparatus was designed to differentiate 
between the two most likely mechanisms; lateral heat flow and the fluid 
motion at the ice-water interface, al though we al so implicitly test the 
effects of the earth's magnetic field, horizontally oriented stresses, 
tilting of the sea ice sheet, and the alignment in the initial skim. 
Corresponding experiments with and without a current were performed in 
brackish ( "'20~) and saline ( "'30%.) solutions. In the absence of ice 
growth, flow in the apparatus was laminar but buoyancy-driven convection 
at the growing ice interface produced a distortion of the velocity 
profiles , enhancing the laminar to turbulent transition. C-axis 
distr ib utions were measured opticall y a t a number of locations in each of 
t he ex pe r iments . The most impor tant results of these experiments were ; 

(i) whe r e t here was fluid motion the c-axes al i gned i n the direct i on 
of the current and , prov ided conditions r emained cons t ant, the st r eng th of 
this ali gnm ent inc r eased r apid l y, 

(ii) where dir ec t ob serv ation has confirmed t here wa s negligible 
fluid motion (<0.1ans- 1), the r e wa s a significant r eduction in alignment, 

(iii) in the brackish experiment with flow,~ a cellu1ar to planar 
transition occurred. This t ests the hypothesis that currents orient the 
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c-axes since, at the transition point, the rate of increase of the strength 

of the alignment should tend to zero. This was observed. 

( i v) no systematic relation~hip was found between the horizontal 

temperature gradient and the mean c-axis of the distribution. 

We shall elaborate on many of the features noted during the experiments 

in the next chapter. 
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4. INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMENT 

4. 1 Introduction 

Our experimental results indicate that, in the absence of horizontal 
stresses and substantial tilting of a slab of sea ice, there is no 
correlation between the magnitude or direction of the horizontal 
temperature gradient and the mean c-axis direction. Fluid motion, however, 
appears to have a profound effect not only on the alignment of crystal 
c-axes but al so on a number of other structural properties of the 
solidified material . Although there are no reports of unidirectional flow 
producing a preferred orientation of c-axes in materials other than sea 
ice, the importance of the motion of the melt in determining grain 
structure and solute segregation has been recognised (see for example the 
review by Beeley, 1979). Because there are a number of similarities 
between the solidification of metals and aqueous solutions many of these 
studies have been carried out using high concentration brines (for example 
Cole and Bolling , 1967). 

The trapping of liquid droplets and their subsequent migration along a 
temperature gradient are common to sea ice (see sections 1.6.1 and 1.9.2 ), 
metal alloys , some organics (Allen and Hunt , 1979) and doped 
semiconductors (Bardsley et al , 1980). Likewise chains of small , r andomly 
oriented grains , similar to the spindules which Lake and Lewis ( 1970) 
describe as the remnants of brine drainage channels (see section 1.9.2), 
are also observed in metals where they are termed "freckles" (Giamei and 
Kear, 1970) . The y are also attributed to concentration-driven convection 
and their behaviour (Copley et al, 1970; Kaempffer and Weinberg, 1971) 
resembles that described for brine drainage channels (sect ion 1.9.2). 
Indeed, according to the "freckle potential" derived by Copley and others 
( Copley et al, 1970), sea ice provides the ideal conditions for drainage 
channel production; that is low temperature gradient and growth velocity, 
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coupled with low thermal and solute diffusivities in the liquid. 

Howe ver the limitations of comparisons between materials must be kept 
clearly in mind. Differences :in_ solidification geometry and Prandtl 
number, for example , will alter patterns of convection and the relative 
thicknesses of thermal and viscous boundary layers. [1] 

These material-specific characteristics are not restricted to bulk 
properties. The cells on the interface of a metal alloy are generally 
rounded and dendri tic side-branching often takes place ( e.g. Morris and 
Winegard, 1969). The cells follow the isotherms, which contrasts with the 
crystallographically-controlled, faceted cells formed by some 
semiconductors and organics (e.g. Bardsley et al, 1968). An indication of 
whether a surface has the potential to form facets is given by Jackson's a 
factor (Woodruff, 1973) which is the product of a material-dependent 
term [2] and a factor related to the crystallographic face where 
solidification is taking place. The significance of this factor is that if 
a< 2 the cells on the interface are of the rounded metallic type while 
facet formation is predicted for a> 2. 

At present, all that is known of the cell shape in sea ice is that they 
are elongated perpendicular to the c-axis. We may deduce some further 
information from a but, unfortunately, the value of material-dependent 
te,rm of a equals 2.62 for water (Woodruff, 1973) which suggests that ice 
can and does exhibit both types of behaviour. For growth on the basal 
plane, that is parallel t o the c-axis , a> 2, suggesting that the platelets 
in sea ice are bounded by faceting planes . This is observed in germanium 
which has a s imil a r value of entr opy of melting pe r mole (that is 3.15). 
However a< 2 for growth perpendicular to the c-axis. and the tips of the 
cells in sea ice should be r ounded . 

[1] The Prandtl number of metals is of the order of 1, while in our case Pr = 14. In addition, sea ice grains grow downwards into an infinite melt which is quite different from the closed geometry used in the horizontal solidification of metals. 
[2] This essentially is the entropy of melting per mole divided by the gas constant . 
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4.2 The effect of flow of the melt on the properties of a material 

The influence of flow has been investigated in metal alloys by the 
=· suppression ( Cole and Bolling, 1965; 1966; 1967) or enhancement ( Cole and 

Bolling , 1967; 1968) of natural convection. The general results from these 
studies are that a reduction in the level of motion in the melt favours 
columnar growth and coarsens the structure . Our experiments are consistent 
with this observation (compare figure 3.35(c) with 3.31 for forced flow 
and no forced flow respectively). In metals and high concentration aqueous 
solutions free convection can be sufficiently strong to shear or melt off 
the tips of the dendrites ( Tiller and O'Hara, 1968). However, at the low 
solute concentrations and fluid velocities used in our experiments , 
extensive dendritic shearing does not take place, although there is an 
increase in the degree of misalignment between platelets during forced 
flow experiments ( see figure 3. 35 ( c)) . However, in the ocean , at locations 
where there are high salinities and fluid velocities, there is no reason 
why dendritic shearing should not take place and this may be the origin of 
some of the frazil ice layering in a dynamic sea ice cover. 

Dendritic shearing is commonl y obser ved on a very localised scale in 
sea ice in the vicinity of brine drainage channels (section 1.9.2) where 
the brine streamers cause remelting and mechanical fracture of the fragile 

. 
. skeletal iayer. These channels of solute-rich fluid can also nucleate a 

mushy layer (McDonald and Hunt, 1969) which could explain the mushy ice 
observed und er columnar ice in the very shallow lagoons around the Arctic 
islands (Matthews, personal communication). 

4.2. 1 The effective segregation coefficent with a flowing melt 

In section 1.6.2, solute redistribution during the cellular growth of 
sea ice from a convecting melt is described, with some success, by 
equation [1.8]. However since this was formulated for solidification with 
a planar interface with no fluid motion, we must deduce that the 
consistency with experimental data was fortunate. In addition , more recent 
studies on aluminium alloys (Takahatehi et al, 1972) has shown that there 
is no correlation between the ~c of equation [1.7] and the thi6kness of 
the viscous sublayer. Alternatively Takahashi and his collegues (Takahashi 
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et al; 1972; 1976) find that the effective segregat i on coefficient, keff' 

in the presence of fluid motion, is a function of the fluid velocity, u, and 
is given by 

[ 4. 1] 

where ke is the equilibrium segregation coefficient, V is the growth 
velocity, A is an exper imental constant, hm is the thickness of the region 
where the solid fraction is less than 1, A is the platelet spacing and s* 
·is the fraction solid at the location where the liquid is trapped by the 

. * solid. The values of A and S are unknown for sea ice although they have 
been determined for other materials. The thickness of the skeletal layer 
may be equated with ~- The applicability of this equation to solute 
segregation in sea ice awaits experimental verification . 

4.3 Stability of the ice-water interface in the presence of fluid motion 

4.3.1 Introduction 

In section 3.8.3 we described the transition [3] from a cellular t o 
planar interface which took place during the brackish expe riment with 
forced flow. No such transition was observed during the corresponding 
experiment without forced flow and it appears that the water motion 

stab ilises the interface morphology. This effect has previously been 
observed in aqueous solutions (Weeks and Lofgren , 1967; Szekely and 
Jassal, 1978) and is expected because of the interaction of flow with the 
temperature and _solute gradients ahead of the interface (Cole, 1967 and 

section 3.5.3). Indeed, this alone may cause the difference in interface 
response in our experiments. 

[3] It is important to note that the planar to cellular transition is 
reversible (Morris and Winegard, 1969) and that theories derived for 
the onset of instability also apply to the cellular to planar 
transition . 
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The onset and magnitude of constitut i onal supercooling in a stir red 

melt has been for mulated theoreticall y by Hurle (1 96 1) and has received 
experi mental verificat i on for germanium alloys ( Bardsle y ~ !.!, 1961 ). 
Bardsley, and independentl y Hunt -and collegues (Hunt et al , 1968) , have 

es t ab l ished that the critical gradient of constitut ional supercooling is 

small or zer o at the · transition fr om a plana r to cel l ular i nterface. 
Hurle (19 69) and Coriell and others (1 976) have extended t he 
mor pho l ogical stab i lity theor y of Mullins and Sekerka to the case where 

the fluid motion impos es a finite boundary layer on the conditions in the 
melt . This predicts that f or a given material with a fixed gr owth vel oc ity, 
and interfacial gradients of temperature and concentration , stirring 

enhances the planar to cellular transition . Under the same conditions, the 
stability theory of Delves (1968; 1971; 1974) arrives at the contradictory 
prediction that , for a material such as ice , the interface is strongly 

stabilised by sti rr ing. This discrepancy may be solely due to the 

differences in the model of the fluid boundary layer ; Cor iell has assumed 
there is a diffusive zone close to the interface and complete mixing 
outside this , while Del ves has used a parabolic velocity profile. 

An inter action has also been found between the con vection cells due to 
hydrodynamic instability, and the cells due to morphological instability 
of the i nte r face (Hamalainen , 1967) . Cor iell and others (1980) have 

t ac kled this immensel y complex pr oblem numer icall y. 

4.3.2 Comparison of experiment with theory of Delves 

We compar e the pr edi ctions of Delves wi t h t he cellular t o planar 
trans ition in Run 5, s ince his model of the boundary layer in the fluid 

close to the interface i s similar to that in the experiment. Delves (1971) 
has formulated ·approximations for ice, each of which is applicable in one 

of four different wavelength regions. The bounds of these zones are 
determined by the mechanisms transporting momentum, hea t and solute, and 

are thus dependent on the thickness of the Blasius boundary layer which is 

itself a function of the distance downstream, x, from the entrance of the 
test section. Figure 4. 1 shows these zones of approximation and the 

dominant transport mechanisms in each of the regions for the fluid 
velocity, u oo= 3.4cms-1, used during Run 5. Platelet spacings have been 
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The onset and magnitude of constitutional super cooling in a stirred 
melt has been formulated theoretically by Hurle (1961) and has received 
experimental verification for germanium alloys (Bardsley tl !l, 1961 ). 
Bardsley, and independently Hunt -and collegues (Hunt et al, 1968), have 
established that the critical gradient of constitutional supercooling is 
small or zero at the transition from a planar to cellular interface. 
Hur le ( 1969) and Coriell and .others (1 976) have extended the 
morphological stability theory of Mullins and Sekerka to the case where 
the fluid motion imposes a finite boundary layer on the conditions in the 
melt. This predicts that for a given material with a fixed growth velocity, 
and interfacial gradients of temperature and concentration , stirring 
enhances the planar to cellular transition. Under the same conditions, the 
stability theory of Delves (1968; 1971; 1974) arrives at the contradictory 
prediction that, for a material such as ice , the interface is strongly 
stabilised by stir ring. This discrepancy may be solely due to the 
differences in the model of the fluid boundary layer ; Coriell has assumed 
there is a diffusive zone close to the interface and complete mixing 
outside this, whil e Delves has used a pa r abolic velocity profile. 

An interac tion has also been found between the convection cells due to 
hydrodynamic instability, and the cells due to morpholog ical instability 
of the interface (Hamalainen, 1967 ). Coriell and others (1980) have 
tackled this immensely complex problem numerically. 

4.3.2 Comparison of experiment with theory of Delves 

We compare the predictions of Delves with the cellular to planar 
transition in Run 5, since his model of the boundary layer in the fluid 
close to the interface is similar to that in the experiment. Delves (1971) 
has formulated ·approximations for ice, each of which is applicable in one 
of four different wavelength regions. The bounds of these zones are 
determined by the mechanisms transporting momentum, heat and solute, and 
are thus dependent on the thickness of the Blasius boundary layer which is 
itself a function of the distance downstream, x, from the entrance of the 
test section. Figure 4. 1 shows these zones of approximation and the 
dominant transport mechanisms in each of the regions for the fluid 
velocity, u oo= 3.4cms-1, used during Run 5. Platelet spacings have been 
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estimated to within +301 at various depths in the ice at two locations and 
we find that stability is generally determined by the convection of solute 
and the diff usion of heat (Region Min the terminology of Del ves ). 

Delves (1971) gives a lengthy expression for the stability criterion 
in Region M which , for the H2o-NaCl system of the salinity and fluid 
ve l oc i t y i n our experiment , varies with temperature gr adient in the liquid 
and solid , growth velocity, platelet spacing and distance from the leading 
edge . The vertical temperature gradient in the fluid was measured towards 
the end of the experiment and is assumed constant. The vertical 
temperature gradient in the solid and the growth velocity are related 
through equation [3.5] and the curve separating regions of stability and 
instability is therefore a function of A and Vat a given distance x. 

Figure 4.2 shows these curves at various x along with the growth 
velocity at which transition [4] occurs in the experiment. At x = 65cm the 
general trend of the platelet spacings as a function of growth velocity is 
also given. In horizontal section there was a gradual change from the fine 
platelet spacings of the elongated cellular structure (see figure 3.20(a)) 
to coarser, irregular features (figure 3.20(b)). The width of the latter 
features has been measured as the "platelet spacing" in the NO CELLS 
region. 

Theory and experiment qualitativel y agree that the growth velocity at 
which t r ansition takes place decreases with distance from the leading 
edge . We have al r ead y discussed the increased mixing in the region of 
x = 20cm whi ch wi ll cause t he observed tr ans i tion t o occur at a highe r V 
than pred i ct ed by theory. I n addition, at x = 65cm, the value of V at the 
poi nt whe r e the observ ed platelet spacing curve crosses the stab ility 

[4] James (1 966 ) has described the sequence of events in a cel lular to plana r trans i t i on, fr om a well- de vel oped cel lular s tructure to the final disappearence of the undulations on the interface. In our experiments, the change in the s l ope of the salinity pr ofi le and in the rate of increase of c-axis alignment will respond to the start of this deterioration. The transition point defined irt this way is given in section 3.8.3. However the theory of Delves predicts the disappearence of the undulations which is the final stage in the deterioration and we must redefine the transition point. In this case, it is taken as the maximum depth at which macrosegregation is observed in thick section photographs. 
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curve is the predicted critical growth velocity. This is surprisingly 
close to the experimentally determined value of V. We may conclude that 
the theory of Delves is a reasonable description of stability in the 
presence of the hydrodynamic boundary layer in our experiment. 

Finally, Delves (1974) points out that the stabilising influence of the 
current acts only on these perturbations with their wave vector in the 
direction of the current, that is with the c-axis in the direction of the 
current . An anisotropy in response at the onset of cellular growth has 
been noticed by Bardsley (Bardsley et al , 1968) who found the wavelengths 
of the 2D cells were smaller when the wave vector and current were aligned. 

4.4 Modification of cell spacing by flow 

Two theories predicting cell spacing in a purely diffusive regime 
(Bolling and Tiller, 1960; Rohatgi and Adams, 1967) have been applied to 
NaCl ice (section 1.8). The lack of satisfactory agreement was attributed 
to the effects of convection (Lofgren and Weeks, 1969) but more re,cent 
derivations have not improved on this o!IUl!'i{ion (Donaghey and T!ller, 1968; 
Hunt, 1979). There have been no decisive experiments to choose between 
these theories of platelet spacing. 

Morphological stability theory can be used to calculate platelet 
spacing of the wavelength , A, of the most rapidly growing perturbation is 
computed (Sekerka , 1968) . Thus the stability tQeories of section 4.3. 1 can 
be extended to provide an expression for the wavelength in the presence of 
a stirr ed mel t. Assuming t hat the most rapidly growing . A is that which 
f irst becomes unstable , Coriell and others ( 1976) give the following 
appr oximate exp~ession for the cel l spacing in a stirr ed melt 

[4.2] 

where Te is the equilibrium freezing point, Ks and K1 are the the rmal 
conductivities of the solid and the liquid, Gsi and Gli are the vertical 
temperature gradients in the solid and liquid, Dis the solute diffusivity 
and r is ca lled the capillarity constant and is related to the ice-water 
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surface ener gy. We have fitted this equation to the data of Lofgren and 
Weeks (1969 ) and although a leas t squares fit yields V to the power of 
- 1/3.1 4, the weighted mean of the temperatu r e gr ad i ents in the so l i d and 
the liquid is found to be two or ders of magnitude greater than the value 
that would be expected for Lofgren and Weeks experiment. Numerical 
solutions fo r the growth of a single dendrite in a flow ( Cantor and 
Vogel , 1977 ) pr edict a reduction in cell or dendrite tip radius but i t is 
important to realise that although this particular feature may be 
characteristic of an array of cells, a single dendrite is not a good 
approximation to a cellular interface. Experimentally, Takahashi ( 1981) 
observes that the dendrite spacing in steel decreases with increasing flow 
i n the melt but he does not take into account the other parameters which 
are known to influence this spacing . 

Our saline experiments also display an apparent decrease in cell 
spacing with an increase in fluid motion (compare figure 3.31 from the no 
forced flow experiment with figure 3.35 ( c) from the corresponding forced 
flow experiment) However, we must extract the dependence on other growth 
parameters before we can comment on this effect. We therefore · use 
equation [1.13] which predicts 

2 X G1iv = 8D~T(max) = 8mD~C(max) [4.3] 

where m is the slope of the liquidus . For metals , i t is accep t ed that the 
under cooli ng in t he inter cellular gr ooves , ~T. is ver y small and that the 
cell spacing adjusts to maintai n this criterion (Flemings , 1974) . For a 
constant concent r ation and no mi xing, this supercooling is cons t ant and 
the left hand s ide of equation [4. 3] is cons t ant . Expr essions of t he fo rm 
of equati on [4.3] have been successfully used to corre late ce ll spacing 
data in metals (Flemings, 1974) . 

The vertical temper a ture gradi ent in the liquid at t he i nterface , Gli' 
has been measured for Run 8 (forced flow experiment) but not for Run 7 (no 
for ced flow). However, close to the interface in the region where the 
conduction of heat dominates convection 
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Using the convective heat flux from the liquid to the solid, q, from Table 
3.2 we find that 

Gli ( Run 7) "'=~·?°Ccm;-1 calculated 

G1i(Run 8) "'1.4°Ccm- 1 calculated 

Gli (Run 8) "'1.3°Ccm-1 measured 

There is reasonable . agreement between calculated and measured G1i for Run 
8. We have measured platelet spacings for two thin sections and the 
corresponding growth velocities from figure 3.6 are 

Run 7 A = 0.049cm standard deviation = 0.005cm 

V = 1.8x 10-5 cms- 1 

Run 8 A = 0.034cm standard deviation = 0.003cm 

V = 1.2x10-5cms- 1 

Inserting the data for Run 8 in equation [4.3] gives 

and thus AC "'11x1o-3~ If we postulate that mixing does not influence the 
constitutional supercooling or the solute diffusivity between the cells, 
then the left hand side of equation [4.3] for Run 8 equals that for Run 7. 
This is true within the standard deviation of the measured · platelet 
spacing. Thus , in our experiment, the fluid motion either does not 
influence cell spacing, or it modifies the solute gradient ,G1i/m, in the 
liquid close to the interface. That is, increased fluid motion lowers the 
concentration at the lower boundary, while the concentration d~ep in the 
intercellular groove is unaffected by the flow. 

An interesting observation of the dependence of cell size and shape on 
fluid motion has been reported by Bardsley and others (Bardsley 
et al, 1968) for a germanium alloy immediately after the establishment of 
a cellular interface. They noticed that the cellular wavelength for a flow 
normal to the elongated direction of the 2-dimensional cells was 
approximately four times smaller than the values with fluid motion 
parallel to the elongation. According to the present model this suggests 
that mixing around the interface was greater when the current vector was 



normal to the long axis of the cells , which is intuitively r easonable . 

4.5 Flow around the cells 

It is believed that the interaction of the fluid motion with the solute 
transport fr om the interface is responsible for the enhancement in the 
gr owth velocity of grains with the c-axis parallel to the current . However 
it is important to note that that, although the limiting boundary process 
is the rate of solute diffusion over the diffusive boundary layer, the 
process controlling the overall growth rate of the ice is the conduction 
of heat in the solid . This has been demonstrated in section 3.6 where a 
heat conduction model was fitted to our data with reasonable success. We 
are thus seeking a second-order disturbance in the growth velocity. 

In the subsequent discussion we restrict ourselves to a qualitative 
r ather than a quanti ti ve description of the fluid dynamics, aiming to 
indicate the possible flow and solute transport regimes. Where possible we 
r oughly assign numbers to the range of validity of each of these. We ignore 
buoyancy effects , which is justified if the ratio of the distance below 
the ice-water interface to the Monin-Obukhov length (see equation [2.5]) 
is l ess than 0.03 (Turner , 1973) ; that is, if the growth velocity is of the 
order of 10-5cms-1, then the fricti on velocity, u*, must be greater than 

- 1 0.07 ems . 

Flow in the ocean is generally turbulent and the interaction of the 
·- -flow with the roughness at the interface is described by the roughness 

Reynolds number, (see equation [2.4]). To use equation [2.4] we must know 
the depth of penetration of the flow between the cells. In metal alloys , 
this washing de~th is only a small portion of the total thickness of the 
solid-liquid zone (Stewart and Weinberg, 1972; Takahashi et al, 1976), the 
fraction solid at the limit of penetration of flow being 12 to 22% 
(Stewart and Weinberg, 1972). Alternatively, Takahashi and others 
(Takahashi et al, 1972) have shown that the flow mixes to a depth 
approximately equal to the primary dendrite spacing, that is 0.7).. Using 
the platelet spacing, A, as the depth of penetration of fluid motion, 
figure 4.3 shows that for reasonable values of A and u*, the flow under a 
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normal to the long axis of the cells , which is intuitively reasonable. 

4.5 Flow around the cells 

It is believed that the interaction of the fluid motion with the solute 
transport from the interface is responsible for the enhancement in the 
growth velocity of grains with the c-axis parallel to the current . However 
it is important to note that that , although the limiting boundary process 
is the rate of solute diffusion over the diffusive boundary layer, the 
process controlling the overall gr owth r ate of the ice is the conduction 
of heat in the solid. This has been demonstrated in section 3.6 where a 
heat conduction model was fitted to our data with reasonable success . We 
are thus seeking a second-order disturbance in the growth velocity. 

In the subsequent discussion we restrict ourselves to a qualitative 
rather than a quanti ti ve description of the fluid dynamics , aiming to 
indicate the possible flow and solute transport regimes. Where possible we 
r oughly assign numbers to the range of validity of each of these . We ignore 
buoyancy effects , which is justified if the ratio of the distance below 
the ice-water interface to the Monin-Obukhov length ( see equat i on [2.5]) 
is less than 0.03 (Turner, 1973); that is, if the growth velocity is of the 
order of 10-5cms-1, then the friction veloc ity, u* , must be greater than 

- 1 0.07 ems . 

Flow in the ocean is generally turbulent and the inter action of the 
flow with the roughness at the interface is described by the roughness 
Reynolds number, (see equation [2.4] ). To use equation [ 2.4] we must know 
the depth of penetration of the flow between the cells. In metal alloys , 
this washing dept~ is only a small portion of the total thickness of the 
solid-liquid zone ( Stewart and Weinberg, 1972; Takahashi et al , 1976) , the 
fraction solid at the limit of penetration of flo w being 12 to 22% 
(St ewart and Weinber g, 1972 ). Alternati vel y, Takahashi and other s 
(Takahash i et al, 1972 ) have shown that the flow mixes to a depth 
approximately equal to the primary dendrite spac ing, that is 0.7 ).. Us ing 
the platelet spacing, A, as the depth of penetration of fluid motion, 
figure 4.3 shows that for reasonable values of A and u*, the flow under a 
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flat sheet of sea ice generally lies in the hydraulically smooth regime 
and that the cellular interface is immersed in the viscous sublayer. As an 
approximation to the situation we have performed an experiment in a 
laminar flume. 

4.5.1 Experiments in a laminar flume 

The aim of this simple experiment was to visualise the flow around the 
cells in sea ice, using a plastic model of the interface (approximately 
20x real size). Fluctuating velocity components were absent from this 
flume, which was kindly made available by Dr. Hunt, Department of 
Engineering, University of Cambridge. The fluid velocity at the tips was 
measured by timing the passage of dye over a number of cells. 

In order to compare this experiment with data from other sources, we . * must find Re The friction velocity is defined in equation [2.3], where 
for a laminar boundary layer 

[4.5] 

* cr is the fluid shearing stress at the wall, P1 is the fluid density, and v 
is the viscosity. Close to the boundary, a linear velocity profile is a 
good approximation and assuming that the depth of penetration of. flow is 
some fraction, a 1, of the platelet spacing, \, then at z = a 1 \ u = utip and 

* Re = [ 4.6] 

The general features of this flow visualisation experiment are; 
(i) for Re* > 5,eddies curled around the cells when the current was 
perpendicular to the cell ridges, but no eddies were observed with the 
flow and ridges aligned (see figure 4.4(a) and (b)), 
(ii) the fluid was observed to decelerate on the upstream side of a cell , 
descend into the groove, and then return upwards on the downstream side 
(figure 4.4(c)), 

(iii) as the roughness Reynolds number decreased below about 5, the eddies 
no longer penetrate the intercellular grooves and the fluid follows the 
streamlines which surmount the cells as shown in figure 4.5(a) , 
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FIGURE 4.4 (a) Photograph showing eddies curling round the i ce- water 
interface when the flow was perpendicular to the long axis of the 
cells. Roughness Reynolds number just greater than 5. 

FIGURE 4.4 (b) Photograph showing the flow parallel to the long 
axis of the cells. Roughness Reynolds number just greater than 5. 



< 

~~ ICE 

FIGURE 4.4 (c) Schematic diagram showing the 
flowlines of the eddies, traced by dye in 
figure 4.4(a). This has been constructed from 
observations in the flume. 
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FIGURE 4. 5 (a) Photograph showing flow perpendicular to the long 
axis of the cells over the model of the ice- water interface . Roughness 
Reynolds number just less than 5. 

FIGURE 4.5 (b) Photograph showing flow parallel to the long axis of 
the cells at a Roughness Reynolds number just less than 5. 



(iv) any small disturbance in the fluid greatl y increased the potential 
for edd y formation, 

(v) at the Reynolds numbers used in the experiment, the eddies do not mix 
the fluid well , 

( vi) when eddies are formed the motion penetrates to a depth such that 
a 1 "-' 0.6. 

From these experiments we may conclude that the flow in the 
intercellular regions in sea ice is generally not vigorous since, in the 

. * field, Re is almost always less than 5. Thus we must concentrate on the 
flow in the hydraulically smooth regime and regimes A, B, and C, discussed 
below, all lie in this region. We follow Yaglom and Kader ( 1974) in 
imagining that the eddy transport coefficients decrease rapidly towards 
the boundary, although we are not concerned with their dependence on z and 
u. Regimes A to D are defined by the relative magnitudes of these edd y 
coefficients , ec and e v, and the corresponding molecular transport 
quantities , D and v. 

4.5.2 Regime A: Mussel t number 'v 1 and no mixing 

Figure 4.6(a ) shows the relative magnitudes of the diffusive and 
viscous boundary layers, ov and cc respectively, and the r oughness . In this 
r egion the f low i s so slow that the effects of solute diffusion are as 

* important as convection. We estimate that this occurs wh en Re < 0.01. Of 
the four regimes shown in figure 4.6, this seems the leas t likely to 
produce a difference in the transport of solute and hence a difference in 
growth veloci t y, between the cell tips of grains with c-axes parallel and 
perpendicular to the current direction. We have, therefore, carried out a 
calculation to show that a small difference in concentration at the cell 
tip does, in fact, exist. 

Assuming that diffusion in the x direction is negligible, the equation 
to be solved is 

[4.7] 
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FIGURE 4.6 Schematic diagram of the rel ative thicknesses of 
the roughness, the viscous sublayer, · ov, and the diffusive 
boundary layer, o • The bounds of the layers are shown by solid 

• C • 
lines and the roughness elements are shaded . Regimes A to Dare 
discussed in t h e t ext. 



For flow parallel to the c-axis, we approximate the boundary by a sinusoid 
and assume that the horizontal component of the fluid velocity follows 
this, that is 

[4.8] 

where E:u is the amplitude of the perturbation in the flow and p is the rate 
of decay of the perturbation. u 1 is a function of z, but we are interested 
only in a small range and we ignore this dependence. From continuity the 
vertical component of the fluid velocity is 

and equation [4.7] becomes 

21T - pz . 2 1TX u1 E:u ~ e sin -A-

• 21TX sin - - + 
A 

v) ac 
az 

[ 4.9] 

[ 4. 10] 

The equation .for flow perpendicular to the c-axis is found by allowing 
E:u + 0 in [4.io] Assuming C is separable and is independent of x in the 
unperturbed case, then the solution of [4 .IOJ is well-known ( for example 
Flemings, 1974) and with appropriate boundary conditions is given by 

1 where A= keff( k - 1) 
e 

.i. ( Vz)) C = C 00 ( 1 + A exp -~ , [ 4. 11 ] 

~. and C is the concentration for flow perpendicular to the c-axis and C
00 

is 
the concentration in the bulk of the fluid. Returning to flow parallel to 

II the c-axis, C will r espond to the perturbation in velocity and thus is 
written as 

[ 4. 12] 

This is substituted in ~.10] and terms to first order in the perturbed 
quantities are retained, giving the following expression for the phase 
difference,x, between the velocity and concentration profiles. 
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Vz 

tan x = v2 :>..expCD) 
- ,ru1 :o( 1 + exp(-Vz)) 

K D 

1/A is of order 10 -3 . Thus, cl ose=_to the interface, we have 
vz:>.. 

tan x "' ---
1TU1D 

cos X 

[ 4. 13] 

[4.14a ] 

[4.14b] 

This predicts that X is always negative; that is the concentration profile 
is displaced downstream from the velocity profile and hence, from the 
interface profile. This means that the concentration on the upstream side 
of the cell is slightly less than that on the downstream side, which is 
consistent with the observed tilting. 

The growth velocity at the tip of a cell will increase as the tip 
concentration increases. Thus considering the difference in the 
concentration at the tip, x = 0, for grains with c-axis parallel and 
perpendicular to the velocity vector, we have 

.L. II 
t:. ctip = ctip - ctip [ 4. 15] 

Since X is almost always small, then from [4.14b] 

and 

E:u and u1 have been estimated from figure 4.5(a) and thus for V = 3cmday-1, 
A = 0.05cm and C00= 30'.fq t, Ctip is of order 2x10-3%- or 2 parts per million . 

Equation [4.14] implies that as u1+ - oo, X +o0 and as u1 + 0, X+ - 90° 
which may at first sight seem unrealistic. Physically, the equation we have 
solved is removing material from the tip region and "dumping" it, by 
diffusion, in the intercellular zone. Thus the longer it t akes for the 
fluid to move to the centre of the groove, that is the slower the velocity, 
the more efficient is the "dumping" process. Of course this approach has 
completely ignored the important observation that an increase in fluid 
motion causes an increase in the solute transport and the dependence of 
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this . increase on the c-axis direction. However , the calculation is 
valuable in that it indicates the order of magnitude of the concentr ation 
difference producing the c-axis alignment. This is approximately 1/5 of 
the depression in t he concentrat1on between the cells (see section 4.4). 

ll.5.3 Regime B: Nusselt number greater than 1 and no mixing 

* For Re > 0.01 but D > ec in the region of the cells, convection 
dominates diffusion and Nu > 1 (see figure 4.6(b)). For the case of the 
velocity normal to the c-axis (unperturbed), the solution equivalent to 
equation [ 4. 11] would be the conventional concentration profile in a 
laminar boundary layer (see fo r example Kay and Nedderman, 1974). The 
upper limit of this regime is determined by the exact dependence on ec on 
z and u which is unknown. 

ll.5.ll Regime C: D < ec < v and mixing 

The eddies close to the interface are now of sufficient size that, 
al though the cells are still within the viscous sublayer , ov , 

* (figure 4.6(c)) and Re < 5, the edd y transport coefficient for solute is 
greater than the solute diffusivity. From mixing l ength theory ( see 
equation [3.7]) we expect ec o:: utip ex: u

00
, for flow parallel to the c-axis . 

If there is no mixing for gra ins with c-axis perpendicular to the current , 
then L'iCtip ex: ua,o 

ll.5.5 Regime D: ec "' e-1 > " > D and mixing 

The flow is now sufficiently fast that it has entered the transition 
regime of figure 4.3, and the roughness elements protrude through the 
viscous sublayer ( figure 4.6 ( c)). Both solute and momentum are r emoved 
from the interface under the control of the eddy transport coefficients. 
The eddies pictured in figure 4.4(a) are characteristic of this regime and 
are very similar to the motion induced between closely spaced rows of 2D 
hills (Hunt, 1980) or between the elements of repeated rib roughness with 

· a pitch to height ratio of the order of 1 (Perry et al, 1969; Webb 
et al , 1971 ). This so called "d-type" roughness might more appropriately 
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be thought of as a smooth wall containing a pattern of narrow cavities. An 
interesting feature of this motion is that small fluctuations in the outer 
flow can cause large disturbances at the boundary and ejection of fluid at 
the roughness elements (Perry et· a1, 1969; Towns~nd , 1976). 

Al t hough "d-type" roughness is not easy to describe mathematically, 
expressions for the turbulent mass t .ransfer Stanton numbers [5] for a 
smooth boundary (Kader and Yaglom, 1972) , "k-type" (Kader and 
Yaglom, 1975) and sand (Yaglom and Kader, 1974) roughness have been 
derived. [6] Thus we arrive at the form of ~Ctip in this regime by assuming 
it is proportional to the ratio of Str (for sand r~ughness) to Sts (for a 
smooth wall). Approximating the lengthy expressions of Yaglom and Kader 
gives 

~et. l.p [ 4. 16] 

Str/Sts > 1 and grains with the c-axis parallel to the flow are favoured 
but ~Ctip again decreases with fluid velocity. 

" 
4.5.6 Relevant experiments in flow over roughness 

The experiments of Dawson and Trass (1972) suggest that for high values 
* of Sc, such as in sea ice growth, the value of Re at which the elements 

begin to influence the flow may be reduced. They have found Str /Sts is 
perceptively greater than for roughness Reynolds numbers below 1. 
Recently Gee and Webb (1980) have studied the effect of changing the angle 
between the current direction and the ridges of the r oughness elements . 
Str decr eased monotonically from its maximum when the flow was 
per pendicula r to the long axis of t he r ibs, to a minimum when the flow and 
ridges wer e at 30°. Qualitatively this result is important since it is 
exactly the type of dependence we seek if flo w is to or ient gr a i ns in sea 

[5] In this context, the Stanton numbe r is the ratio of the ac tual mass 
transfer rate the t.ae mass flow in an undi s turbed stream moving at 
the same velocity. 

[6] "k-type" roughness is repeated rib roughness with a large pitch to 
height ratio and sand roughness consi s ts of r andomly distribut ed, 
closely-spaced elements . 
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ice . 

Thus , in conclusion, we est i mate that f o r our expe riment s and f or mos t 
situat ions in the field, reg{me B or C will describe the physical 
processes at the interface . The other regimes are not unobtainable 
howe ver. Regime A may be - the situation- -f or s1ow,- uni di r ectional natu r a l 
convec tion. Exper imental ev idence suggests that the limit of r egime D may 
be lowered by the high Sc , making this a more common occurrence under 
natural conditions . 

4. 6 Tilting of the grains 

In section 3.8.6 we observed the upstream deflection of the columnar 
axis of the grains in the saline experiment with a flow. This preference 
occurred even when the interface sloped gently upwards in the current 
direction. This would normally force the columnar axis to slope in the 
downstream direction . 

The tilting is wel l -known in the solidification of metal alloys 
(Cole, 1971; Flemings, 1974) , where the dendrites r espond rapidl y to the 
flow. However there is a lack of agreement regarding the causal mechanism 
f or tilting. For thermal dendrites , such as pure ice (Miksch, 1969) , it 
must be due to the distortion of the di r ection of heat f low either in the 
bul k of t he flu id , or by washing ar ound the dendrit es. The probl em has been 
t ackled by stat i sticall y correla t i ng r a ndom hea t fl uctuati ons in the 
liquid with supercooling events in the solid-liquid r eg i on 
(Samoilovich, 1978), but the expr ession obta ined is in t e r ms of mol ec ula r 
quantities and is not readily usable. 

Theoretical pr edictions imply that the effects of flow on 
constitutional dendrites is greater than for thermal dendrites ( Cantor 
and Vogel, 1977). Thus the frequent observation of grain defl ection in 
alloys is not surprising since, in addition to the modification to the 
thermal field, the flow will reduce the diffusion boundary layer on the 
upstream side of the dendrites (Flemings, 1974). An alternative suggestion 
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(Takahashi et al, 1976) considers the nucleation of new dendrites in the 
interdendri tic region because of constitutional supercooling. When the 
flow is present, the potential nucleation site is displaced upstream of 
centre and the new grain is forced to grow into the current by the 
existing dendrites . 

Empirical equations relate the deflection angle to the fluid and growth 
velocities for carbon steel (Takahashi et al, 1979; Takahashi, 1981). 

In ice, Miksch ( 1969) has observed that the a- and c-axes do not 
respond to the flow and that the columnar axis is at an angle to the 
dendrite direction. At first sight this may seem inconsistent with our 
results. However, in a polycrystalline material, the surviving grains are 
those which have been favoured by the rules of geometric selection which, 
in this case, are those with the columnar and dendrite direction 
coinciding. Through this mechanism, flow in the melt has produced a 
deflection in the preferred texture of metal alloys (Abe and 
Togano, 1969, 1970) which is similar to the distortion of the horizontal 
fabrics in our experiment. 

Finally, it is interesting to note that this tilting alone is capable 
of producing a preferred orientation. When the c-axis is parallel to the 
current in a grain with differently oriented neighbours, the lateral 
expansion on the upstream side is enhanced by a factor Vasin8/Vc [7] above 
the expansion rate for the case of no flow. However, if the c-axis of a 
grain in the same location is perpendicular to the current vector, it will 
not "feel" the same advantage due to the flow, since growth in the current 
direction is controlled by Va• irrespective of tilt. Where there is 
divergent growth between tilted and non-tilted grains, a supercooled 
region will appear and branching of the tilted grain is favoured over the 
vertical cell. 

[7] Va = growth velocity parallel to the a-axes, Ve = growth velocity parallel to the c-axis, e = angle of grain deflection 



Grain deflection has never been observed in the field. 

4.7 An equation for alignment 

4. 7. 1 Introduction 

We have already observed in section 3.6 that, apart from the initial 
5-10cm, the growth of sea ice is controlled by the conduction of heat 
through the solid. However, the transport of salt-enriched fluid from the 
interface produces a slight dependence of the accretion rate on the angle 
between the current direction and the mean c-axis direction. The full 
mathematical description of this second-order effect is extremely complex. 
It requires calculation of small differences in chemical potential 
between neighbouring grains which result from the distortion of the 
isoconcentration lines by the flow. In addition, the fluid motion and the 
interface and cell shape are mutually interacting. In the preceding 
sections we have decoupled the problem and have investigated the effect of 
flow on cell spacing (section 4.4) separately from the influence of the 
cells on the mixing in the fluid (section 4.5) . We have shown that the 
transport of solute from the interface is enhanced when the flow is 
parallel to the c-axis. We must finally tackle the description of the rate 
of increase of c-axis alignment which results from this increase in solute 
transfer. 

4.7.2 Formulation of the equation 

We shall follow the work of the metallurgists on the kinetics of 
precipitation (Turnbull, 1953 ) and on the diffusion-controlled growth of 
phases (Fine, 1964) 

We assume that all the crystal c-axes of a sample of sea ice lie within 
30° of the horizontal plane. At a given time, we define f as . the fractional 
area of interface which has the crystal c-axis lying within a bin of 
dimensions M = 60°, L\<j) = 60° ( see figure 3.30 for definitions of L\9 and 
L\<j)), centred on the horizontal plane and on the current direction 
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respectively. The r ate of increase of this fraction will be controlled by 
the movement of grain boundaries and thus depends on the length of the 
perimeter of the growing grains . I n order to arrive at a fi rst 
appr oximation it is necessary - to assume that the grains expand 
isotropically. This is not strictly correct since the rapid growth 
kinetic s nor mal to the c-axis produces an increase in the grain length to 
br eadth r atio with depth (see section 1.2). We also suppose that the grains 
are spherical and uniform in size, which is reasonable in the early stages 
of growth (figure 1.2(a)) but is a very crude approximation at later times 
(figure 1.2(b)). This can be partially dealt with by the introduction of a 
shape factor , although a severe departure from sphericity can change the 
form of the dependence between f and t (Fine, 1964). Using these 
assumptions we obtain 

1 

( nf) 2 df 
- er 
dt [ 4. 17] 

where n is the number of growing grains per unit area of the interface. n 
is determined by nucleation and it is reasonable to assume that it does 
not vary drastically. We subsequently omit it from our expressions. Since 
there is a finite amount of material available for consumption by favou r ed 
grains, the rate of increase of alignment will decrease as f increases, and 
equation [ 4. 17] becomes 

df 
- er 
dt [ 4. 18] 

which we may writ e as 

df dt 
f ~( l-f ) = R/ 

[ 4. 19 ] 

~ Rf can be thought of~a r e l axation time for the alignment of crys tal c-axes. 
From analogy with similar problems (Fine, 1964), we expect it to contain a 
shape factor and a . diffusivity term describing the motion of the grain 
boundaries as a function of the solidification parameters. Integrating 
equation [4.19] gives 
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1 
2 

ln( l+f 
1 ) +A= 

( 1-f) 2 

At t = t
0

, f = f
0 

and equation [ 4.20 ] becomes 

1 1 

l+f 2 l+fo 2 
ln( ) - ln( , ) 

( l-f) 2 (l-f0 ) 2 

_ t-t0 - 2Rf 

[ 4.20 J 

[4.21] 

t
0 

is the time for nucleation to take place and f
0 

is the fraction of 
grains within 30° of the current direction at t = t

0
• In our experiments 

we have chosen the time origin as the time at which nucleation took place. 
We equate t

0 
to the time between complete ice cover and the development of 

a fabric with c-axes predominently in the horizontal plane. If the initial 
c-axis distribution is a symmetric girdle then f

0 
= 0.33. 

Setting 

F( f) = 
1 

l+f2 

(l-f) 2 

we may rewrite equation [ 4.21 J as 

t F(f) = F(f0 )exp(2Rf) 

nucleation gr owth 

[ 4.22 J 

[4 .23] 

Because of the nature of nucleation , t here will be some scatter in the 
f ir s t term of this equation f rom location to locat i on. However, t he gr owt h 
term will not be subj ect to th i s r andom spr ead , pr ovided the f act ors 
det ermin i ng Rf are cons t ant with position and time. 

4.7.3 Fit of alignment equa tion to data of saline experi ments 

Figure 4.7 shows the data from the saline experiments plotted according 
to equation [4.21] with F(f) given by [4.22]. Full lines are drawn through 
measurements from a single location, while the dashed lines are the least 
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squares fit for all the data from a single experiment. [8] The alignment 
relaxation time, Rf, is related to the slope of these lines, while the 
initial ordering is derived from the intercept. The impor tant features of 
figur e 4. 7 are outlined below. 

(i) The data of Run 8 show a reasonable fit to a straight line 
(cor rela t ion coefficient = 0.94) and are therefore adequately described 
by equation [4.21 ]. 

(ii) As expected, the values of Rf for Run 8 are similar, for c-axis 
measurements from two separate locations, and for the least squares fit to 
all the data ( see Table 4. 1). However f 

0
, which is obtained from the value 

of ln[F(f)] at the intercept, is 0.23 and 0.37 for 38 and 58 respectively 
(figure 3.3(d} shows the positions of 38 and 58). f

0 
is therefore spread 

" ~bout 0.33. 

(iii) t
0 

for both the saline experiments has been marked on figure 4.7 by a 
dotted line. This is the time at which grains with horizontally oriented 
c-axes appeared under the 0.7cm thick c-axis vertical layer which formed 
initially. The values of f 0 quoted above result from projection to t

0 
= 3 

hours. 

(iv) No surface sections were made for Run 7 and we therefore cannot test 
whether these data lie on a straight line. However we have seen that the 
initial stages of growth followed the same patter n fo r these experiments 
and we choose the same value of f

0 
(i.e.f

0
=0.32) for the collective data of 

Runs 7 and 8. It is pleasing that this average is very close to the value 
for a symmetric girdle distribution. 

( v) The data point for position 18 in Run 8 is anomalous in that it falls 
in the region of the data from Run 7. This ca n be explained by the lack of 
pr eferred current di r ect ion at the l ocation of 18, close to the entrance 
of the tes t section (see section 3.8.6) . It is therefore naturally grouped 
with the dat a for no forced flo w. 

[ 8 ] To test the validity of equation [4.23] it would be useful to have sets of c-axis measurements throughout the thic kness of t he i ce at various locations, and thus at various values of f
0

• This would enable us to distingui sh between t he scatt er in f
0 

and in Rf. However our experiments were designed to explore the relative effects of thermal gradients and fluid flow on the distribution of c-axes rather than to test equation [4.23]. 
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Comment coo Uoo Rf fo 
Correlation RT r2 ( % ) (cm/s) (hrs) coeff. r 2 (hrs) •30 

Run 7 Insufficient data to es timate 
35 0 700 0 .32 1200+2000 0.56 error in R, -

-800 

'l'UKTOYAKTUK Time derived from salinity 
21 1 - - - 160+300 o. 52 0.741 profile - 50 

TUKTOYAKTUK Time derived from tables of 
21 1 500+400 0.60 0 ,735 - - -Thorndike et a l -100 --

Run 8 Using all data 31 2.9 90 0.32 0 ,941 120+20 
0 . 56 0.945 -10 I-' 

CD 
0\ 

Run 8 Data from position 5B only 31 2.9 80 o . 37 

Run 8 Data from position 3B only 31 2.9 80 0 . 23 

Run 5 Data before transition only 18 3,4 50 0.23 0,999 6 0+20 
-15 o.49 0 .980 

Run 5 All data after t r ansition 18 Eff . 
zero 3600 

Run 6 Correlation coeffic ient 
20 0 70 0.34 o.448 indicates no relationship 

TABLE 4.1 



(vi) The most striking feature of figure 4.7 is the significant difference 
in the slopes for Runs 7 and 8, and thus in the values of the alignment 
relaxation time, Rf. That is 

Rf = 90hours, u oo= 2.9cms- 1 

Rf= 700hours, No forced flow 

We may therefore hypothesise that .the velocity of the fluid at the 
interface is important in determining the magnitude of Rf. 

4.7.4 Fit of alignment equation to data of brackish experiments 

We have plotted the data from the brackish experiments in the same way 
in figure 4.8 and we shall list its important features. 
(i) The data of Run 6 do not lie on a straight line, confirming our 
statement that the results of this experiment cannot be described in the 
same way as the other three. Figure 3.29 has shown, in this case, that the 
alignment is a function of the distance from the entrance of the test 
section. 

(ii) The effect of the cellular to planar transition in Run 5 is 
emphasised by displaying c-axis measurements in terms of F(f). The slope, 
and thus Rf, changes sharply at t = 45hours , which is also the transition 
point determined, quite independentl~ from the salinity profiles 
(figure 3;11 and the discussion of section 3.8.3). 
(iii) t

0 
has been set equal to zero since grains with horizontally 

oriented c-axes are nucleated at the surface. f
0 

is slightly lower than 
the corresponding quantity in Run 8, indicating a very slight preference 
for the c-axes to lie perpendicular to the current direction. 
(iv) Rf has been determined for the data of 5B before the transition 
giving 

Rf= 50hours, u oo = 3.4cms-1 
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4.7.5 Fit of alignment equation to field measurements 

We have shown that the limited data sets from our experiments are 
described by equation [4.21] yielding values of Rf which follow a 
consistent pattern. To supplement these data we turn to the field 
measurements which were made by the author in the Beaufort Sea near 
Tuktoyaktuk, and are described in Section 2.1 

There are a number of quantities which we do not know for the field 
data. Firstly, we have no record of the increase in thickness with time. 
Secondly the current flowing under the ice, prior to the field study, is 
unknown and we have therefore, chosen to formulate the rate of alignment 
in terms of , 3 (see section 3.8.1) rather than f. The disadvantages of this 
are that an alignment in any direction will give the same result, and that 
the physical significance of an increase in , 3 is not so easily r elated to 
the movement of grain boundaries. To deal with the second of these 
complications we have calculated values of the alignment relaxation time 
in terms of , 3, R,, for the laboratory experiments (figure 4.9 shows _data 
of runs 7 and 8). R, ~ Rf (see table 4.1) because at small t, F(T3) > F(f). 
In other words the alignment around any axis is greater than the grouping 
around the current direction. At later times, when the preferred direction 
is established as the current direction F( ,3 ) "' F( f). A symmetric girdle 
distribution of c-axes is indicated by ~o = 0.5. 

In our field measurements, two methods have been used to convert the 
distance of a thin section from the upper ice surface to the time of ice 
formation at that depth. Ice growth in the ocean is governed by the 
thickness and distribution of snow cover, the convective heat transfer at 
the air-ice in_terface and, to a lesser extent, the balance of radiative 
fluxes. Equation [3.3] due to Lapadula and Mueller (1966) is therefore not 
suitable . A number of equations exist for the calculation of ice thickness 
(Stehle, 1965) and these generally reduce to the form 

[ 4.24] 

That is the accumulated degree days of freezing is proportional to the 
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square of the ice thickness. However, during the time of formation of the 
ice cover at our field site, ~T cannot be approximated by a constant and we 
are unable to use a relationship of this type. 

From climatological data , Thorndike and others (1975) have constructed 
a table of sea ice growth rates for the Arctic Ocean, as a functi on of the 
ice thickness and the time of year. We have used this table to project back 
in time from an ice thickness of 120cm, observed off Tuktoyaktuk in March. 
The measured growth velocity at this time was 1x10-5cms-1 which is close 
to the tabulated value of 9.4x10-6cms- 1. F(T3 ) as a function of time 
derived in this way is given in figure 4.10. Only c-axis measurements 
within 75cm of the upper surface have been used because of the intrusion 
of a band of c-axis vertical grains disrupted growth at this depth (see 

+400 figure 1.3). The resulting R't'=500 -100 hours is larger than values for 
Runs · 5 and 8 because of the temporal variablity of current direction in 
the field, particularly due to tidal action. The lower fluid velocity may 
also be important. In addition, it is not surprising that there is a larger 
spread of r esults about the least squar es fit (r2 = 0.74). T30 ~ 0.6 which 
is not significantly different from the expected value for a symmetric 
girdle distribution. 

The second method of calculating the times of i ce formation is believed 
to give better estimates of the relative growth velocit ies, but may not 
describe absolute times wel l. Nakawo and Sinha (1981) have shown that, 
after an initial rapid desalination, sea ice at a given level reaches a 
stable salinity (see section 1.9.2). This stable salinity is related to the 
growth velocity via equation [1.7] and Nakawo and Sinha have found values 
of Oc/D and ke for winter ice growth in the high Arctic. We have measured 
the growth veloqity and salinity profiles for the sea ice off Tuktoyaktuk 
between the 14 and 25 March. It is therefore possible to find oc/D for our 
problem, assuming Nakawo and Sinha's value of ke = 0. 12. [9] Our value of 
oc/D = 1.6x10 4scm- 1 compares reasonably with that of Nakawo and Sinha, 

[9] In section 1.6.2, we described laboratory experiments which led to k '\.Q.23. This discrepancy is not surprising since these experiments w~re designed to measure brine entrapment before brine drainage took place . 
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<\ID = 4. 2x10 4scm-1• The salinity profile, averaged over 9 cores from the 
grid at C4 ( figure 2.2) , and the derived growth velocities are given in 
figure 4.11. Salinity data a r e tabulated i n Snellen and Rossiter (1 982 ). 
The hi gh salinity within the = top 5cm of the ice does not imply a 
particular l y high growth rate but rather an increase in brine retention by 
the fin e-grained surface layers (Nakawo and Sinha , 1981) . This layer was 
20cm t h ick in our case (figure 1. 3 ) but., since all our measu r ements a r e 
below this level, the resulting error will effect only the absolute times. 
F( 3 ), plotted as a function of time derived from the salinity profiles, is 
shown in figure 4.12. Compared with the results obtained by the previous 
method, we see that the correlation coefficent is slightly higher (Table 
4. 1 ) and that the value of T 30 ( T30 = 0.52) is closer to that for a 
symmetric girdle. However the times for sea ice to reach 70cm in thickness 
differ by a factor of three for each method. This discrepancy produces a 
corresponding factor of three uncertainty in the value of RT and both 
values are used for comparison with the laboratory experiments. Thus in 
this case, RT from the least squares fit to all the data, is 160 hours and 
by taking minimum and maximum slopes for the data from a single core we 
find 110hours < RT< 470hours . 

4.7.6 The dependence of al i gnment relaxat ion time on flui d veloci ty 

We conclude our interpretation of the experiment by suggesting the form 
of t he depende nce of R, [ 10 ] the alignment relaxation time, on the 
cond i t i ons at the time of solid i fi cati on. Egllowing Fine ( 1964), we 
prgpose that • [1.tj 

[11,25], 

a.Rd A~ ~ ~
1 

ul=l e r e 1 and 

grains. 'fhe OligiR of A4· is 

f' a re the Gibbs functions of Aeiebbguring 
tbe ogneentration diffe1enee at Ute tip3 o~ 

eellg et the grG11iog ioterfaee. We sew in sections 4.5.3 to 4.5.d that this 
eoneentr atlon diffenu::ice, ACt!p• resultea floom the fltlid motion and that 

[ 10 ] We use R to mean Rf or flc· 
[ll] k B i~ ~oltBmaan's eons t aRt aug a0 ~s a GQnstant-
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where AA. is a constant. Figure 4.13 shows that our limited data are 
consistent with equation [4.27]. The equation of the line in this figure, 
with R,in hours and uco in cms-1 is 

u 
R , = 1200exp<-i-:2 ) [ 4.28] 

According to this equation , the field results using growth velocities 
tabulated by Thorndike- and others ( 1975) lie closest to the laboratory 
data. 

Combining equations [4.23] and [4.27] we finally have 

where 

F(,3) = --~ 
(l -,3)2 

t exp(~) 
,u. ) 

2R,o [ 4.29 J 

•30 = 0.5 in most cases for sea ice growth and ..u. and R,
0 

are empirically 
determined constants. R,

0 
is the relaxation time for a value of ,

3 
indicating significant alignment, to be established when fluid velocites 
are negligibly small. In the absence of fluid motion, c-axis alignment may 
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still ari se because of the preference of a grain to adjoin its neighbours 
at a small angle ( see section 2. 1). ,u, gives an indication of the fluid 
velocity above which flow produces a distinct effect on the fabric of the 
sea ice. However more data are ~ equi r ed before we may establish whether 
the values of RT

0 
= 1200 hours and ..u, = 1.2cms-1 from this study can be 

applied in the fi eld, since ocean currents are not constant in magnitude 
or direction and ""and RT

0 
will respond to the integrated effect of the 

flow. 

However, given RT
0 

and~ it is possible to estimate the magnitude and 
direction of this "effective" current from the texture of the sea ice . The 
current direction is deduced from the mean c-axis direction of the 
distribution, and the current magnitude from the strength of this 
alignment about the mean. Likewise, sea ice fabrics can be inferred from 
knowledge of the flow. 

4.8 Summary of the interpretation of the experiments 

The laboratory results of chapter 3 have shown the considerable 
influence of fluid motion on the grain structure and c-axis alignment of 
NaCl ice. An investigation of the metallurgical literature suggests that 
this might be expected, and in this chapter we· have compared some of the 
flow-induced features observed in metals, semiconductors and organics with 
the observations in our experiment . The cellular t o planar transition i n 
Run 5 was compared with a theory for interface stability in the presence 
of a flowing melt . Qualitati ve and quantiti ve agr eement were found, 
i ndicating that fluid motion stabilises the ice-water interface. 

Flow at the inter f ace produces a second order disturbance in the growth 
veloci t y, resulting in grains with c-axis par allel t o the current growing 
sli ghtly mor e rapid l y than those wi th c- axi s perpendicula r to the f low. We 
have looked at mutuall y inte r act ing components of the disturbance 
separately. Firstly, the cell spacing is only influenced by the fluid 
motion through the flow modification of the solute gradient at the 
interface. Secondly, we have identified four regimes of fluid motion and 
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the. 
solute transport in ,_region of the interface. In most cases of sea ice 
growth, the concentration difference between the tips of cells oriented 
with c-axes parallel and perpendicular to the current, is directly 
proportional to the fluid veioci ty outside the boundary layer. This 
concentration difference is of the order of 2 parts per million, 

-indicating ·the- smallness-- of the- effect and the ex-treme sensi ti vi ty of 
columnar growth to differences in concentration. Finally we have described 
the development of the preferred texture with time (see equation [4.23]), 
the rate being determined by the difference in tip concentration between 
neighbouring grains, and hence by the fluid velocity, through the Gibbs 
function (see equation [4.25]). Data from our laboratory experiments and 
field work fit the combined result of these equations (see 
equation [ 4.29]) with a relaxation time for alignment with negligible 
fluid motion of 1200 hours and a characteristic velocity of 1.2cms-1• 

In the field, the rate of alignment is determined by the integrated 
effect of the variable currents at the ice-water interface. The magnitude 
and direction of this effective current can be found from the strength and 
direction of the preferred fabric of the sea ice. Indeed, using impulse 
radar, this may be found remotely. 
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5. CONCWSIONS 

The main aim of this project was to explain the observed alignment of 

crysta l c-axes in sea ice. The principle conclusions which have resulted 

f r om this study are given below. The most important of these is listed 

first, but subsequent conclusions are considered to have equal weight. 

1) Our experiments show that, in the presence of a current, the mean 

direction of a crystal c-axis distribution aligns with the flow vector at 

the ice-water interface. The average deviation between these quantities 

was 7° in our experiments. When there was no unidirectional fluid motion, 

there was a significant reduction in the strength of the alignment. 

2) During the saline experiment with forced flow, the columnar axis was 

deflected in the upstream direction, into the current. The c-axes were . 

inclined from the horizontal in a similar manner so that the columnar axis 

and dendrite direction still coincided. 

3) There is good evidence to suggest that natural convection, forced 

into a unidirectional pattern by the geometry of the tank, is also 

efficient at producing an alignment of c-axes. 

4) The flow in our flume was l aminar but there were convective 

t emper ature and velocity fluctuations due to brine rejection at the 

inter face . Speeds outs i de t he boundary la ye r wer e 3. 4 and 2.9cms- 1 (+8%) 

fo r ex pe riments with sal ine and br ackish so lutions respectively. 

5 ) Hori zonta_l t emper a t ur e gradients in the r ange O t o 0. 25°Ccm- 1 do no t 

contr o l gr ain alignment. These gradients may be deduced to within 40% f r om 

t he s l o pe of the i ce-wat e r inte rface and the vertic al t emper ature 

gradient. 

6) Horizontally-oriented stresses and tilting of the sheet of sea ice 

were absent during the experiments and therefore cannot explain the 

observed alignment. 



7) The thickness versus time data for the sheet of artificial sea ice 
were fitted to a theory for so'lidification with a convective heat flux at 
the ice-water interface. The growth veloc ity, convective heat flux fr om 
the fluid, the thermal conductivity of the ice and the vertical 
temper ature gradient in the solid can be estimated from this fit. Vertical 
temperature gradients were in agreement with measured values. Heat 
conduction through the sea ice slab therefore limits the growth velocity. 

8) A cellular to planar transition was noted during growth from a 
solution of 18'.t.r5% with a current speed of 3. 4crns- 1• This transition agreed 
with the predictions of stability theory in the presence of a laminar 
velocity profile. 

9) After the cellular to planar transition had taken place there was no 
further increase in the strength of the c-axis alignment , confirming the 
influence of the transport of solute from the rough, cellular interface on 
the preferred c- axis direction. 

10) Preferred c-axis orientation was observed in the nearshore waters 
of the Beaufort Sea in agreement with the results of other workers. This 
alignment causes an anisotropy ip the response of the propagation of 
electromagnetic waves through sea ice , although no directional dependence 
was observ ed in the dielectric constant of the surface layers. Using the 
wid e angle r eflection and r efraction technique, the ice thickness was 
found and it agreed with the directly measured thickness. Reasonable 
values for the dielectric constant of sea ice were obtained . 

11) The r el at ive growth rates between grains oriented at different 
angles to the flow is a second order effect and is controlled by the 
transport of solute from the interface. 

12) The rate of alignment of c-axes, in the field and in the laboratory, 
has been found to follow a r elationship of the form 

where 
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T 30 describes the initial c-axis distribution which is generally a 

symmetric girdle, giving T30:0.5. RT is a relaxation time for alignment 

which depends on the current velocity outside the boundary layer through 

Uco 
RT = lb exp(- AL. ) 

Empirically, we have found from field and laboratory results that 

R~
0 

= 1200 hours 

.u. = 1.2cms-1 

13) In principle, the strength and mean direction of a crystal c-axis 

distribution may be found from a knowledge of the current velocity just 

outside the viscous boundary layer from the equations in 11 ) . 

Alternatively the effective current velocity may be deduced from a single 

measurement of the strength and direction of the preferred c-axis 

orientation. 
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A 1. TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 

A 1.1 The brackish experiments - Runs 5 and 6 

No temperature measurements in the solid were made during these 
experiments. However a simple, finite element solution of Laplace's 
equation for the geometry of our system during Run 5 has been computed. If 

the flow of heat is important and the resulting alignment of c-axes is 
normal to the direction of the temperature gradient then a cross~tank 
temperature gradient will produce the same pattern of c-axes as the fluid 
flow. Thus we are concerned only with the two-dimensional problem of 

gradients in the cross-tank plane (see figure A1.1 for the geometry of 

this model). 

Figure A 1.2 shows the calculated temperature distribution in the -ice 
and in the insulating materials, 1cm from the ice-water interface. This 
yields gradients ranging from 0.04°Ccm-1 at the window edge to 0.006°Ccm- 1 

at the opposite side . These are in agreement with the estimates quoted by 

Lewis (1967) for sea ice. 

A 1.2 Run 7 (Saline - No Forced flow) 

A thermistor probe was constructed to measure the vertical temperature 

gradient in this experiment. The thermocouples used to measure the 
horizontal temperature gradient are described here but the measurements 

are dealt with in section 3.5.1. 

A 1.2.1 Construction of thermistor probe 

Five thermistors were set inside a 1cm diameter plastic syringe which 
was machined to fit a length of plastic tubing. The beads protruded 

through small holes and epoxy potting compound was forced down the tube to 
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make the probe watertight . The probe was calibrated in an ice-distilled 
water mixtu r e in a vac1uum flask and at the freezing point of solutions of 
known concentration. Resistance r eadings wer e taken di r ectly f r om a 
digit al Avo and the resolution of the readings was approximately 0.1°c. The 
relative error between thermistors is 0. 15°c although the absolute error 
i n temperature measurement may be larger than this. The probe was inserted 
28 hour s af ter initial ice formation and was allowed to settle for 20 
hours before readings were taken. The location of the probe close to the 
centre of the test section is shown in figure 3.3(c) . 

Al .2.2 Temperature measurements and vertical gradients 

The decrease in temperature with time at five depths in the ice is 
shown in figure A 1.3. The vertical temperature profile was found to be 
linear, [1] for most of the time that the ice was growing and throughout a 
large proportion of the ice thickness. The change in magnitude of the 
vertical gradient is shown in figure A1.4 and, as expected, it decreases as 
the ice thickens. Using these gradients we have extrapolated to find the 
temperature within the ice at the surface. The time dependence of this is 
also given in figure A1.3 and this suggests the origin of the fairly large 
temperature fluctuations which were measured within the ice. Two 
compr essors maint ain the temperatures within our cold room, each running 
for four hours . During this experiment they were set so that there was a 
temperature diffe r ence of approximately 1 °c between them, causing a 
fluctuation in air temperature with a period of 8 ho urs . Recor ds of the 
t imes at which compressors switched over control support this hypothesis . 

A 1.2.3 Us e of thermocouples 

The accuracy r equ i r ed in t he measurement of the horizonta l t emper ature 
gradient s is gr ea t er than for the vert i cal di r ection. Since we are 
inter ested only i n tempe r at ure differences , copper-cons t an t an 
thermocouples are the obvious choice since they measure this difference 
directly. Standard tables (Scott, 1941;Stallman and Itagaki, 1976 ) may be 
used for calibration and, because of the very small range of t emperature 

[1] Coefficients of determination were between 0.993 and 0.999. 
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differences in this experiment ( T = 0.0 to 0.4°C), deviations between 
thermocouples will be less than 10µV (Scott, 1941 ). These deviations are 
due to inhomogeneities in the thermocouple wire, particularly in the 
cons tan tan. 

The copper-constantan wires were twisted together, soldered to form a 
junction, varnished with nail polish and placed in 0.2cm diameter tubing to 

i>'\svl~t~ give some rigidity. The"copper wir es leaving the cold chamber were also 
twisted together to cut down electromagnetic interference. The output was 
r ecorded on a Leeds and Northrup 12 point chart recorder. At the end of the 
experiment the thermocouples gave no discernible output when all four were 
placed in a stirred ice-water bath. 

A 1.3 Run 8 (Saline - Forced Flow) 

During this experiment , horizontal and vertical temperature gradients 
were measured with an array of thermistors. A support, which accurately 
positioned these in the horizontal plane , was designed and built by 
Mr. S. Moore. This is shown in place in tank B in figure 3.2. 

A 1.3.1 Construction of the thermistor array 

Therm.istors were laid inside 0.5cm diameter perspex tubing which had 
been machined to form a gutter shape. The beads protruded from the housing 
and epoxy potting compound and nail polish were used to seal the 
connecting wires in place. These fine wires were shielded with copper 
braid and protected with heat shrinkable sleeving at the point where they 
l eft the probes. The use of small diameter, insulating tubing ensured a 
quick response time and minimised the thermal effect of the probes on the 
ice cover. Three such probes were fixed to a triangular plate, which could 
be brought into a horizontal position by ad justing the tilt of a shaft 
supporting it (see figure 3.2). Unfortunately- the probes were not rigid 
and a plastic spacer, placed just above the uppermost thermistor, held them 
parallel to the shaft. The wires from the thermistors ran to a connector 
where the fine, high resistance wires were exchanged for wires with a 
lower resistance per unit length. Thermistor resistance was measured 
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directly from a Hewlett Packard digital multimeter. 

A 1.3.2 Calibration and errors 

The thermistors were originally calibrated against Beckman 
thermomete r s immersed in a constant temperature bath and referenced to an 
ice-water mixture in a vac/uum flask. Howevery -it was -ob vious during the 
experiment that the calibration of four of the thermistors had drifted. 
Fortunately, just prior to and in the early stages of freezing, our system 
behaves as a constant temperature bath. This fact allowed us to 
recalibrate all the thermistors against one which was known to be stable. 
For those thermistors which had not drifted, this gave excellent agreement 
with the previous determination. There is no evidence of any further drift 
and we are confident the results are well within the errors we outline 
below. 

(i) Variations in a single thermistor can be determined to +0.01°C. This is 
limited by the resolution of the multimeter . The resistance of the 
connecting wires was less than the instrument resolution and self-heating 
effects were not important. 

(ii) Temperature determination of one thermistor relative to another has 
an error of 1% of the difference from -1°C. This was estimated graphically 
fr om extrapolation from the calibrat i on range, -0.41 °c to -1. 72°c, to the 
minimum measured value of -6°c. 

(iii) The .absolute calibration of any thermistor has an additional error 
of +o.03°c. We are concerned with absolute measurements only for 
comparison with freezing points . 

A 1.3.3 Temperature measurements 

Figure 3.2 shows that the probes were mounted in the tank before 
freezing began with the spacer on the water surface. The uppermost 
thermistor of probe 1, which will subsequently be referred to as the 
surface thermistor, was then 0.35cm below the water surface. In the 
discussion we take this thermistor as our reference for depth since 
sublimation at the ice surface makes it impossible to find any better 
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definition. The depths of the thermistors are given below. 

Thermistor Number Depth (cm) 

1 o.oo 
2 3.91 

Probe 1 3 7.99 
4 10.06 
5 12.02 

6 8.04 
Probe 2 7 10.08 

8 12.06 

9 8.05 
Probe 3 10 10. 10 

11 12.05 

Figure A1.5(a) and (b) show the temperature measurements . The data for 
probe 2 from 130 hours onwards has been discarded since it appears that 
the probe was knocked out of thermal contact with the ice. A number of 

e!,e points may immediately be noted from th:i-5 data. 

Firstly we see that activity in the cold room and the additions of 
,ve. e 

cooled brine has a noti~able effect on the temperature data; for example , 
the brine has warmed by 0.10c when 32 litres of solution were added slowly 
between t = 75 and 82 hours. 

Secondly the measured surface temperatures fluctuate rapidly by 0.5 to 
1°c from -10-hours onwards-{see flgure A1.5(a)) because sublimation exposed 
this thermistor to the air at approximately 50 hours. At this point, there 
is also a widening in the difference between the measured temperatures and 
those found by extrapolating the vertical temperature gradient to the ice 
surface. These extrapolated values will be rathe r too high because the 
release of latent heat within the ice will cause an increase in vertical 
temperature gradient towards the top of the ice slab. This effect has been 
illustrated in the laboratory r esults of Niedrauer and Martin (1979). On 
the other hand, the temperature measured just above the ice surface will 
be significantly lower than the actual temperature of the air-ice 
interface because of the boundary layer in the air and because of the 
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t hermal r esistance of the sur f ace . [2] The true surface temperature will 
lie between the "measur ed " and "ext r apolated " values of f igure A1 .5{a ) . 

Al.3.4 Vertical temper ature gradient s 

The vert i cal temperature gradients were calculated again by fitting 
linear temper a ture profiles. [3] This implies t hat the decrease i n 
vertical t emperat ure gradient with z, which r esults from the r elease of 
latent heat in the ice, is confined to the upper 4cm and is probably small. 
Figure A 1.6 shows these results for the three probes and where we have 
sampled hourly the data are joined with a smooth curve. Within the 
absolute error in magnitude of +0.03°Ccm-1 there is no difference in the 

· vertical temperature measured by each of the three probes. The error in 
the change in gradient is substantially less than this. 

A 1.3.5 Thermal diffusivity 

The thermal diffusivity of the artificial ice can be estimated f rom the 
data from probe 1 between 142 and 154 hours. At this time t he g~owth 
velocity is sufficiently small for there to be negligible ice growth 
during the time required for the transmission of ther mal energy and we 
thus r eplace the ice by a slab of constant thickness (Lewis , 1967) . Since 
we do not r equi r e the thermal di f fusivity with any great accuracy, we make 
the further approximation that the slab may be r eplaced by a semi-infinite 
solid which greatl y s i mplifies the calculation. Figur e A1.7 shows the 
shapes of the temper ature wave at depths of 0, 4, 8, 10 and 12 cm in the ice. 
The amplitude of t hese ar e no t important fo r our pur poses . Assuming the 
t he r mal di ffu s ivity is constant with depth, the velocity of propagation of 
the minima (joined by a dotted line ) is cons t ant and gi ven by ( Car slaw and 
J aeger, 1959) 

[2] The thermal resistance of an interface is defined as the reciprocal of the proportionality constant between the heat flux across the interface and the temperature difference between the surface and the surrounding medium. This resistance is 500 to 1000 times greater for a boundary with air than with water (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959). 
[3] This gave correlation coefficients better than 0.9984 and typically o. 9997. 
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[A 1.1) 

where 11: period of the temperature wave. This yields 

K S 

which is. - close- to the- value found by Lewis U 967) for thick sea ice. 
Although the present result and those of Lewis do not agree with the 
predictions of Schwerdtfeger (1963) for thermal diffusivity, Lewis found 
reasonable correspondence for other thermal parameters. 
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